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Constitutive Modelling of Shear Localisation in Saturated Dilative Sand
Hansini Erandika Mallikarachchi
Undrained deformation of dilative sand generates negative excess pore pressure. It enhances
the strength which is called dilative hardening. This increased suction is not permanent.
The heterogeneity at the grain scale triggers localisations causing local volume changes and
associated drainage. The negative hydraulic gradient drives fluid into dilating shear zones. It
loosens the soil and diminishes the shear strength.
Continuum-based finite element method cannot apprehend pore-fluid movements at grain
scale without extreme mesh refinement. This thesis aims to evaluate the capabilities of the
finite element method and existing material models to identify the onset and propagation
of localisation in dilatant hardening materials. Then constitutive relations are upgraded to
provide mesh-independent results for different drainage conditions.
First, the ability of critical state Nor-Sand model to simulate drained and undrained
deformation of dense sand is evaluated. Then non-coaxial and non-associative flow theories
are integrated. Different flow rules are examined for proportional and non-proportional
loading paths. Both theories inhibit the tendency to dilate. Non-coaxial Nor-Sand model
reduces the overly stiff response predicted by the original Nor-Sand model during undrained
dilative shearing.
Secondly, a bifurcation analysis is conducted to evaluate the potential of constitutive
models to detect the onset of localisation. Under strict isochoric constraint, the Rice criterion
is never met by the Nor-Sand model. Both non-coaxial and non-associative flow rules do not
bring destabilising effects in dilative sand. The local drainage is the triggering mechanism of
shear bands in globally undrained dense sand.
Third, the nonlocal regularisation is applied to Nor-Sand model and its capability to
produce mesh objective results is elucidated for drained sand. Along with scaling, nonlocal
Nor-Sand model can reduce the mesh sensitivity without extreme mesh refinement.
vi
Fourth, a comprehensive parametric study is conducted to examine the rate and mesh
dependence of saturated dense sand with closed and open drainage boundaries. In both
cases, the hydro-mechanical coupling decides both the onset and propagation of localisation.
Depending on the local degree of drainage shear zones can be fully or partially drained. The
normalised velocity at the boundary between localised and uniform deformation is mesh
dependent.
For saturated sand, the nonlocal method is successful only when either all material points
or shear band material points are fully drained depending on global boundary conditions. The
regularisation of drained soil skeleton is not effective when the hydro-mechanical coupling is
active.
A mesh-independent, rate-dependent constitutive model is developed to capture the pore-
fluid diffusion at the grain scale. It describes the macroscopic constitutive behaviour of
undrained dense sand in the presence of a locally drained or partially drained shear band.
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During the design of geotechnical structures, the sand is frequently assumed as fully drained
material. However, when the sand has a considerable percentage of fine particles, its
permeability decreases. Hence, under sufficiently high loading rates, the sand can behave as
partially drained or undrained. This notion is substantiated by laboratory and field evidence
of soil cutting, ploughing, pile loading, buckling of pipelines, penetrometer and peizocone
testing (Bransby and Ireland, 2009; Huy, 2008; Kutter, 2006; Mangal, 1999; Palmer, 1999;
Silva and Bolton, 2005)
The mechanical response during undrained deformation of sand is governed by its initial
state as shown in Figure 1.1. Out of these, the undrained deformation of loose and medium-
dense sand has been widely investigated due to their potential to liquefaction. The behaviour
of undrained dense sand is not sufficiently scrutinised. The purpose of this thesis is to address
this research gap, focusing on the shear localisation of undrained dense sand.
If dense sand is subjected to shear under constant volume (restricted drainage), its tendency
to dilate produces negative excess pore pressure, which is the reason for the observed effective
stress increase in Figure 1.1. Theoretically, this can continue until the dilation ceases at the
critical state. However, several phenomena can interrupt this strength increase. If suction
increases sufficiently to reach the cavitation pressure, the sand may desaturate releasing the
isochoric constraint. There are several experimental and numerical studies which state that
the localisation in undrained dense sand is delayed until the cavitation takes place. However,
in deep-sea condition, the hydrostatic pressure can suppress the cavitation (Kutter, 2006;
Palmer, 1999).
2 Introduction
Another possible phenomenon is the internal drainage in shear zones. This is confined
mostly to theoretical studies. The lack of experimental evidence possibly must have dis-
couraged probing the validity of this hypothesis. However, this is more likely in offshore
condition. Hence it is important to understand the mechanism behind this internal drainage
and numerically capture it during the design of offshore infrastructure.
In dilative sand, the shear deformation is accompanied by a tendency for particles to
move apart. In submerged saturated conditions, the space between particles is filled with
incompressible water. Hence pore fluid has to flow into this increased void space which
causes a pore pressure gradient. If the deformation is slow, a small gradient is required to
drive the flow. Hence pore pressure changes and strength increase are low. If the deformation
is rapid, the pore pressure in shear zones drops substantially to produce a large gradient
to drive the flow as shown in Figure 1.2. This increased suction tightens soil particles,
augmenting effective stress. However, this is not a permanent condition. The hydraulic
gradient associated with negative pore pressure drives fluid into dilating zones, which in turn
loosens the sand and diminishes the shear strength. Therefore, the duration of this strength
enhancement depends on the permeability, compressibility, the rate of loading and width of
the shear zone.
Fig. 1.1 Undrained monotonic loading of triaxial test: (a) stress-strain relationships and (b)
stress paths (Soysa, 2015)
1.2 Motivation
In the conventional finite element method, the pore pressure is calculated at nodes. In most
geotechnical problems, the element is several magnitudes larger than the grain size. Hence
internal water movements which occur at a scale smaller than element size are can not be
captured. Therefore, shear resistance of saturated dilative sand is overestimated assuming a
uniform deformation. Mallikarachchi et al. (2018), Soga et al. (2015) and Cheong (2006)
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Fig. 1.2 Excess pore pressure gradient across the shear band
increase of reaction force on pipelines under higher loading rates. This progressive dilative
strengthening occurred regardless of the material model used.
Figures 1.3 and 1.4 illustrate shear strain and excess pore pressure contours during
upheaval buckling of buried offshore pipelines simulated with two mesh sizes. The 0.6m
pipe is displaced 0.3m during 0.1s (strain rate 5/s). The minimum iteration time step is
0.001s. The soil is simulated with the Mohr-Coulomb model with constant friction angle
40° and dilation angle 16°. Permeability is 0001m/s and diffusivity coefficient is 5m2/s. In
both figures, it is observed that elements within the proximity of the pipe are subjected to
considerable shear deformation due to fast loading which generates high negative excess
pore pressure.
In Figure 1.3 and 1.4, the maximum distances between two nodes around the pipe are
about 0.24m and 0.06m, receptively. For the considered diffusivity the characteristic times
required to dissipate pore pressure across these distances are 0.0125s and 0.0007s for coarse
and fine meshes respectively. Since the adopted time step is smaller than the dissipation
time for the coarse mesh, the pore pressure is accumulated. Hence Figure 1.3(b) displays a
uniform increase of negative pore pressure around the pipe. As a result, the force exerted on
the pipe is increased. The numerical model in Figure 1.3(a) shows a diffused type failure
rather than localised one. It cannot capture the onset of localisation and pore fluid diffusion
at micro-scale. Therefore, irrespective of remote boundary condition, the elements near
the pipe act as undrained. Moreover, conventional Mohr-Coulomb type models assume
constant dilation leading to a continuous generation of negative excess pore pressure. On
the contrary, in the finer mesh, the characteristic diffusion time is shorter than the time step.
Hence shear bands caused by local drainage are triggered earlier. Figure 1.4(a) displays
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several micro-localisations which facilitate pore pressure diffusion. As a result, suction in
Figure 1.4(b) is lower than that of Figure 1.3(b).
In field condition micro-scale localisations take place around the pipe. If the permeability
is large enough, the generated negative excess pore pressure can dissipate at shear band scale
reducing the strength. The characteristic time for the pore pressure to dissipate across a
0.001m thick shear band of is 2 × 10−6s for the considered diffusivity. Hence, taking account
of increased shear resistance predicted by coarse mesh sizes can lead to unsafe design. In
essence, finite element predictions are unreliable unless the mesh is refined near the shear
zones. Since it is computationally expensive, an alternative mechanism should be sought to
numerically capture the micro-kinematics at grain scale with affordable mesh sizes. For that,
capabilities and limitations of the finite element method to simulate localisation in saturated
dilative sand should be probed in details. Further, the importance of using a critical state soil
model based on stress-volumetric relationship is highlighted.
Fig. 1.3 Deformation of a buried pipeline simulated with a coarse mesh: Contours of (a)
shear strain and (b) pore pressure
It is worthwhile to clarify the phrase "mesh-dependency" which will be used throughout
this thesis. Predictions of FE simulations are sensitive to the adopted mesh size until a
converged solution is reached. Hence for a particular boundary value problem, a mesh
convergent study should be performed refining the mesh until there is no difference in FE
results. Further, the localisation zone becomes vanishingly small with continuous mesh
refinement. Practically, it is impossible to refine the mesh size to comply with the real shear
band thickness at the granular scale. This thesis focuses on pathological mesh sensitivity
within the range of non-converged element sizes.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1.4 Deformation of a buried pipeline simulated with a fine mesh: Contours of (a) shear
strain and (b) pore pressure
1.3 Objectives
Motivated by the aforementioned research prospect, this thesis focuses on upgrading the
constitutive relations of saturated dilatant granular materials. The following objectives are
achieved in the process. The content of this thesis is limited to results of biaxial compression
tests which is a preliminary attempt to solve the problem.
• Assess the ability of constitutive models to capture undrained (uniform) deformation
of saturated dense sand for both proportional and non-proportional loading paths
• Evaluate the potency of constitutive models to detect the onset of localisation and
explore possible triggering mechanisms of shear bands in undrained dense sand
• Examine the influence of time and space parameters for the localisation and internal
fluid movements during the deformations with open and closed remote drainage
boundaries
• Implement a regularisation technique to prevent mesh sensitivity of post-localised
deformation and appraise its potential for saturated sand under different drainage
conditions
• Develop a mesh-independent, two-scale constitutive relationship to capture local
drainage at the shear band scale during undrained deformations
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1.4 Main Contributions
The key contributions of this thesis are summarised below. These will be elaborated at the
end of each chapter.
• Integration of non-coaxial flow theory into critical state Nor-Sand model
During shear localisation, considerable principal axis rotations take place, and hence
the stress paths deviate from those of proportional loading. In those cases, conventional
constitutive relations built upon coaxiality are not valid. Therefore, the Nor-Sand
model is improved with yield vertex theory, and its performance during plane-strain
simple shear and biaxial compression is evaluated with single element modelling.
During simple shear deformation, it is observed that the non-coaxial Nor-Sand model
softens the mechanical response. It inhibits the tendency to dilate and reduces the
volume changes for the drained tests and excess pore pressure generation for the
undrained tests. Hence it can reduce the overly stiff undrained dilative hardening
response predicted by coaxial models.
• Exploring the initiation of localisation during undrained deformation of dilative sand
Under strict isochoric constraint, continuum-based constitutive relations do not satisfy
drained or undrained localisation criteria. The Nor-Sand model cannot predict the
onset of localisation in uniformly undrained dense sand even with non-associative
and/or non-coaxial flow rules. Local drainage initiated by inhomogeneity is required
to bring destabilising effects in dilative hardening materials.
In globally undrained dense sand, non-coaxial flow rule delays the local volume
changes and hence the localisation. Although the loading path is globally proportional,
the non-coaxial effect softens the global stress-strain response due to principal axis
rotation inside the shear band.
• Application of nonlocal regularisation to a critical state model
The Nor-Sand model is enriched with nonlocal regularisation. It can successfully
circumvent the mesh sensitivity of post-localised deformation in drained sand. Mesh
objective force-displacement curves and band widths are achieved by integrating
a characteristic length into constitutive formulations. Scaling can be applied with
nonlocal regularisation to produce a physically realistic mechanical response without
extreme mesh refinement.
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Limitations of nonlocal Nor-Sand model are discussed, enlightening the range of length
scales of the element to grain size ratios for which the method is effective.
• Investigation of local drainage in globally undrained saturated dense sand
Through a comprehensive parametric study, the rate and mesh dependence of saturated
dense sand is elucidated. Depending on the interplay between the generation and
dissipation of excess pore pressure gradient across the shear band, the behaviour of
globally undrained dense sand can be characterised as fully drained, partially drained
and locally undrained. The lower boundary of the undrained uniform deformation is
both mesh and rate dependent whereas the upper boundary of the fully drained shear
band region is sensitive to rate and specimen dimension.
The mesh dependency of local drainage in an undrained biaxial compression test is
displayed in Figures 1.5 (a) and (b). The coarse mesh in Figure 1.5 (a) cannot detect
the localisation and related pore-fluid movements which occur at a scale smaller than
its mesh size. Hence it predicts a uniform undrained deformation with greater negative
excess pore pressure.
• Investigating the suitability of nonlocal regularisation for multi-phase material
The nonlocal Nor-Sand model is proved to be successful only when either all material
points or shear band material points are fully drained. For rate-independent plasticity,
the regularisation of underlying drained soil skeleton is not effective for the partially
drained condition. This is mainly because the onset of localisation is affected by the
hydro-mechanical coupling.
In Figure 1.5(b) a shear band is already triggered while Figure 1.5(a) is still showing
an almost uniform deformation. Hence the nonlocal regularisation is not effective in
these circumstances.
• Development of a novel constitutive model for undrained dense sand with an embedded
localisation
A two-scale constitutive model is produced in this study to capture pore fluid diffusion
at shear band scale while simulating macroscopic mechanical response of undrained
dense sand. The influence of both rate and scale parameters is incorporated. Hence it
is inherently mesh-independent.
The macroscopic response of a bifurcated material point in Figure 1.5(a) is phenomeno-
logically represented by the average response of two constituents: shear band and
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outside material, as displayed in Figure 1.5(d). Hence bifurcated gauss points in the
coarse mesh can capture the localised response simulated by the fine mesh (Figure
1.5(c)). Pore fluid movement between the shear band and outside is calculated at
the constitutive level using the diffusion equation. Depending on the band thickness
and the interplay between the rate of generation and dissipation of pore pressure, the
embedded shear band can be fully or partially drained.
It is found in this study that undrained dilative hardening predicted by a homogeneous
material model is considerably reduced due to the pore fluid movement between the
shear band and outside materials. This phenomenon can precede the cavitation under
sufficiently high back pressure. The model is applied to large-scale biaxial tests.
1.5 Thesis Outline
This thesis consists of two main parts. Chapters 2 and 3 investigate constitutive modelling
and pre-bifurcation deformation. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 explore the modelling of post-localised
deformation.
• Chapter 2
This chapter presents basic theoretical concepts on constitutive modelling of granular
material within critical state elasto-plasticity. Formulations of Nor-Sand model are
described, and its potency in simulating both drained and undrained dense sand is
appraised. Two new flow rules are introduced to the original Nor-Sand model, and their
influences in predicting the behaviour of dense sand are evaluated under plane-strain
simple shear and biaxial compression. The main purpose of this chapter is to provide a
theoretical platform for the succeeding chapters.
• Chapter 3
The instability analysis of multi-phase granular material is scrutinised in this chapter.
A broad literature review on detecting the onset of localisation is presented. Then
bifurcation theories are applied to both drained and undrained saturated dilative sand.
The capability of different flow rules to capture the onset of localisation is examined.
The local drainage is identified as the triggering mechanism of localisation in globally
undrained dense sand.
• Chapter 4
The post-localised mesh sensitivity and regularisation techniques of single-phase
material are discussed in this chapter. The nonlocal theory is applied to Nor-Sand
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Fig. 1.5 Illustration of the hypothesis behind the proposed two-scale constitutive model: the
gauss point in (a) should replicate the mechanical behaviour inside the rectangle in (b)
model, and its capability to produce mesh objective results during post-bifurcation
deformation of drained dense sand is evaluated. Strengths and limitations of the method
are assessed.
• Chapter 5
The rate dependence of saturated dense sand and its association with local drainage
are investigated. A parametric study is conducted on the loading rate, permeability,
mesh and specimen size under closed and open remote drainage boundaries. The
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influence of time and space parameters on the generation and dissipation of pore fluid
is identified. The competency of nonlocal regularisation to prevent mesh sensitivity of
hydro-mechanical coupled problems is evaluated.
• Chapter 6
A novel constitutive model is introduced for undrained dilative sand to apprehend
internal water movements independent of the element size. It takes account of time
and space dependence of pore fluid diffusion in saturated dense sand. The model
is validated and applied for large-scale boundary value problems. Its strengths and
limitations are discussed.
• Chapter 7
This chapter summarises the main findings of the thesis and proposes possible exten-
sions of work.
Chapter 2
Constitutive Modelling of Dilative Dense
Sand
2.1 Preface
The mechanical response of granular media is governed by micro-mechanisms at grain scale.
A general application of conventional continuum theories to a discontinuous assembly of
particles is a rough approximation. This chapter presents some continuum based constitutive
relations which describe fundamental mathematical idealisation of dilative granular material.
Their strengths and limitations are scrutinised justifying the selected material model for the
purpose of this thesis.
Section 2.2 outlines basic concepts and equations in constitutive modelling, which will be
used throughout the thesis. Features of Nor-Sand model are presented in section 2.3. Section
2.4 details the numerical procedure for plane-strain single element simulations. The potency
of the original Nor-Sand model to capture biaxial compression in both drained and undrained
conditions is evaluated in 2.5. Non-coaxial and non-associative flow rules are introduced
to the original Nor-Sand model in section 2.6. The influence of two flow rules for different
loading paths is discussed in section 2.7.
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2.2 Basic Ingredients of Constitutive Models
2.2.1 Stress and strain invariants
In general space (x,y,z), stress and strain vectors are defined in voigt notation as
σi j = {σxx,σyy,σzz,σxy,σxz,σyz} (2.1)
εi j = {εxx,εyy,εzz,2εxy,2εxz,2εyz} (2.2)
Unless otherwise defined, stresses are in effective terms as
σ
′
i j = σi j −Uδi j (2.3)
where δi j is Kronecker delta whose value is 1 when i = j and 0 otherwise. U is the pore
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where deviatoric stress vector is defined as si j = σ ′i j − p′δi j. p′ and q are effective mean
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εv and εq are volumetric and deviatoric strain invariants respectively.






ei jei j (2.11)
where deviatoric strain vector is defined as ei j = εi j −
εv
3
δi j. Above stress and strain invariants
are work conjugates of each other and also valid for rate or incremental terms.
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2.2.2 Elasticity
When the soil is elastic, the stress condition lies within the yield surface. The elastic
deformation can be expressed using elastic bulk modulus Ke, elastic shear modulus Ge and
Poisson’s ratio ν .
dσ ′i j = D
e
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(2.13)





where R is the shear coefficient and r is the pressure exponent. Generally, soil elastic stiffness
is non-linear. It reduces with shear strain and increases with confining stress (Cheong,
2006). Ideally, R should be a function of shear strain. Since the focus of this thesis is large
deformation, R is assumed as constant.
2.2.3 Plasticity
Yield surface
Plastic (irrecoverable) deformation of soil is caused by rearrangement of soil grains. Yield
surface F defines the development of strength. For critical state models it is associated with
grains interlocking and inter-granular friction resulted from volume change. When the stress
state reach the yield surface plastic deformation begins.
Flow rule
Flow rule defines the direction and magnitude of plastic strain increment which is generally
assumed to be normal to the plastic potential function P.




where dλ is the plastic multiplier. The flow rule is associative if the yield and plastic potential
functions are equal (P = F) and non-associative otherwise (P ̸= F).
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Consistency condition
According to consistency condition the derivative of the yield function is zero when the stress









dε pi j = 0 (2.16)
Hardening rule
The hardening rule determines how the size of yield surface evolves with the plastic strain.














In soil, the stress-strain relationship is non-linear, hence effective stress rate dσ ′i j should be
expressed in incremental form as
dσ ′i j = D
ep
i jkl dεkl (2.18)
The total strain increment dεi j can be decomposed into plastic and elastic components as
dεi j = dεei j +dε
p
i j (2.19)
where superscripts e, p and ep denote elastic, plastic and elasto-plastic components respec-
tively.





where De, Dp and Dep are elastic, plastic and elasto-plastic stiffness matrices respectively.
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Partial derivatives of stress










































































































































[sxx, syy, szz, 2sxy, 2sxz, 2syz]
T (2.30)
The aforementioned relations can be used for any constitutive model.
2.2.5 Elasto-plastic models for granular material
The focus of this section is not to elaborate about soil constitutive models, but to discuss
the strengths and limitations of the prevailing models and to justify reasons for selecting the
Nor-Sand model for this thesis.
Within the context of elasto-plasticity, constitutive models are abundant in the research
literature to simulate the pressure dependent granular materials. Mohr-Coulomb (MC) and
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Drucker-Prager (DP) type models are still widely utilised in the field of geotechnics. In
these models, the yield surface is approximated as the Coulomb failure criterion which is
based on experimental evidence. However, yielding and failure are not synonymous. Even
after adopting a non-associative flow rule and hardening/softening functions to vary friction
and dilation, the aforementioned models are still incapable of capturing many facets of real
soil. Especially for frictional materials, plastic stress state is associated with volume change.
Hence a yield surface derived upon a proper stress dilatancy relationship is necessary.
The ability to change volume by shearing distinguishes particulate materials such as soil
from other materials. The behaviour of granular materials is dictated by their initial states.
On shearing, initially dense sand exhibits slight contraction followed by dilation, whereas
initially loose sand always contracts upon shearing. This propensity of soil to change in







“Dilation towards critical states is central to understanding of soil behaviour" (Bolton, 1986)
Based on energy conservation the first stress-dilatancy relationship was proposed by
Taylor (1948) which laid the foundation for the critical state Cam-Clay model by Roscoe
et al. (1963).
η
′ = M−D (2.32)
qc = Mp′c (2.33)
where the critical friction ratio M is a soil property which varies with the stress path or the
proportion of intermediate principal stresses. p′c and qc are effective mean pressure and
deviatoric stress at the critical state.
The critical state theory identifies the density of soil as a state variable rather than a soil
property, which satisfactorily explains volume changes during shear deformation. It is the
main advantage of Cambridge type critical state models over conventional ones. They form a
surface in p’-q-e space as shown in Figure 2.1 (b) and (c). This is called the state boundary
surface. If stress-volumetric state lies on the yield surface, the behaviour is elasto-plastic,
and if it is inside, the behaviour is elastic (Potts and Zdravkovic, 1999). If stress state lies on
the yield surface right to the point ‘C’ in Figure 2.1 (a), the volumetric strains are positive
(compressive), such that yield surface is hardening. This side is called wet or subcritical
side of yield. If the stress state is on the left of the point ‘C’, the soil is dilating (expanding)
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which ensues the softening of yield surface. This is called dry or supercritical side (Potts and
Zdravkovic, 1999).
Fig. 2.1 (a) Yield surface and (b),(c) state boundary surface of critical state models (Potts
and Zdravkovic, 1999)
Irrespective of some limitations such as ignorance of fabric anisotropy and rate depen-
dence, Cam-Clay models can capture the real behaviour of soil in the wet side of the
critical state. However, these models overestimate the failure stress of dense sand or over-
consolidated clay which are in the dry side of the critical state. Although Hvorslev surface is
proposed to overcome this drawback, the discontinuity between two yield surfaces introduces
significant numerical difficulties (Potts and Zdravkovic, 1999; Yu, 2006). Therefore, original
critical state models are less successful in modelling granular materials. They fail to predict
experimentally observed peak and softening of drained dense sand or undrained loose sand.
2.2.6 Critical state in sand
Applicability of critical state theory for the granular materials is not straightforward as for
clay. There is also controversy in the existence of an unique critical state line (CSL) and a
normal compression line for sand. The experimental data on sand is not conclusive as for
clay (Yu, 2006). Nevertheless, Been et al. (1991) confirmed the uniqueness of the critical
state line of sand irrespective of the stress path and the initial fabric.
The curvature of the CSL of sand is also subjected to controversy. Generally, the CSL
has been approximated as linear in a semi-logarithmic plot. This can be a reasonable
approximation for the stress range between 10 kPa to 500 kPa of quartz sand, but for a wider
stress range, a second order curvature is apparent. Based on the test results of Erksak sand
and Leighton Buzzard sand, the critical state line is observed to be bilinear with a breakpoint
at 1 MPa which is depicted in Figure 2.2 (Been et al., 1991; Pestana and Whittle, 1995).
This is attributed to the breakage of grains at high stress levels, which depends on the sand
mineralogy (Been et al., 1991). Within low stress levels, the shearing mechanism is due to
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2.2 Uniqueness of CSL: The effect of (a) the initial state and (b) the controlling variable
on the CSL (Been et al., 1991)
particle rearrangement by sliding and rotation. Under higher pressures soil particles may
crush before they override, hence reducing the dilation and increasing the slope of CSL
Bolton (1986).
Using the works of Bolton (1986),Cheong (2006) utilised a simple relationship for the
critical void ratio in which emax and emin are maximum and minimum void ratios respectively.
Q is related to the particle crushing pressure. It is assumed as 20 MPa throughout the thesis
such that lnQ = 10 (assuming quartz and feldspar). This equation is only defined in the
region when p′ < Q. The influence of Q on simulation results will be discussed in section
2.5.




2.2.7 State parameter concept
Granular materials display a powerful relationship between distortional and volumetric strains
which are significantly affected by states of the material such as density, stress condition
as well as the fabric of packing. Especially the initial state of the soil governs its overall
behaviour. The relative dilatancy index (IR) by Bolton (1986) and the state parameter (Ψ) by
Been and Jefferies (1985) integrate the influence of density and normal stress into a single
parameter. They measure the influence of the void ratio and the stress level simultaneously
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with reference to an ultimate state. It should be emphasised that the state parameter is a




(lnQ− ln p′)−1 (Bolton, 1986) (2.35a)
Ψ = e− ec (Been and Jefferies, 1985) (2.35b)
In the conventional MC type models, sand with different densities are considered as
different materials, and the effects of normal stress and density are considered independently.
The state concept enables to measure the combined influence of the void ratio and the normal
stress on the sand behaviour. Therefore, soil models with state parameters are privileged of
using a single set of material parameters for a wide range of initial void ratios and confining
pressures.
2.3 Nor-Sand Model
Nor-Sand (NS) is a critical state model based on the state parameter concept. The critical
state (CS) is defined by two axioms given by Equation 2.36 (Jefferies, 1993). The first states
that the void ratio is not changing and the second states that this unchanging nature should be
continuous, not instantaneous. It can be redefined in terms of dilation and the rate of dilation
as in Equation 2.37 (Fern, 2016). Cam-clay type models couple these two criteria. Hence,
they can not differentiate the phase transformation point from the critical state which are two
distinct conditions for the supercritical soil (Fern, 2016).








The NS model decouples these two conditions by introducing an image of the critical




̸= 0). At the image condition, the void ratio of soil is unchanging, but the rate of




image pressure pi dominates the size of the yield surface as displayed in Figure 2.3 (a). The
position of the current stress state with respect to pi dictates whether the current volumetric
trend is contracting (A to B: p′ > pi) or dilating (B-C-B’:p′ < pi). Hence p′ approaches pi at
the phase transition point (lowest point in Figure 2.3 (b)).
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2.3.1 Yield function





where N is a volumetric coupling term which decides the shape of the yield surface hence
the direction of the stress increment. This equation resembles the Cam-Clay flow rule when
N = 0. Based on laboratory experiments, N is a material constant for sand independent of
density(Nova, 1982; Stroud, 1971). Jefferies (1993) ascertained that the dilatation computed
from the above equation and those measured from experimental data are in close agreement.
The NS yield function is derived by coupling the above relationship with the normality. It is
written as










if N ̸= 0 (2.39a)







if N = 0 (2.39b)
NS yield surface also has a bullet like shape similar to the original Cam-Clay. Jefferies
(1993) reported that 0 ≤ N ≤ 0.4 for real sand. As shown in Figure 2.3 (a) the plastic flow is
normal to the yield surface in the original NS model.
2.3.2 Plastic potential function
The original NS model follows the associative flow rule such that in Equation 2.15, P = F .
Several attempts have been made to incorporate non-associative flow rule to the NS model
(Andrade and Borja, 2007; Fern, 2016). They introduced a plastic potential function by just
changing the shape of the yield surface. Thus, new volumetric coupling term NP is introduced
for the potential function. Andrade and Borja (2007) reported that NP should be smaller than
N. As the current stress state should satisfy both functions, the image pressure of potential
function (pi,P) is different from pi. NS plastic potential function is written as





 if N > NP ̸= 0 (2.40a)







if N > NP = 0 (2.40b)
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Fig. 2.3 Deformation of initially dense sand: (a) stress path and (b) volumetric path
2.3.3 Hardening law
Jefferies (1993) introduced the limiting hardness concept by adopting a maximum yield
surface. The proximity to the maximum yield surface from the current yield surface is
governed by the state parameter and dilatancy characteristics of the real soil. According to
experimental data, a linear relationship can be obtained between the maximum dilatancy
Dmax and the state parameter at the image state Ψi (Jefferies, 1993).
Dmax = χtcΨi (2.41)
where χtc is the maximum dilatancy coefficient which depends on the sand fabric.
Ψi = e− (ec)i (2.42)
where (ec)i is the critical void ratio at the image mean pressure and can be calculated from
Equation 2.34 by replacing p′ with pi. The rate of hardening or softening is dictated by
the distance between the current image pressure pi and peak image pressure pi,max which is
displayed in Figure 2.4. A simple hardening rule is proposed by Jefferies (1993).
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d pi
dε pq
= ĥ(pi,max − pi) (2.43)
where ĥ is the hardening/softening coefficient. The hardening/softening rate (rate of dilation)
is zero at the peak (
∂D
∂εq
= 0,D ̸= 0). Fern (2016) interprets this hardening concept as similar
to bounding surface or subloading surface models. But in NS, yield surface and maximum
yield surface superimpose continuously only at the critical state (
∂D
∂εq
= 0,D = 0) unlike
conventional bounding surface models.
(a) (b)
Fig. 2.4 (a) Hardening and (b) softening in Nor-Sand model (Fern, 2016)
In the original NS model, the extent of hardening is constrained by adhering to the
normality condition. Using the maximum dilatancy in Equation 2.41, the maximum image


















if N = 0 (2.44b)
2.3.4 Extension to general stress space
Effect of lode angle
Considering M as a material constant leads to a poor representation of sand behaviour.
Triaxial compression, extension and plane-strain experiments conducted on Brasted sand
exhibited that the critical friction ratio M is a function of the lode angle (Jefferies and
Been, 2006). There are several approaches to evaluate M as a function of lode angle. MC
representation assumes a hexagon shape in the deviatoric plane. Matsuoka and Nakai (1974)
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introduced a new stress plane called “spatially mobilised plane", and it has the concept of
statistically averaging the MC criterion. While the MC criterion is not preferred due to
its sharp corners, Matsuoka-Nakai model is continuous and better suited for finite element
programmes. Two functions are shown in Figure 2.5. Matsuoka and Nakai (1974) criterion

















Fig. 2.5 (a) Failure surfaces in deviatoric plane (Potts and Zdravkovic, 1999) and (b) variation
of critical friction ratio with lode angle (Jefferies and Shuttle, 2002)
In all aforementioned equations in section 2.3, M should be calculated based on the current
lode angle. However, empirical correlations and material parameters in the hardening rule
are derived based on triaxial compression data. Therefore, they should be modified for the







(pi,max − pi) (2.46)
Since the correlation for Dmax is also derived from triaxial compression data, it is modified





2.3.5 Mobilised friction ratio at image state
Apart from the lode angle, M is experimentally proved to be dependent on the state parameter.
Slightly departing from the original definition, M can be redefined as the stress ratio at
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D = 0. For dilative sand, both image and critical states satisfy D = 0 condition. This
results in a new definition of image stress ratio Mi which reaches M as the critical state is
approached, as expressed by Equations 2.48. Manzari and Dafalias (1997) and Li (2002)
clearly distinguished these two states in their bounding surface models. More accurate
representation of dense sand can be obtained if Mi is used in the NS equations instead of
M. However, this comes with the burden of an additional material parameter m̄. Therefore,
in this thesis, a distinction is not made between the stress ratios at critical and image states.
Jefferies and Been (2006) advocate that the variable N from Nova’s flow rule scales the
variation of M. Hence, its influence is marginal.
Mi = M+ m̄Ψ (Manzari and Dafalias, 1997) (2.48a)
Mi = M+ exp(m̄Ψ) (Li, 2002) (2.48b)
2.3.6 Partial derivatives of yield function
























 N ̸= 0 (2.51)










































derivatives of plastic potential
∂P
∂σi j
can be calculated if the non-associative flow rule is used.
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2.3.7 Loading criterion
The loading criterion adopted in this thesis is different from the conventional implementation
of plasticity which assumes that the stress state inside the yield surface is elastic. From
the beginning of the deformation, the image pressure is always calculated assuming that
the current stress state is on the yield surface. In other words, the model is assumed to be
elasto-plastic from the beginning. The foundation for this criterion lies in the sub-loading
surface concept proposed by Hashiguchi (2009). It facilitates both smoothness and continuity
of the stress-strain relationship as observed experimentally. Figure 2.6 demonstrates that if
the interior of the yield surface is assumed to be purely elastic, the prediction by the model is
stiffer and discontinuous. The loading criterion states





Dei jkldεkl > 0 (2.55a)





Dei jkldεkl ≤ 0 (2.55b)
(a) (b)
Fig. 2.6 Predictions by conventional plasticity: (a) hardening and (b) softening (Hashiguchi,
2009)
2.4 Numerical Simulations of Plane Strain Single Element
Tests
Single element analysis is generally conducted to evaluate the (homogeneous) constitutive
response of a material for a given load path. A series of displacement controlled drained
and undrained plane-strain tests are conducted with ABAQUS finite element software. NS
constitutive model is implemented in a user-defined material model. Two loading paths:
biaxial compression and simple shear are explored.
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A plane-strain four-node element with reduced integration (CPE4R) which has unit height
and width is deployed. For the undrained analysis, the same element with additional pore
pressure (CPE4RP) degree of freedom is utilised. All edges are assumed to be impermeable
for the undrained simulation. A general static analysis is conducted for the drained case
whereas a transient consolidation analysis is done for the undrained case with fluid perme-
ability of 0.001 m/s. Both analysis are conducted by ABAQUS/Standard in which inertia
effects are ignored. A confining pressure of 100 kPa is applied to the side and top surfaces.
Assumed NS material parameters are given in Table 2.1. For all the analysis, the initial void
ratio is specified as 0.55. Hence the initial stress state is in the dry side of the critical state
which denotes a negative initial state parameter.
Table 2.1 Material parameters of Nor-Sand model
Mtc emax emin N ĥ R r ν χtc
1.25 0.76 0.51 0.3 400 1500 0.5 0.3 3.3
2.4.1 Biaxial compression
For the biaxial element, the bottom left node is constrained in two directions whereas the
bottom right node is assumed to be roller supported. Top nodes are unconstrained to allow
free movement in both directions. During the initial step, all boundary constraints and initial
void ratio are specified. A vertical downward displacement of 0.5 m (strain rate 50 % /s) is
applied to the top nodes during the last step.
2.4.2 Simple shear
A series of displacement controlled simple shear simulations are conducted to evaluate the
potential of different flow rules during principal stress rotations. Simulations are similar to
biaxial tests apart from slight changes in boundary conditions. In the simple shear element,
all bottom nodes are constrained in two directions. Horizontal displacement of 0.5 m is
applied to two top nodes. Further, an equation constraint is applied to two top nodes, such
that their displacements are the same in both directions. This makes zero horizontal strain
throughout the element. Hence, the volumetric strain is equal to the vertical strain in the
drained analysis. In the undrained simulation, the vertical strain is also restricted due to
impermeable boundaries.
2.5 Results of Original (Associative) Nor-Sand Model
The aim of this section is to evaluate the potency of the NS model to capture the salient
features of drained and undrained dense sand qualitatively. Therefore a quantitative validation
with experimental data is not included.
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Fig. 2.7 Mechanical response of drained biaxial compression test: (a) deviatoric stress, (b)
mean pressure, (c) stress ratio against axial strain and (d) stress path
Figure 2.7 demonstrates the mechanical response of the single element biaxial compression
simulations of drained (dry) dense sand. Due to elasto-plastic behaviour from the beginning,
the stress-strain response is smooth and continuous throughout. In Figure 2.7 (a) and (b),
both deviatoric stress and effective mean pressure reach their peak strengths simultaneously.
The peak stress ratio in Figure 2.7 (c) also coincides with this. By 50 % of axial strain, the
stress ratio shows signs of reaching the mobilised critical stress ratio. This ratio depends on
the lode angle at the critical state. It is different from the reference input value at the triaxial
compression mentioned in Table 2.1. The use of mobilised critical stress ratio in Equations
2.46 and 2.47 scales those input values to the general stress space.
Unlike triaxial tests, the stress path in Figure 2.7 (d) is not linear due to the effect of
intermediate principal stress in plane-strain tests. Even the critical state line is slightly
non-linear due to the changing critical stress ratio. It is observed that the lode angle and the
critical stress ratio in plane-strain biaxial tests vary until about 10% of axial strain and then







































































Fig. 2.8 Volumetric relationships of drained biaxial compression test: (a) volumetric strain,





















































Fig. 2.9 Mobilised (a) friction angle and (b) dilation angle of drained biaxial compression
test
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become constants. They are always lower than respective triaxial values. The stress path in
Figure 2.7 (d) reverses at the peak and terminates at the critical state.
Figure 2.8 (a) illustrates the volumetric relationship during biaxial tests. It shows an
initial contraction followed by dilation which ceases at the critical state. The hardening in
Figure 2.7 (a) takes place both during both contraction and dilation until the peak at which
the dilation is maximum. Afterwards, the softening accompanies with the reducing dilation
until the volume becomes constant at the critical state. The state parameter in Figure 2.8
(b) reduces during compaction and increases during dilation. It approaches zero near the
critical state. This is affirmed by Figure 2.8 (d) in which the distance between the blue and
red dash line represents the state parameter. In Figures 2.8 (a),(b) and (d), the lowest points
correspond to image state.
Jefferies and Shuttle (2002),Jefferies and Been (2006) and Robert (2010) numerically
simulated plane-strain biaxial compression tests of dense sand using NS model. Their stress
and volumetric relationships are qualitatively similar to Figure 2.7 (a) and 2.8 (a) respectively.
Jefferies and Shuttle (2002) successfully validated their results with experimental data of
Cornforth (1961) until the peak, but post-peak results diverged considerably from experiments
due to the shear localisation. Mallikarachchi (2015) reported the same trend while comparing
NS biaxial simulations with laboratory experiments of Houston sand from Desrues and
Viggiani (2004).
The slope of the stress dilatancy relationship in Figure 2.8 (c) is dictated by the volumetric
coupling term N. In this Figure, both image and critical state stress ratios coincide when
the dilation is zero. This is due to the assumption that the stress ratio at image state is the
same as the critical stress ratio. Manzari and Dafalias (1997), Li (1997), Jefferies and Shuttle
(2002) doubted about this and hypothesised that stress ratio at image state Mi is different
from M. It explained the experimentally observed "hook" in the stress dilatancy plots of
dense sand. However, experimental observations are doubtful during softening as laboratory
specimens in plane-strain are no longer homogeneous after the peak.
Figure 2.9 illustrates the plane-strain friction and dilation angles. The mobilised peak and
critical friction angles in drained tests are 44◦ and 35◦ respectively in Figure 2.9 (a). The
mobilised peak dilation angle is around 13◦ in Figure 2.9 (b).
2.5.2 Undrained biaxial compression analysis
Figure 2.10 illustrates the undrained behaviour of the dilative dense sand. In this case,
the constant volume constraint is applied to the plane-strain biaxial compression test due
to impermeable boundaries. The inhibited dilation generates excess pore pressure. Both



























































































Fig. 2.10 Mechanical response of undrained biaxial compression test: (a) deviatoric stress,
(b) effective mean pressure, (c) effective stress ratio against axial strain and (d) effective
stress path
deviatoric stress and mean pressure in Figure 2.10 (a) and (b) continuously rise until plateaus
are reached at the critical state. This increase in strength is due to the generation of negative
excess pore pressure. Figure 2.11 (a) shows that the suction is generated continuously
followed by initial positive pore pressure. It only ceases at the critical state. This phenomenon
is known as dilative hardening (Li, 1997; Rice, 1975). Unlike MC/DP type models with
constant dilation, NS model predicts a termination of dilative tendency with accumulated
deviatoric strain. This is responsible for the observed plateaus in Figures 2.10 (a) and 2.11
(a).
Figure 2.11 (b) shows that the state parameter becomes zero eventually. Figure 2.11 (d)
displays that the critical state is reached only by increasing the effective mean pressure,
keeping the volume constant. In fact, two critical state axioms in Equation 2.36 are valid
only when d p′ = 0. Therefore, in undrained deformation, the change in hydrostatic pressure
dictates the state parameter.










































































Fig. 2.11 Volumetric relationships of undrained biaxial compression test: (a) volumetric
strain, (b) state parameter against axial strain, (c) stress dilatancy relationship and (d) void


















































Fig. 2.12 Mobilised (a) effective friction angle and (d) dilation angle (calculated from plastic
strains) of undrained biaxial compression test
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Although the deviatoric stress in Figure 2.10 (a) does not have a peak, a maximum stress
ratio is observed in Figure 2.10 (c). This means the Coulomb limiting state is reached
without passing the Tresca state. In the framework of bounding surface critical state plas-
ticity, Manzari and Dafalias (1997), Li (1997, 2002) and Yi (1997) modelled the dilative
hardening behaviour of undrained dense sand during triaxial compression and validated with
experimental data. Their stress-strain relationships are qualitatively similar to the curve in
Figure 2.10 (a). They also emphasised that strength of the undrained dense sand can increase
even after the maximum stress ratio. Plane-strain experimental data for dilative hardening
behaviour is hard to find since tests are interrupted by instabilities (Han and Vardoulakis,
1991; Mokni and Desrues, 1999).
The stress path in Figure 2.10 (d) shows a slight decrease in mean pressure initially
followed by a continuous strength increase. Although the stress path reaches the critical
state line almost asymptotically just after the phase transformation stage, it never intersects
the critical state line until the actual critical state. Fern (2016) simulated undrained triaxial
compression of dense sand with NS model. He claimed that the soil reaches to a "near critical
state" shortly after the phase transformation, without ever reaching it. This is probably
because maximum strain he used is not sufficient to reach the critical state for the undrained
dense sand. However, according to Manzari and Dafalias (1997), Li (1997, 2002) and Yi
(1997), triaxial compression stress paths reach the CSL by 15 to 20 % strain.
The stress dilatancy relationship in Figure 2.11 (c) shows a slightly different slope before
and after the peak stress ratio. This clearly demonstrates the difference between image and
critical stress ratios. The maximum dilation is associated with the peak stress ratio rather than
the peak deviatoric stress. It is very significant to recognise this difference by a constitutive
model which simulates dilative hardening materials. Kutter (2006) clearly pointed out the
misleading nomenclature used in soil mechanics in which "strain softening" is used for
negative tangent modulus. He suggested using the word "strain softening" for the case where
the tangent modulus decreases as the stress increases and "strain weakening" for the negative
tangent modulus.
It is observed in Figure 2.12 that the undrained peak and critical friction angles are 40◦
and 34◦ respectively whereas peak dilation angle is 8◦. It is noted that the peak mobilised
friction and dilation are smaller in the undrained analysis compared to the drained case, even
with the same material parameters. This is because they are behavioural properties which
depend on test type compared to intrinsic material properties.
Based on the above simulations of dilative sand the potential of NS model can be appraised.
It has the ability to distinguish the phase transition (p′ = pi < pi,max) from the critical state
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(p′ = pi = pi,max). Even with an associative flow rule, the mobilised dilation is always lower
than the mobilised friction. Hence it is an ideal candidate for modelling supercritical soil.
One defect is that NS is not capable to macroscopically model the inherent fabric of sand
and the fabric evolution during shearing. Nevertheless, even Manzari and Dafalias (1997)
mention that the NS model is sufficient for monotonic loading.
Fig. 2.13 Influence of critical state line
At this point, it is important to discuss the influence of CSL (Equation 2.34) on the
aforementioned results. Figure 2.13 plots CSL for two Q values along with drained and
undrained stress paths. This equation is not valid in the region where the grain crushing is
the predominant mode of shearing (below the minimum void ratio). As the grain crushing
pressure is approached, the CSL are proved to be linear as shown in dotted lines (Been et al.,
1991; Pestana and Whittle, 1995). Nevertheless, all simulations in this thesis are conducted
in the region above the minimum void ratio; hence they will not be affected by the change in
CSL. Therefore, Equation 2.34 is used throughout the thesis.
When Q = 20 MPa (blue line), the maximum effective mean pressure does not rise
more than 6 MPa even for fully undrained deformation. Hence, p′ is always lower than Q
throughout this thesis. If soil with weaker grains is assumed, Q should be smaller; hence,
the dilation might be suppressed at a lower effective mean pressure. Hence the choice of Q
profoundly influences the results of undrained deformation.
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2.6 Effect of Flow Rules in Modified Nor-Sand Models
For pressure dependent materials, the direction and magnitude of plastic flow can vary with
material properties, initial state and loading path. Therefore, the flow rule should be selected
based on the intended problem. For dilative sand, it should be able to predict plastic flow
during both softening and hardening. Further, it should capture post-localised deformation
which involves non-proportional loading paths. Hence, it is worthwhile to investigate the
influence of different flow rules on the behaviour of dense sand.
In this section, the original NS model is extended for non-associative and non-coaxial
flow rules. The motivation behind this implementation is twofold. The first is to explore
the influence of these flow rules on the mechanical and volumetric relationships of drained
and undrained dense sand compared to the original NS model. The second objective is to
evaluate the potential of different flow rules for the bifurcation analysis: prediction of onset
of a shear band. This will be studied in Chapter 3.
2.6.1 Non-associative flow rule
It is widely accepted in geomechanics community that non-associative flow rule is necessary
to correctly characterise volumetric changes in frictional geo-materials (Lade and Bopp,
1993). On the other hand, Hashiguchi (1991) questioned the validity of this notion and
reported that non-associative flow rule renders physically unacceptable results for stress
probe tests.
Original NS model by Jefferies (1993) strictly follows the Drucker et al. (1957)’s stability
postulate and assumes normality. However, the extent of hardening is controlled by limiting
hardening concept such that normality does not conflict with producing physically reasonable
dilation rates. In the family of Cambridge type models, the yield surface is different from
the failure surface. Therefore, unlike conventional MC, DP type models, their yield surfaces
are sized such that dilation from normality matches with reality. Specifically, in the NS
model, the maximum dilatation is governed by pi,max which is related to state parameter and
experimentally matched dilation coefficient.
It is observed in Figure 2.14 (a) that on the dry side of the critical state, the plastic strain
increments are almost normal to the yield surface (Fern, 2016). Figure 2.14 (b) shows
that NS yield surface is very close to the plastic potential surface in the supercritical side
whereas there is a huge discrepancy between two in the subcritical side. This notion is further
verified by Liu (2013) who claims that the flow rule in the sand is density dependent. In
his unified sand model, he integrated both associative and non-associative rules. He reports
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2.14 (a) The directions of plastic strain increments during triaxial compression tests of
dry Chiba sand and (b) difference in yield and plastic potential functions (Fern, 2016)
that the associative flow rule is satisfactory for dense sand. Considering all aforementioned
arguments, associative flow rule in original NS can be justified at least for dense sand.
However, most of these arguments are valid only in the pre-bifurcation regime. Normality
based on Drucker et al. (1957)’s stability postulate is valid in the work-hardening regime.
Jefferies (1993) reports that post-peak softening of NS does not match well with experimental
results (Jefferies, 1993). It is expected since phenomenological constitutive relations are no
longer valid after the bifurcation because the material is no longer homogeneous.
In this context of ambiguity, it is interesting to scrutinise the effect of non-associativity
for drained and undrained dense sand. The original NS model is modified integrating the
non-associative flow rule. A separate plastic potential function with Np = 0.1 is utilised as
described in section 2.3.2. Results of drained and undrained single element simulations with
non-associative NS model will be presented in section 2.7.
2.6.2 Non-coaxial flow rule
Conventional constitutive models assume that the orientation of principal stresses coincides
with that of principal plastic strain rate, which is termed as coaxility. Although this assump-
tion is valid for proportional loading paths such as triaxial, biaxial tests, practical loading
conditions often deviate from this idealistic behaviour. Progressive failure of soil often ac-
companies with diffused or localised modes of instabilities. Under large shear deformations,
a considerable amount of principal axis rotation takes place within these shear band. As a
result, the orientation of principal stresses does not coincide with that of principal plastic
strain rates as shown in Figure 2.15. In essence, conventional flow theories are proved to be
not valid under principal stress rotations.
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Fig. 2.15 Representation of stress path and plastic strain increment path in 2D stress rotation
plane (Gutierrez and Ishihara, 2000)
This phenomenon is verified by various laboratory experiments such as stress probe tests
(Gutierrez and Ishihara, 2000; Gutierrez et al., 1991, 1993), simple shear tests (Cole, 1968;
Roscoe, 1970), hollow cylinder tests (Cai, 2010; Miura et al., 1986) etc. These laboratory
experiments report following common observations.
• Both the magnitude and direction of plastic deformation are dependent on the direction
of stress rates (Gutierrez and Ishihara, 2000; Gutierrez et al., 1991).
• The degree of non-coaxility is greater in the beginning, and principal stress and
principal plastic strain rate directions coincide near the critical state (Cole, 1968;
Roscoe, 1970).
• A plastic deformation can be induced solely by the rotation of principal stress axes
even if magnitudes of principal stresses are constant (Arthur et al., 1980; Gutierrez and
Ishihara, 2000; Gutierrez et al., 1991; Ishihara and Towhata, 1983).
Theoretical studies on the micro-mechanical point of view on grains also support the
concept of non-coaxility (Oda and Konishi, 1974a,b). Discrete element simulations scruti-
nising fundamental inter-granular contacts also have reported evidence on the non-coaxial
plastic flow (Ai et al., 2014; Jiang et al., 2016; Yu, 2008). Within the context of continuum
plasticity, various theories have been put forward to describe the principal axis rotation and
the non-coaxility of granular material.
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Yield vertex theory
Yield vertex theory initially introduced by Rudnicki and Rice (1975) has been applied by
many researchers to model the non-coaxial behaviour successfully. In essence, this theory
recognises the plastic stretching caused by stress rates tangential to the yield surface in the
deviatoric plane as shown in Figure 2.16 (a). Equation 2.19 can be modified replacing dε pi j
with dε pci j as coaxial plastic strain rate and dε
pnc
i j as non-coaxial plastic strain rate.





Non-coaxial plastic flow rate is mathematically determined by Equation 2.57 in which
h̄pnc is the non-coaxial plastic modulus and ai j represents the direction of flow.




Original yield vertex theory was proposed for simple constitutive models with circular
yield surfaces (in the deviatoric plane) and isotropic hardening as expressed by Equation 2.58
and shown in Figure 2.16 (a). Over the years this theory has been implemented to simulate
simple shear behaviour and boundary value problems by Yu (2006), Yang and Yu (2006b,
2010, 2006c).




where dsi j is the direction of deviatoric stress vector. This can be rearranged as
dε pnci j =
1
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Hashiguchi (1993, 1998) generalised this original theory for non-circular yield surfaces
and all types of hardening. The difference lies in the non-coaxial flow direction vector ai j
(and Ai jkl) as shown in Figure 2.16 (b). ā∗i j in Equations 2.61 and 2.62 represents the unit




indicates the unit vector in the direction along the deviatoric stress. Both
criteria coincide for a circular yield surfaces. Non-circular yield surfaces depend on lode
angle hence there is a clear distinction between these two directions as illustrated by Figure
2.16(b).
ai j = dsi j − ā∗i jā∗kldskl (2.61)
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Fig. 2.16 Illustration of coaxial and non-coaxial plastic strain rates on (a) circular yield
surface (Yang et al., 2011) and (b) non-circular yield surface (Hashiguchi and Tsutsumi,
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(2.64)
The final constitutive relationship is given by
dσi j = D
ep
i jkldεkl =






















Apart from the yield vertex theory, there are other methods which integrate non-coaxial
plasticity into constitutive formulations. Gutierrez and Vardoulakis (2007) observed that
the energy dissipation during shearing is different before and after the localisation even
for proportional loading tests. This is because of the principal stress rotations inside the
shear band. Accordingly they derived a novel stress-dilatancy relationship including the
non-coaxial angle.
Fabric tensors are also utilised to describe non-coaxial behaviour of sand. Gao and Zhao
(2013, 2016) declared that accounting for soil fabric and its evolution is enough to capture the
non-coaxial behaviour of soil naturally. Yu (2008) stated that induced fabric anisotropy is a
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consequence of loading with principal axis rotations. Jefferies et al. (2015) also incorporated
the principal axis rotation into the NS model by changing the original hardening law.
Non-coaxial theories mentioned above have been utilised to simulate experimental ob-
servations of simple shear, biaxial compression, true triaxial and hollow cylinder tests. The
influence of non-coaxial theory on simple shear simulations varies considerably depending
on the characteristics of the constitutive model. The current study adopts the modified yield
vertex theory to incorporate non-coaxial behaviour into the NS model.
2.7 Results of Modified Nor-Sand Models
The influence of two flow rules on the mechanical response of dense sand is explored during
two loading paths: biaxial compression and simple shear. Abbreviated terms for different
models are given below. Additional to the material parameters in Table 2.1, hpnc is 0.5Ge for
non-coaxial models and NP is 0.1 for non-associative models.
• Nor-Sand associative coaxial model - NS C
• Nor-Sand associative non-coaxial model - NS NC
• Nor-Sand non-associative coaxial model - NS C NA
• Nor-Sand non-associative non-coaxial model - NS NC NA
2.7.1 Drained and undrained biaxial compression analysis
Figure 2.17 displays the response of drained biaxial compression tests of dense sand predicted
by original and three modified NS models. It is observed that the deviatoric stress in Figure
2.17 (a) is not much affected by flow rules during the pre-peak deformation. The peak is
slightly enhanced by the non-coaxial flow rule but unaffected by the non-associative flow
rule. After the peak, coaxial and non-coaxial stress-strain relationships are superimposed.
On the contrary, non-associative flow rule predicts a reduced softening than the associative
models. Hence the residual strength is greater for non-associative models. Both associative
and non-associative rules predict almost the same stress paths in Figure 2.17 (d). On the other
hand, non-coaxial models display an increased mean pressure before the peak. Therefore, the
pre-peak stress ratios in Figure 2.17 (c) are also different between coaxial and non-coaxial
models.
Generally, in plane-strain biaxial compression tests, the principal axis rotation does not
take place in the two-dimensional plane. Therefore, the non-coaxility is hardly activated, and
deviatoric stress-strain relationship is not much altered from the coaxial models. This is in
line with reports of Lu et al. (2014). However, in the general stress space, the principal stress
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rotation takes place in the intermediate direction during the initial variation of lode angle. It
leads to an overestimation of the intermediate principal stress and hence the mean pressure by
the non-coaxial models. This must be the reason for the observed disparity between coaxial
and non-coaxial flow rules in biaxial tests. This non-coaxility ceases as the stress reaches the
critical state.
The difference between associative and non-associative flow rules during the post-peak
deformation can be explained using the volumetric relationship in Figure 2.17 (b). It is
evident that non-associativity reduces the rate of dilation and hence the volumetric expansion
during softening. On the contrary, non-coaxility does not show significant influence on the
(total) volumetric relationship during biaxial compression. The sensitivity analysis of NP and
hpnc is not included in this thesis due to the space limitation. It is observed that lower these
two parameters, the deviation from the original model is higher.
In essence, the non-associative flow rule seems to affect the behaviour of drained dense
sand only during softening for the biaxial stress path. If the variation of intermediate stress
is ignored, non-coaxial model does not change the mechanical response of dense sand for
proportional loading paths. However, it is difficult to comment on the accuracy of flow
rules after the peak based on experimental observations since the deformation is no longer
homogeneous.
Predictions for the undrained biaxial compression tests of dense sand by four NS models
are depicted in Figure 2.18. A clear distinction between simulations by different flow rules
can be witnessed in Figure 2.18 (a). Under isochoric constraint, the undrained strength is
dependent on the effective mean stress which in turn is governed by the generated excess
pore pressure. Both non-coaxial and non-associative rules predict reduced excess pore
pressure generation, and hence smaller stiffness in the deviatoric stress-strain relationships.
Differences in stress paths are barely noticeable in the scale of Figure 2.18 (d), but the peak
stress ratios in Figure 2.18 (c) are slightly affected.
In the implemented NS model the shear stiffness is dependent on the effective mean
pressure. Therefore both hardening modulus and non-coaxial modulus are sensitive to
the generated negative pore pressure. Thus the influence of flow rules on the stiffness is
exacerbated. As the tendency to dilation ceases near the critical state, predictions of all four
models are superimposed by then.
Although there are many previous studies which investigated the plane-strain biaxial com-
pression with non-coaxial and non-associative flow rules, their main intention was detecting
the onset and inclination of shear bands (Hashiguchi, 2009; Hashiguchi and Tsutsumi, 2003;


































































































Fig. 2.17 Stress and volumetric relationships of drained biaxial compression test of dense
sand predicted by modified Nor-Sand models: (a) deviatoric stress, (b) volumetric strain, (c)
stress ratio against axial strain and (d) stress path
Lu et al., 2014; Papamichos and Vardoulakis, 1995; Yatomi et al., 1989b). This chapter
only explores the mathematical implications of two flow rules applied to the NS model. In
author’s point of view, the basic constitutive features of dense sand during a biaxial compres-
sion test can be perceived with sufficient accuracy with the original NS model without any
modifications.
2.7.2 Drained and undrained simple shear analysis
Figures 2.19 and 2.20 display simple shear simulation results of the drained and undrained
dense sand respectively. Shear deformation induces the rotation of principal axis which
activates non-coaxial stretching in the deviatoric plane. Therefore, the influence of non-
coaxial flow rule is highlighted in both Figures compared to the biaxial simulations. It is
observed in Figure 2.19 (a) that the non-coaxial flow rule softens the stress-strain response.
It delays the peak and also slightly reduces its magnitude. The non-coaxial effect ceases
gradually as the critical state is reached. These findings affirm the observations of Yang and







































































































Fig. 2.18 Stress and pore pressure relationships of undrained biaxial compression test of
dense sand predicted by modified Nor-Sand models: (a) deviatoric stress, (b) excess pore






















































Fig. 2.19 Stress and volumetric relationships of drained simple shear test of dense sand
predicted by modified Nor-Sand models: (a) deviatoric stress and (b) volumetric strain
against shear strain


















































Fig. 2.20 Stress and pore pressure relationships of undrained simple shear test of dense sand
predicted by modified Nor-Sand models: (a) deviatoric stress and (b) excess pore pressure
against shear strain
Yu (2006a,b). The accumulated volumetric strains predicted by non-coaxial models are lower
than their coaxial counterparts in Figure 2.19(b). Even the phase transformation point is
delayed.
It should be also mentioned that since the original NS model is developed based on the
sub-loading concept, the implementation of non-coaxial plasticity is straightforward. Since
the model is elasto-plastic from the beginning, the principal axis rotation commences from
the start of the deformation in contrast to Yang and Yu (2006a,b). The instabilities involved
with the elasto-plastic transition are eradicated here.
Mallikarachchi and Soga (2018) validated this non-coaxial NS model for simple shear
laboratory experimental data of Cole (1968). The model predictions agreed well with dense
and medium dense sand but slightly deviated for loose sand. Mallikarachchi and Soga (2018)
further pointed out that the plastic strain increment direction is ahead of stress direction for
K0 = 0.4.
On the other hand, the non-associative model predictions concur with associative ones
until slightly before the peak. They produce somewhat smaller peaks than associative rules.
However, the softening rate is reduced by the non-associativity which results in slightly higher
residual strength. Associative and non-associative rules render almost the same volumetric
strain until the peak. Afterwards, the non-associative rule predicts lower volume expansion.
In undrained simple shear simulations in Figure 2.20, both non-coaxial and non-associative
rules lead to a reduction in the hardening stiffness and the generated negative excess pore
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pressure. Unlike drained tests, undrained simple shear deformation has not reached the
critical state until 50 % strain.
Although the original NS model can grasp the main features of the simple shear de-
formation, the mechanism of principal axis rotation cannot be captured without a proper
non-coaxial theory. Jefferies et al. (2015) attached an additional softening term to the harden-
ing rule of NS to fabricate the effect of principal stress rotation. However, excessive dilation
is reported when they compared modified NS predictions with monotonic undrained simple
shear tests. They concluded that the softening of the yield surface during principle stress
rotation is not sufficient to model the undrained simple shear tests, the rotation of the strain
increment direction should be considered as well. The non-coaxial NS model proposed in
this study can easily lower the dilation by reducing the non-coaxial modulus and prevent the
overly-stiff response at small strains.
2.8 Conclusions
This chapter presents the results of single element modelling which assumes fully homoge-
neous condition throughout the deformation. The contents in this chapter is a preparation for
the bifurcation and post-bifurcation analysis in upcoming chapters.
The plane-strain drained biaxial test results indicate that the NS model has the capacity to
distinguish the phase transformation, peak and critical state in the soil in the dry side of the
critical state. The plane-strain undrained biaxial test does not show any sign of the peak until
the critical state although it passes the maximum stress ratio. Even with an associative flow
rule, NS model can accurately predict evolving dilation.
The non-associative flow rule is effective regardless of the loading path, but non-coaxility
is active only during the principal axis rotation. Both theories inhibit the tendency to dilate
and reduce the volume changes for the drained tests and excess pore pressure generation for
the undrained tests. For both boundary conditions and loading paths, non-associativity is
more noticeable after the peak effective stress ratio. On the contrary, the non-coaxility is
more visible during the initial deformation and ceases near the critical state.
2.8.1 Contributions
The main contribution of this chapter is the integration of the yield vertex theory into the
critical state plasticity and exploring its influence on the mechanical response of undrained
dilative sand. It is observed that the yield vertex theory reduces the tendency to dilate, and
hence the generation of negative excess pore pressure. Therefore, the dilative hardening
effect is hindered by the non-coaxial yield vertex theory. Combined with the sub-loading
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concept, this can circumvent the overly stiff response predicted by prevailing models during
undrained dilative shearing. To the author’s knowledge, the yield vertex theory has not been
evaluated previously on the coupled simulation of the undrained dilative sand along with
pore pressure generation. Furthermore, this is the first time, mathematical implications of
different flow rules are explored in a single platform for both drained and undrained boundary
conditions, under two loading paths.

Chapter 3
Instability and Localisation in Granular
Soil
3.1 Preface
The stability of granular material has been subjected to extensive experimental, numerical and
analytical investigations. Instability may appear in different forms such as diffused instability,
localisation or liquefaction. The onset and inclination of shear bands in dry/drained soil can
be solely predicted based on the constitutive equations. Their theoretical predictions are
generally consistent with experimental observations. On the contrary, different observations
are made from experimental investigations about the localisation in saturated undrained soil.
Further, they are not in consensus with mathematical predictions from constitutive equations.
The focus of this chapter is to scrutinise the onset criteria for localisation in the dry and
saturated dense sand. The role played by the constitutive model for the detection of material
instability is investigated using different flow rules.
Section 3.2 briefly outlines the mathematical foundation for the instability analysis of both
single and multi-phase materials. The influence of the hydro-mechanical coupling on shear
localisation is delineated. Experimental findings on the localisation in globally undrained
sand are recorded in section 3.3. Previous numerical simulations to detect the onset and
inclination of shear bands are reported in section 3.4. The results of bifurcation analysis
with the original and modified NS models are included in section 3.5. The competency
of constitutive models described in Chapter 2 to capture the onset of localisation in the
undrained dense sand is evaluated. This chapter concludes by emphasising the importance of
local drainage on the initiation of shear bands in globally undrained dilative sand.
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3.2 Fundamentals of Instability Analysis
Basic mathematics underlying the instability and/or localisation of both single and multi-
phase material are summarised in the succeeding section.
3.2.1 Loss of material stability
A system is said to be unstable if and only if an infinitesimal perturbation generates finite
changes in states of the system. Hill (1958) suggested sufficient condition for the material
stability as the positiveness of the second order work. The material instability is mathemati-
cally associated with the loss of positive definiteness of the symmetric part of the material
stiffness matrix.
dW2 = dεi jT dσi j > 0 (3.1)
3.2.2 Bifurcation analysis of drained/dry soil
Bifurcation occurs whenever a state of the system suddenly branches into multiple states
under a continuous variation of state variables. It is associated with the loss of ellipticity
of governing partial differential equations. The bifurcation analysis consists of finding the
perturbation solutions (the difference between the heterogeneous and homogeneous fields
of incremental solution) that satisfy the constitutive law and are compatible with boundary
conditions (Guo and Stolle, 2013). The conventional bifurcation analysis of dry/drained soil
is solely based on the constitutive behaviour of the materials.
Fig. 3.1 Thomas-Hill-Mandel shear band model with (a) an inhomogeneous displacement
field and (b) jump in displacement gradient (strain) and pore pressure (Guo and Stolle, 2013)
The onset of a shear band is derived according to conventional Thomas-Hill Mandel
shear band model. It assumes the shear band as a weak discontinuity with a finite thickness
across which the displacement (or velocity) is continuous while its gradient at the layer
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Fig. 3.2 Modified shear band model with (a) an inhomogeneous displacement field and (b)
continuous displacement gradient (strain) and pore pressure (Guo and Stolle, 2013)
boundary experiences a jump. This is displayed by a schematic diagram in Figure 3.1. The
inhomogeneous incremental displacement field: ∆ui = ∆usbi −∆uouti is expressed as
∆ui =





−δi for xknk <−dB
(3.2)
where ni is the unit normal to the shear band and δi is a displacement field at shear band
boundaries. dB is the half of shear band thickness (tsb = 2dB) and θ sb. ∆ denotes an increment
in any field during a time increment ∆t. The jump or discontinuity in the displacement
gradient (strain) is defined as
[∆ui, j] = gin j (3.3)
[∆εi j] =






. The notation [] denotes a difference in quantity (jump) inside and outside the
band. The static equilibrium requires the traction T of both sides of the band to be equal.
∆ T sbi j = ∆ T
out
i j
n j ·∆σ ′sbi j = n j ·∆σ ′outi j
[∆σ ′i j] n j = 0 (3.5)
Using the constitutive relation and neglecting geometric terms, Equation 3.5 can be rewritten
as
[(Di jkl)gknl]n j = 0 (3.6)
Qik gk = 0 (3.7)
where the acoustic tensor Qik is defined as
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Qik = (Di jkl)n jnl (3.8)
It is worthwhile to mention that the acoustic tensor is derived based on plastic loading both
inside and outside the shear band. This is because the continuous bifurcation (plastic loading
in and out of the band) precedes the discontinuous bifurcation (plastic loading inside and
unloading outside) (Rice, 1976; Rice and Rudnicki, 1980). Bifurcation criterion states that
the determinant of the acoustic tensor to be zero at the onset of localisation. In other words,
the singularity of the acoustic tensor is the necessary condition for the loss of ellipticity of
governing partial differential equations. The direction of the shear band is determined during
the process of calculating the minima of det [Q]. In two-dimensional plane-strain condition
(x-y plane) it is calculated as
det [Q] = f (θ sb) = a4 tan4 θ sb +a3 tan3 θ sb +a2 tan2 θ sb +a1 tan θ sb +a0 (3.9)
a0 =Dyyyy Dyxyx −Dxxxy Dyxxx
a1 =Dyyyy Dyxxx +Dyyyy Dxxyx −Dyyyx Dxxyy −Dyyxx Dyxyy
a2 =Dyyyy Dxxxx +Dyyyx Dyxxx +Dyxyy Dyyxy −Dyyxx Dyxyx −Dyyxx Dxxyy −Dyxyx Dxxyy
a3 =Dyyyx Dxxxx +Dyxyy Dxxxx −Dyyxx Dxxyx −Dyxxx Dxxyy
a4 =Dyxyx Dxxxx −Dxxyx Dyxxx
A change in the sign of the minima of the polynomial f (θ sb) signals the onset of locali-
sation. However, Thomas-Hill-Mandel shear band model assumes a linear inhomogeneous
displacement field, hence a jump in the strain which is proved to be inaccurate. With digital
image correlations, Rechenmacher (2006) and Alshibli et al. (2003) observed a parabolic
displacement field across the width of the shear band. Therefore, Guo and Stolle (2013)
introduced a modified shear band model as shown in Figure 3.2 preserving the continuity
of strain and pore pressure. Analytical expressions derived for the onset of shear banding
and its inclination angle based on rate-independent elasto-plastic models are reported to be
consistent with the experimental findings of dry soil. However, this is not the case regarding
the localisation of saturated soil.
3.2.3 Bifurcation analysis of saturated soil
In fluid saturated geomaterials, the diffusion of pore fluid in response to the deformation
introduces a rate dependence to overall behaviour, even though underlying drained solid is
rate independent (Benallal and Comi, 1999, 2003; Rudnicki, 2009). Hence the use of the
conventional bifurcation approach alone may overlook some instability phenomena inherent
to rate-dependent materials. This rate dependency is governed by the interplay between
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the rate of deformation and fluid mass exchange rate. Perturbation and acceleration wave
analysis are valid for rate-dependent problems regardless of the drainage conditions. They
can be conducted either for quasi-static or dynamic conditions.
Rudnicki (2009) mentioned that the fully undrained condition (when pore pressure is
constant) can be reasonably considered as rate-independent such that general bifurcation
analysis can be applied. Therefore, the process of deriving acoustic tensor for one phase
solid can be directly applied to the undrained bifurcation analysis.
Bifurcation of saturated undrained soil
In a saturated medium, apart from incremental displacement/velocity gradient, the pore
pressure rate can also be discontinuous across the shear band interface as shown in Figure
3.1(b). The static compatibility condition can be expressed in total traction.
[∆σ ′i j +∆Uδi j]n j = 0
[∆σ ′i j]n j +[∆U ]ni = 0
Qikgk +[∆U ]ni = 0 (3.10)
Qik is the acoustic tensor calculated from the effective stress. For undrained condition, the












where [∆U ] is the pore pressure discontinuity and K f is the bulk modulus of water. Upon the
elimination of [∆U ], the undrained acoustic tensor Quik can be derived from the undrained
stiffness Dui jkl .










Bifurcation of saturated partially drained soil
For a general deformation path which is neither drained or undrained, the strain localisation
can occur when either drained or undrained acoustic tensor first becomes singular (Benallal
and Comi, 1999, 2003). In other words, under quasi-static conditions, the emergence
of stationary discontinuities under drained or undrained conditions set the limit for the
unbounded growth of perturbations. The instability under dynamic conditions is not discussed
here. Therefore, regardless of the rate dependence of hydro-mechanical coupling, acoustic
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tensors derived from static bifurcation analysis in section 3.2.2 can be utilised as the limiting
values which signal the localisation.
For associative plasticity, it is proven that the singularity of the drained acoustic tensor
is met before that of the undrained acoustic tensor. However, for non-associative behaviour
either can be expected depending on the loading path and constitutive equation. For com-
pactive material, the undrained response is prone to be unstable before the corresponding
drained response. This is the opposite for dilative materials (Benallal and Comi, 1999, 2003).
3.2.4 Global vs local drainage in soil
The fluid flow in a saturated medium can be inhibited by the poor diffusion of the material or
impermeable boundaries of the domain. The former can be considered as locally undrained
whereas the latter is said to be globally undrained. The local drainage, which depends on the
permeability of the material, the velocity of loading and drainage length, is difficult to control.
Most of the laboratory experiments are conducted under globally undrained conditions. In
these cases, the specimen does not remain homogeneous, and the local drainage can occur.
Hence load path is not unique for all material points in the specimen.
There can be two instability criteria during a globally undrained deformation. One is the
locally undrained condition where a strict isochoric constraint is met at each material point.
The other is the locally drained condition under globally undrained boundaries. The initial
state of the soil decides which criterion is to be satisfied.
Bifurcation of locally undrained loose sand
Theoretically, locally undrained loose and medium dense sand can experience two types
of instabilities. First is two-phase bifurcation or solid-fluid coupled instability. This is
signalled by the singularity of the undrained acoustic tensor and corresponds to the state of
maximum deviatoric stress (Tresca state). The orientation is calculated to be 45° regardless
of constitutive behaviour. It is possible only for undrained contractive soil and shown as
point T in Figure 3.3. However, Vardoulakis (1996a,b), Guo (2013), Guo and Stolle (2013)
dismissed this type of localisation. They are unlikely to happen under laboratory conditions
since they lead to pore pressure shocks at shear band boundaries. For pore pressure diffusivity
coefficient of 2 m2/s and shear band thickness of 3.5mm, the characteristic time required for
the pore pressure to dissipate across the shear band is about 100 ms (Vardoulakis, 1996a).
Thus, the pore pressure generated inside the band tends to dissipate very fast at least for
highly permeable sand. Therefore, Guo and Stolle (2013) concluded that this is a diffuse
type of instability rather than a localised one.
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The other criterion is the bifurcation of the soil skeleton. It happens without a pore
pressure jump at shear band boundaries. This is only possible if both determinants of drained
and undrained acoustic tensors are zero. This is the strong criterion of localisation during an
undrained loading path, and it is shown as point US in Figure 3.3. This may happen only in
the contractive sand in the deviatoric softening regime with a negative tangent shear modulus.
Fig. 3.3 Relationships of medium dense Ottawa sand (e0 = 0.68 and p0 = 500kPa): (a) stress
path, (b) shear stress, (c) stress ratio and (d) hardening modulus vs axial strain (Guo and
Stolle, 2013)
Bifurcation of locally undrained dense sand
Dilatant materials cause a reduction in pore pressure under undrained plastic shearing which
leads to a monotonic increase of deviatoric stress. If the bifurcation criterion is regarded
as the singularity of the undrained acoustic tensor, this dilative hardening phenomenon can
delay the instability. On the other hand, there is no consensus in the literature whether the
undrained dense sand meets the singularity of the drained acoustic tensor.
Rice (1975) showed using the perturbation analysis that homogeneous undrained deforma-
tion of dilative materials can be unstable when the condition for localisation is met in terms of
the underlying drained response. For a simple shear deformation with constant normal stress
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as considered by Rice (1975), this condition is met at the peak of the underlying drained
shear stress-strain curve. This is depicted in Figure 3.4 as point C. For a general deformation,
this can occur well before or after the peak of the drained shear stress-strain curve (Rudnicki,
1985, 2000). By analysing acceleration waves under dynamic conditions, Loret and Harireche
(1991), Loret and Prevost (1991) came to the same conclusion. Stationary discontinuities
(acceleration waves with vanishing speed) are first observed when the localisation criterion
is met for the drained deformation. Furthermore, Vardoulakis (1985, 1986) mathematically
proved for plane strain biaxial and simple shear loading, that dilatant material can become
unstable only in the softening regime of underlying drained behaviour.
Fig. 3.4 Shear stress vs plastic shear strain (Garagash and Rudnicki, 2002)
On the contrary, Larsson and Larsson (2000a,b) stated that in the absolute absence of
inhomogeneities, no shear band can occur even though the drained localisation criterion
is met. In other words, for a homogeneous plastic state, unloading outside the band will
not appear until the undrained localisation criterion is satisfied. Guo (2013),Guo and Stolle
(2013) mathematically proved that the strict isochoric constraint prevents undrained shear
bands in the dense dilative sand.
Bifurcation due to local drainage in globally undrained dense sand
Vardoulakis (1996b),Guo (2013),Guo and Stolle (2013) presented the concept of the locally
drained shear bands under globally undrained conditions. It is signalled by nullity of the
drained acoustic tensor when the undrained acoustic tensor is still positive. Only this type
of instability is possible for dilative dense sand. Bifurcation with local volume change is
stable since local pore pressure decreases within the band (Guo, 2013; Guo and Stolle, 2013).
The local volume changes are always accompanied by water flow associated with a pore
pressure gradient. This means there should be a jump in volume change across the shear band
when the pore pressure is dissipated. Although the bifurcation criterion is the same, Rice
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(1975),Rudnicki (1985, 2000) did not mention about the local drainage. Their predictions
were derived under the assumption of uniform material response. In contrast, the material
heterogeneity should be considered for the initiation of the local drainage. Hence it cannot
be predicted upon constitutive relationship.
Fig. 3.5 (a) Hardening modulus, (b) stress ratio, (c) shear stress vs axial strain and (d) stress
path of dense sand (e0 = 0.62) with local drainage (Guo and Stolle, 2013)
Figure 3.5 shows that the onset of a shear band is dictated by the rate of local volume
change (or rate of pore fluid dissipation). Guo (2013) theoretically showed that it can happen
both in hardening or softening regime of the mobilised friction angle. However, it is most
likely that a shear band initiates with a minimum deviation from the isochoric constraint, after
the peak friction angle. Because in this region, the jump in local volume change required to
trigger a dilative shear band is smaller. Guo (2013) also pointed out that the orientation of
this locally drained shear band also depends on the rate of local volume change.
On the other hand, if the isochoric constraint is lifted due to cavitation, full internal
drainage is possible. Hence the localisation can occur very early (Guo, 2013). Therefore,
in most experimental conditions, the internal fluid flow is suppressed, and cavitation can
precede that.
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3.3 Experimental Evidence of Localisation in Globally Undrained
Tests
To interrogate the validity of aforementioned mathematical interpretations some experimental
findings on localisation in biaxial compression tests of saturated sand with impermeable
boundaries are summarised in this section. Strain localisation in undrained granular material
is a subject of controversy. This is mainly because the coupled localisation is sensitive
to the geometrical parameters (size of the specimen, aspect ratio), loading rate, material
properties (friction, dilation, permeability), boundary conditions (triaxial, plane-strain) and
initial conditions (back pressure, cell pressure). Table 3.1 encapsulates the details of previous
laboratory studies on the localisation of undrained sand.











































0.6 - 1 1×10−4 340×100 1.2 200-1000 50-900
Roger et al.
(1997)
0.35 0.64 174×88 0.05- 5.2 375-675 300-600
3.3.1 Onset of shear band
Han and Vardoulakis (1991) carried out a comprehensive study on displacement controlled
undrained plane-strain experiments of fine grained saturated sand. They observed strain
localisation in saturated dense and medium dense sand, but not in the loose sand. In medium
dense sand, the deviatoric stress curve in Figure 3.6(a) depicts a clear peak (Tresca state) at a
very small strain, which is followed by a re-hardening regime. The Coulomb limit state or
the maximum effective stress ratio is reached during this re-hardening regime as shown in
Figure 3.6(c). In Figure 3.7(a), the deviatoric stress of dense sand continues to rise without a
peak, and the Coulomb state is reached during hardening regime in Figure 3.7(c). In both,
shear bands occurred past the Coulomb state in the softening regime of effective stress ratio.
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T - Tresca state

















































Fig. 3.6 Pre-failure test data for medium dense sand (void ratio-0.647): (a) deviatoric stress,
(b) excess pore pressure, (c) effective stress ratio against shear strain and (d) effective stress
path (Han and Vardoulakis, 1991)
Based on undrained plane-strain biaxial compression tests of Houston sand, Mokni and
Desrues (1999) reported shear localisations in both contractive and dilative sand. However,
in the latter, the localisation was delayed until the strict isochoric constraint was lifted by
cavitation. In dense sand, the localisation is accompanied by a sudden drop in the stress
ratio as shown in Figure 3.8 (a). Also, it is observed that the shear band occurs between
increments 9−10, much later than the peak effective stress ratio. Even in loose sand, the
shear band occurs between increments 5−6, slightly after the Coulomb state. Figure 3.9(a)
demonstrates that the onset of localisation in undrained dense sand depends on the initial
back pressure. The pore pressure drops until it reaches the same limiting cavitation pressure.
Hence, higher initial back pressures delay localisations. Figure 3.9 (b) illustrates the stress
paths of undrained dense sand. The locus of the peaks at which the strain localisation occurs
in drained tests and the phase transformation line are drawn. The stress paths of undrained
tests lie between these two lines. As long as the isochoric constraint holds, the undrained
stress paths cannot reach the peak stress line of drained tests.















































C - Coulomb state
F- Failure state
Fig. 3.7 Pre-failure test data for dense sand (void ratio-0.597): (a) deviatoric stress, (b) excess















axial strain axial strain
Fig. 3.8 Effective stress ratio against axial strain in undrained biaxial tests of Houston RF
sand: (a) dense and (b) loose (Mokni and Desrues, 1999)
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.9 (a) Effective stress ratio and excess pore pressure against axial strain and (b) stress
paths in undrained biaxial tests of dense Houston RF sand (Mokni and Desrues, 1999)
Therefore, Mokni and Desrues (1999) concluded that non-drainage can preclude the
localisation in the dense sand until cavitation in the pore-fluid relaxes the isochoric constraint.
This notion is supported by Roger et al. (1997). In contrast, Vardoulakis (1996b) reported
that the cavitation occurs inside the dilative shear band. Figure 3.10 indicates that the shear
band is initiated in the vicinity of the Coulomb state, just before the cavitation. Therefore,
the experimental findings are inconclusive about the localisation in globally undrained dense
sand.
3.3.2 Orientation of shear band
The inclinations of shear bands with respect to the major principal axis in the undrained sand
are recorded by several authors. Desrues and Mokni (1998) reported that the shear band
orientation is 30° for dense sand which departs significantly from the mobilised Coulomb
angle at the onset of localisation. It is about 25° for loose sand which agrees well with the
Coulomb orientation. Mooney et al. (1997) recorded an average shear band angle of 31°
for loose sand. Han and Vardoulakis (1991) reported that the shear band orientations are
28° and 33° for medium dense and dense sand respectively which agree with the Coulomb
orientations at failure. This discrepancy is because Desrues and Mokni (1998) observed lower
mobilised friction angle at the emergence of the shear band than Han and Vardoulakis (1991).
Desrues and Mokni (1998) observed fully drained shear band due to cavitation whereas Han
and Vardoulakis (1991) noticed locally drained bands. The shear band inclination is also
sensitive to the initial confining pressure as well.
3.4 Numerical Predictions on Initiation of Localisation
Mathematical modelling of the strain localisation consists of two main phases, both of which
are important to get a clear view of the failure of geomaterials.
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• Detection of the onset of material instability
• Capturing the post-localised behaviour
The former identifies the emergence and inclination of the localised band, whereas the
latter determines a physically meaningful representation of the material during a localised
deformation. The following section briefly describes previous studies on mathematical
detection of the onset of localisation based on bifurcation analysis.
3.4.1 Importance of constitutive model for bifurcation analysis
According to the literature, the prediction of onset and inclination of the shear band is
governed by the pre-localised constitutive relation. It is reported that classical plastic
idealisations often poorly predict the onset of shear band (de Borst et al., 1993; Huang et al.,
2010; Lu et al., 2014, 2015; Papamichos and Vardoulakis, 1995; Rudnicki and Rice, 1975;
Yatomi et al., 1989a). Smooth yield surfaces and normality condition render a symmetric
elasto-plastic stiffness matrix. Due to these simplifications, criteria for failure, diffused
instability and localisation coincide with the peak stress ratio. This is not consistent with
experimental findings which state that the instability and/or localisation in a single phase
material tends to appear in the hardening regime. Therefore, both non-normality of plastic
strain increments and vertex like yield surfaces have been adopted in the past to induce a
destabilising effect (Rudnicki and Rice, 1975). According to de Borst et al. (1993), the lack
of symmetry in the elasto-plastic stiffness itself is sufficient for the loss of material stability.
Nevertheless, it should be questioned whether this instability is simply a mathematical
outcome of the non-symmetric stiffness itself or the real soil behaviour.
Yatomi et al. (1989a) reported that the non-coaxial term facilitates easier access to the
elliptic/hyperbolic boundary. Papamichos and Vardoulakis (1995) also discovered that
the shear band orientation and its inception are influenced by the degree of non-coaxility.
Hashiguchi and Tsutsumi (2003) stated that the tangential stress rate increases the shear band
inclination angle. Huang et al. (2010), Lu et al. (2014, 2015) conducted recent bifurcation
studies on the drained and undrained sand in plane-strain condition.. They reported that the
prediction of localisations is significantly improved from the non-coaxial theory.
Nevertheless, aforementioned bifurcation studies were conducted on strain softening
materials (dry dense sand, undrained loose or medium dense sand). None of these studies
considered instability of undrained dilative hardening materials except Vardoulakis (1996b).
He stated that the non-coaxial bifurcation point is close to the experimentally observed
localisation while coaxial models tend to underpredict it as shown in Figure 3.10. However,
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it is not clear whether these results are based on uniform material response or heterogeneous

































Fig. 3.10 (a) Deviatoric stress and excess pore pressure against shear strain and (b) stress path
of undrained biaxial compression test of dense sand ( B- coaxial, B’- non-coaxial bifurcation
points, E- experimental onset of shear band, cav- cavitation
3.5 Results of Bifurcation Analysis
In this study, a bifurcation analysis is conducted with different constitutive relationships for
the plane-strain biaxial compression tests. Same single element (dimensions 1×1) results
shown in Chapter 2 are used for this analysis. Different criteria for diffused instability and
localisation are calculated. The purpose of this section is to evaluate the potential of original
and modified NS models to capture the shear localisation in dense sand under drained and
undrained boundary conditions.
• Maximum deviatoric stress (Tresca state) - Condition 1
• Maximum effective stress ratio (Coulomb state) - Condition 2
• Zero determinant of the drained acoustic tensor (loss of ellipticity of governing equa-
tions) - Condition 3
• Zero determinant of the symmetric part of stiffness matrix (zero second-order work) -
Condition 4
• Zero determinant of the undrained acoustic tensor - Condition 5
3.5.1 Bifurcation analysis of original Nor-Sand model
The results of the coaxial and associative NS model are shown in Figure 3.11. It is observed
in Figures 3.11 (a) and (b) that for the drained sand that all four criteria are clustered at the
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peak of the stress-strain relationship. This results from the symmetry of the stiffness matrix
which causes instability, localisation and failure criteria to coincide. It contradicts the widely
cited observation that the drained frictional material bifurcates in the hardening regime of the
stress ratio in biaxial tests.
On the contrary, the undrained dense sand does not satisfy any criteria except the maximum
stress ratio as shown in Figures 3.11 (c) and (d). This observation agrees with analytical
findings of Guo (2013),Guo and Stolle (2013). They mentioned that under strict isochoric
constraint the localisation in very dense sand is prevented since its deviatoric stress is
continuously increasing. However, it was initially expected that at least the Rice criterion
(zero drained acoustic tensor) to be fulfilled for the undrained dense sand. According to
Rudnicki (1985, 2000), Garagash and Rudnicki (2002) this condition signals the instability
of the underlying soil skeleton. The reason behind this observation can be the difference in
constitutive models used. For MC type models, the plastic hardening modulus is a function
of the derivative of mobilised stress ratio. Hence it is zero at the peak stress ratio. In the NS
model, the plastic hardening modulus is driven by the limiting hardness which becomes null
only at maximum deviatoric stress. In undrained dense sand, the deviatoric stress is always
increasing. Hence the limiting hardness is positive even if the stress ratio is decreasing.
Collin et al. (2010) mentioned that for highly dilatant material the Rice criterion is never
met, supporting the findings of this thesis. It should be noted here, for medium dense sand
which exhibits deviatoric softening, the Rice criterion is fulfilled. The results of medium
dense sand are not shown in this thesis.
3.5.2 Bifurcation analysis of modified Nor-Sand models
Table 3.2 summarises the different bifurcation criteria for modified NS models. The influence
of non-associativity and non-coaxility for the initiation of shear bands or diffuse instability
is examined. Especially, destabilising effect from the non-symmetric stiffness matrix is
explored for the NS model. This section aims to qualitatively evaluate the potential of
different constitutive models regarding their ability to predict instability. Therefore, a
quantitative validation with experimental data is not conducted here.
It is observed for dry, dense sand, that non-symmetric stiffness matrix separates criteria
for localisation and instability. The Coulomb state occurred after Tresca state for all modified
NS models. The condition for shear localisation (zero determinant of drained acoustic
tensor) happens in the hardening regime of stress ratio as predicted by both analytical and
experimental observations (Desrues and Viggiani, 2004; Wan et al., 2013). The condition for
diffused instability coincides with the singularity of the symmetric part of the stiffness matrix.
This takes place before the localisation criterion and coincides with the peak deviatoric stress,
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Fig. 3.11 Bifurcation points of (a),(b) dry and (c),(d) saturated undrained sand : (a),(c)
stress-strain relationships and (b),(d) stress paths









drained C 0.028 0.028 0.028 (51°) 0.028
drained NC 0.028 0.032 0.03 (54°) 0.028
drained C-NA 0.028 0.0295 0.029 (53°) 0.028
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which is followed by softening. The results in Table 3.2 depend on the shape of plastic
potential NP and the magnitude of the non-coaxial modulus hpnc. It is also observed that both
non-associative and non-coaxial models delay the localisation and increase the orientation of
the shear band. As for non-coaxial models, this observation is in agreement with results of
Papamichos and Vardoulakis (1995), Huang et al. (2010), Hashiguchi and Tsutsumi (2003)
and Lu et al. (2014, 2015). However, Zervos et al. (2007) reported that non-associativity
expedites the localisation and decreases the shear band angle. This can be mainly due to
the difference in the constitutive model used. Associative MC model has equal dilation
and friction angles while in associative NS model, mobilised dilation is always lower than
friction.
As for undrained dense sand, even modification of flow rule does not result in either
drained or undrained localisation. The peak stress ratio (Coulomb state) is however delayed
by the non-coaxial flow rule. This observation does not agree with Vardoulakis (1996b)’s
finding which states that non-associative and non-coaxial flow rules together can induce
instability in the undrained dense sand. He mentioned that the drained acoustic tensor from
MC type model becomes zero near the Coulomb state (Figure 3.10). On the contrary, based
on the results of non-associative NS model, Andrade and Borja (2007) mentioned that their
homogeneous undrained dense sand sample did not localise and continued to harden until the
end of the simulation. Moreover, Larsson and Larsson (2000a,b) mentioned that, although the
Rice criterion is met, a fully homogeneous material is unlikely to localise until the undrained
localisation criterion is reached.
There is not enough evidence to evaluate the validity of bifurcation in the undrained dense
sand. Most experimental findings exclude the possibility of localisation in the undrained
dense sand unless cavitation takes place (Desrues and Mokni, 1998; Roger et al., 1997).
Numerical and analytical predictions apparently depend on the type of constitutive model
used.
Based on the results of this thesis, it is concluded that the instability in the undrained
dilative sand cannot be taken into account by simply changing the flow rule. Localisation in
the undrained dense sand is only possible through local drainage agreeing with mathematical
findings of Guo (2013),Guo and Stolle (2013). Internal volume changes are likely to occur
after the peak stress ratio preserving the globally isochoric constraint. This is not a material
response which can be identified from conventional bifurcation analysis. The localisation
associated with local drainage stems from the inherent heterogeneity of the soil. Single
element simulations can only indicate the macroscopic homogeneous response of the material.
Therefore, it is worthwhile to investigate internal volume changes of saturated dense sand
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under globally undrained conditions, using a multi-element model. The volume is held
constant in an average sense, allowing the release of local kinematic constraint.
3.5.3 Bifurcated points in globally undrained saturated dense sand
A displacement controlled, plane-strain biaxial compression finite element analysis is con-
ducted with fully impermeable global boundaries. The specimen is 0.25 m wide and 0.50 m
high. The element size is 0.0125 m. Saturated dense sand has the same material properties
prescribed in Chapter 2 for associative NS model. The permeability k̄ and bulk modulus
K f of pore fluid are specified as 0.001 m/s and 200000 kPa respectively. A weak material
point is included in the bottom right corner to trigger the localisation. The initial confining
pressure is 100 kPa. A displacement of 0.1 m is applied to top nodes during 1 s. A transient
consolidation analysis is carried out. A detailed numerical implementation of undrained biax-
ial compression tests will be described in Chapter 5. At each material point, both drained and
undrained acoustic tensors are calculated according to Equations 3.8 and 3.13 respectively.
They represent the loss of ellipticity of drained and undrained tangent operators locally. In
the latter, the bulk compressibility of fluid plays a role, and it is valid only when there is no
diffusion involved in considered material points.
Local response
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3.12 Globally undrained biaxial compression test of saturated dense sand: Contours
of (a) volumetric strain , (b) determinant of drained acoustic tensor and (c) determinant of
undrained acoustic tensor at vertical displacement of 0.08 m
Figures 3.12, 3.13 and Table 3.3 demonstrate the multi-element biaxial compression results
of the original NS model. Figure 3.12 (b) and (c) display the contours of locally drained and
undrained acoustic tensors at displacement 0.08 m. The onset of localisation is represented
by the loss of positive definiteness of the local acoustic tensor. In both Figures, negative
magnitudes of acoustic tensors are indicated in black. It is evident that, by the displacement
0.08 m, most of the material points inside the shear band have passed the criterion for the
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Fig. 3.13 The local response of material points both inside and outside the shear band: (a)
deviatoric strain, (b) volumetric strain, (c) deviatoric stress and (d) stress ratio vs axial strain
(p′0 = 100kPa)
drained localisation. Out of them, some have even satisfied the criterion for the undrained
localisation. It should be reminded that neither conditions were met during the deformation
of an undrained single element. Therefore, the local volume changes shown in Figure 3.12 (a)
are the triggering mechanism for this observed localisation, irrespective of globally undrained
condition.
For further illustration, the local stress-strain responses of selected material points inside
and outside the shear band are depicted in Figure 3.13. Table 3.3 encapsulates the axial
strains at which two material points meet different bifurcation conditions. It appears that the
shear band point meets the Coulomb condition initially. It was shown in the single element
simulations that Coulomb and Tresca states occur concurrently if the material is fully drained,
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for associative NS mode. Here, these two conditions detach due to the partial drainage at the
considered point.
It is also observed in Figure 3.13 (b) that local volume changes in the shear band material
point initiate near the Coulomb state of the outside material point. It happens even before
the start of the shear strain concentration in Figure 3.13 (a). This is because internal volume
change is progressive in nature and influenced by the behaviour of the neighbourhood. The
local volume changes begin at an early stage of deformation in weak material points and
propagate within the shear band. Nevertheless, the shear band behaviour deviates from the
outside after reaching its Coulomb state. The drained localisation condition is satisfied even
after that. The undrained localisation which depends on the compressibility of pore fluid
follows the drained localisation.
The material outside the band contracts slightly, preserving the global isochoric constraint.
Hence both drained or undrained acoustic tensors are always positive. It can be deduced that
the satisfaction of instability criteria depends on the local boundary conditions. For dense
sand, the localisation criterion is satisfied only if the local isochoric constraint is relaxed.


















Figure 3.14 illustrates the global axial stress-strain relationships of globally undrained multi-
element biaxial compression tests. Along with the original NS model, results of modified NS
models are also included for comparison. The drained or undrained localisation is defined as
the first time respective acoustic tensors vanish at any gauss point in the sample. Bifurcation
criteria for different constitutive models are given in Table 3.4.
The sample dilatively hardens almost homogeneously until any gauss point reaches the
Coulomb state locally. This condition initiates the internal volume change which is also
fuelled by the material heterogeneity (weak points). The Coulomb state is then followed by
the fulfilment of drained localisation criterion locally. The red star indicates the position
when the drained acoustic tensor at any gauss point becomes singular for the first time. A
clear change in the global stiffness is observed only after the drained localisation is signalled.
Although there is no softening effect in the global response, Figure 3.13(c) indicates local
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Fig. 3.14 Force-displacement relationships of globally undrained biaxial compression tests
of dense sand




Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3 Condition 4 Condition 5
C 0.072 0.032 0.072 0.072 0.076
NC 0.105 0.0374 0.105 0.105 0.107
C-NA 0.076 0.033 0.076 0.076 0.08
NC-NA 0.111 0.045 0.111 0.111 0.12
softening. It is responsible for the reduction in overall stiffness. For dense sand, always
drained localisation precedes undrained one. Both non-associative and non-coaxial flow
rules delay the onset of bifurcation for multi-element undrained biaxial tests. This is because
they retard the rate of volume change as discussed in Chapter 2. Thus, they delay the local
drainage associated with the local volume change.
The global response in Figure 3.14 is totally different from the single element behaviour of
the undrained dense sand. Furthermore, Figure 3.13 clearly illustrates two distinct kinematic
constraints (hence material behaviours) inside and outside the shear band. Thus, it can be
concluded that, unlike fully drained material, even the onset of localisation in undrained
dilative sand cannot be captured by the pre-localised constitutive relation. Both onset and
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propagation of shear band in globally undrained sample rely on the local volume changes
and associated drainage, which occur at micro-scale. As for continuum numerical tests,
this micro-scale is represented by the element size. These micro-kinematics are overlooked
by macroscopic constitutive relationships regardless of the flow rule adopted. It leads to a
prediction of unrealistically high dilative hardening in saturated undrained dense sand.
3.6 Conclusions
This chapter outlines the theoretical foundation for the onset of localisation in fluid saturated
soil along with an appraisal of experimental and numerical insights. The existing literature
is not conclusive regarding the formation of shear bands in the undrained dilative sand.
Although different theories have been presented, they are not firmly validated by enough
experimental evidence. The numerical predictions are apparently subjective of the constitutive
model utilised.
This study concludes that under strict isochoric constraint, the Rice criterion (singularity
of drained acoustic tensor) is never met by the NS model. Neither non-associative nor non-
coaxial flow rules brings destabilising effects on the dilative hardening materials until the
critical state is reached. This observation is subjective of the type of the constitutive model,
and its definition of the hardening rule. The only mechanism which triggers shear bands
in the globally undrained sand is the local drainage and associated volume changes. It is a
result of heterogeneity within the soil sample and hence cannot be detected by constitutive
relationship. Alternatively, if the suction is high enough, the desaturation can lift the isochoric
constraint, and shear band may occur after the cavitation.
3.6.1 Contribution
The main contribution of this chapter is the qualitative comparison of different flow rules
of their ability to detect instabilities in drained and undrained dilative sand. Limitations of
conventional bifurcation analysis to detect instabilities in dilative hardening materials are
recognised. The distinction between local vs global drainage and its influence on localisation
are identified. The drained bifurcation criterion is met only by material points inside the
locally drained shear bands. The non-coaxial flow rule delays the local volume change and
hence the onset of localisation. The principal axis rotation commences even before the full
mobilisation of the shear band. Therefore, even during a proportional loading path, the
non-coaxial effect softens the global stress-strain response.

Chapter 4
Nonlocal Regularisation of Drained
Dense Sand
4.1 Preface
In the event of shear localisation, the deformation is no longer uniform, and microstructural
length scale comes into play, invalidating the continuum assumption of the finite element
method. In this case, an individual material point can experience a larger strain than the
neighbourhood resulting in a higher displacement gradient. In strain softening materials
this leads to a significant reduction in strength of that point only. Hence, governing partial
differential equations change from elliptic to hyperbolic (for static problems) resulting in
mathematically ill-posed boundary value problems. The focus of this chapter is to investigate
the mesh dependence and related complexities of post-localised deformation of drained dense
sand. A regularisation technique to circumvent the problem is scrutinised.
Section 4.2 delineates the post-localised mesh dependence of FEM and popular regular-
isation techniques. Sections 4.3 to 4.5 describe previous studies on the nonlocal method.
The implementation of nonlocal NS model is outlined in section 4.6. The procedure for
numerical simulation of biaxial compression tests is described in section 4.7. The results of
local and nonlocal NS models are given in section 4.8. Chapter 4 concludes by discussing
the limitations of the nonlocal theory in section 4.9.
4.2 Mesh Sensitivity of Post-localised Deformation
Finite element modelling of strain localisation frequently suffers from pathological mesh
dependence and numerical errors from lack of convergence. Solutions are sensitive to the
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spatial discretisation such as alignment and size of mesh. In typical FE analysis, displace-
ments are calculated at nodes. Thus their relative locations govern the shear band thickness
and its direction.
The conventional continuum approach is adequate if the characteristic wavelength of the
deformation field remains above the resolution level of the material model which corresponds
to the element size. In granular materials, the thickness of localisation is experimentally
proved to be the size of several particle diameters. It serves as a measure of the physical
thickness or resolution the soil is represented. However, available limited computational
resources forbid to refine the mesh to match the physical characteristic length of the shear
band. Hence, the characteristic wavelength of the field is below the resolution level of the
model. Therefore, the post-bifurcation response of finite element continuum is inherently
mesh dependent (Bazant and Jirasek, 2002).
Further, the continuous mesh refinement leads to shrinking of the numerical shear band
thickness unlimitedly. It will result in either predicting an ambiguous response or non-
convergence after the peak. Therefore, the accuracy of post-failure deformation is doubtful,
even when the finite element mesh can resolve to the real shear band thickness (Borja and
Regueiro, 2001). Hence, it is necessary to opt for an adequate macroscopic description which
captures the underlying microscopic deterioration of soil. Enrichment techniques are used
to regularise the mesh dependence of finite element method by introducing a characteristic
length which is related to physical shear band thickness. The objectivity is achieved by
bridging the gap between microstructure and the continuum. Techniques used for the post-
bifurcation analysis in past few decades fall into several categories. Depending on the method,
the internal length scale is embedded either in the constitutive model itself (nonlocal, viscous
plasticity) or equilibrium equations (Cosserat theories, micro-polar theories). Gradient theory
can fall into both categories.
• Visco-plastic or rate-dependent models
Oka (1985), Oka et al. (1995, 2002) explored rate-dependent behaviour of soil for both
static and dynamic analysis. It implicitly introduces a length scale into finite element
formulations. Although this method restores the well-posedness in dynamic problems,
for pure static problems, viscous regularisation is not effective (Brinkgreve, 1994).
• Nonlocal models
Nonlocal theories are based on spatial averaging of stress and/or strain within a
representative volume of the material (Bazant and Lin, 1988; Eringen and Edelen,
1972; Eringen, 1981, 1983). It is grounded on the hypothesis that the material response
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should depend on the deformation field of not only a solitary material point but also of
the neighbourhood of that point. Bazant and Jirasek (2002) mentioned that growth of a
crack is decided by the release of energy from the surrounding volume.
• Cosserat continuum theories
An additional degree of freedom (rotational) is utilised to describe the micro-deformation
at the particle level in addition to displacement fields which governs the macro-
deformation at the structural level (Vardoulakis, 1989; Vardoulakis and Sulem, 1995).
• Strain gradient theories
These models consist of higher order gradient terms (Laplacian) in governing equations.
These terms integrate a length scale and regularise the strain softening. These type of
models also belong to the family of nonlocal theory (Aifantis, 1984; Chambon et al.,
2001; Collin et al., 2010; Zervos and Papanastasiou, 2010; Zervos et al., 2001).
All the above methods assume a weak discontinuity approach with the hypothesis that the
localised zone has a finite thickness. Hence, the shear band contains one or more elements.
This is more suitable for softening of dilatant granular materials such as dense sand. On the
contrary, strong discontinuity method was used by Borja and Regueiro (2001) to regularise
localisation in clay.
From potential regularisation techniques used for post-bifurcation analysis, nonlocal
methods can be directly implemented in commercial finite element codes. This is because
they can be applied at the constitutive level without altering equilibrium equations. Therefore,
in this study, the nonlocal method is implemented in ABAQUS user-defined material model
to examine the localisation in dense sand.
4.3 Nonlocal Models of Integral Type
Local continuum theories are grounded on the assumption that the mechanical response of
a material point is dictated by the deformation field of a solitary point. These theories are
sufficient to predict macroscopic stress-strain fields of numerous engineering applications.
However, deformation of a shear band is not characterised by the location of highest strain but
by the energy released from the surrounding volume (Bazant and Jirasek, 2002; Summersgill
et al., 2017a). With this school of thought, the nonlocal approach assumes that micro-
kinematics of a singular point influence surrounding points as well. In essence, a constitutive
law of a single point in an integral type nonlocal model involves the weighted average of
variables over a certain neighbourhood of that point. Gradient theories also in principle fall
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into the family of nonlocal theory. The presence of a characteristic length in the constitutive
law is an important feature of this kind of models (Bazant and Jirasek, 2002).
4.3.1 Evolution of nonlocal theory
The concept of the nonlocal continuum was proposed for elasticity by Eringen (1966),Eringen
and Edelen (1972). The original philosophy was introducing the nonlocal character to many
fields such as stress, mass, body forces and energy which was later termed as the fully
nonlocal theory. They were too complicated to be implemented in finite element formulations
(Bazant and Jirasek, 2002). Later Eringen and Kim (1974) simplified the theory considering
only the constitutive relationship as nonlocal while equilibrium equations remain unaltered.
Stress at a point is considered as a function of mean strain averaging over a representative
volume centred at that point. Figure 4.1 displays that macro strain at the centre differs from
average micro strains over the representative volume. The average stress and strain are
defined respectively by Equation 4.1 and 4.2. Bar notation denotes the average. i, j notations
are excluded here for simplicity.
Fig. 4.1 Philosophy behind the nonlocal theory, bottom- representative volume used for strain
averaging , top- scatter of micro, macro and average strain profiles (Bazant and Jirasek, 2002)
















w(x,ξ )dξ is the representative volume. (4.3)
x and ξ are the global and local coordinates respectively as shown in Figure 4.1. w is the
weight function which is chosen such that nonlocal contribution fades away with the distance.
The weight function depends on the distance between the kernel x and neighbouring points ξ .
Its integral over the entire volume should be unity. Generally, nonlocal weight function takes
the form of Gaussian distribution or polynomial bell-shaped function as shown in Figure 4.2.
The standard deviation of this function serves as the internal length lc.
Fig. 4.2 Bell-shaped weight function and zone of averaging (Vermeer and Marcher, 2000)







w(x,ξ )De(x,ξ )ε(ξ )dξ (4.4)
where De(x,ξ ) is the generalised form of elastic stiffness. For a constant elastic stiffness De,






w(x,ξ )ε(ξ )dξ = Deε(x) (4.5)
The nonlocal theory was extended to plasticity by Eringen (1981, 1983) which was limited
to perfect plasticity and hardening models. Later Bazant and Chang (1984),Bazant and Lin
(1988) applied nonlocal averaging concepts for strain softening damage models to prevent
spurious mesh dependence. However, the selected nonlocal plastic variable evolved over
the years. The first candidate was nonlocal plastic stress, but it demonstrated spurious
mesh distortions. Next, the cumulative plastic strain which controls the strain softening was
subjected to the nonlocal treatment (Bazant and Lin, 1988).
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w(x,ξ )ε p(ξ )dξ (4.7)
To overcome numerical difficulties associated with above approaches, nonlocal damage
theories were later developed such that nonlocal averaging was applied only to scalar damage
variable (Bazant and Pijaudier, 1988; Chow et al., 2011; Duddu and Waisman, 2013; Planas
et al., 1996). The most recent adoption to the nonlocal softening plasticity is to treat only
the scalar softening variable - κ as nonlocal. This method exhibits to be computationally
efficient (Bazant and Jirasek, 2002). This kind of approach is termed as the partial nonlocal
theory.






w(x,ξ )κ(ξ )dξ (4.9)
This was later adopted for soil plasticity to simulate the shear localisation. The softening
parameter which drives the yield stress degradation was treated nonlocal. The selected nonlo-
cal variable varied with the adopted constitutive model (Brinkgreve, 1994; Summersgill et al.,
2017a, 2014, 2017b; Vermeer and Marcher, 2000). However, as mentioned by Brinkgreve
(1994), an accurate determination of the plastic multiplier from this kind of model results
in integro-differential equations which demand complex numerical procedure. Hence, this
method requires some simplifications for computational efficiency.
4.3.2 Influence of weight functions
The most commonly used weight function in the nonlocal theory is the Gaussian distribution
which has a maximum at the centre. In two dimensional cases, Gauss function is written as
Equation 4.10 and plotted in Figure 4.3. It gives the greatest contribution of the averaging
variable at the centre. This ultimately leads to a central concentration of the softening variable.
Hence the mesh dependence is not eliminated albeit reduced (Brinkgreve, 1994; Galavi and
Schweiger, 2010; Summersgill et al., 2017a, 2014, 2017b). Several attempts have been made











Based on the hypothesis that the deformation at a point is more influenced by response
in the neighbourhood rather than the concentrated deformation at the point itself, Galavi
and Schweiger (2010) introduced the GandS weight function in Equation 4.11. As shown in
Figure 4.3, the contribution of the softening variable at the considered point is zero. This
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Fig. 4.3 Weight distribution functions for lc = 1
function has two peaks such that the maximum is from either side of the central point. The












Over-nonlocal method introduced by Brinkgreve (1994) alters the nonlocal averaging
formulation to circumvent the concentrated peak at the centre. This smears the averaging
variable in the neighbourhood without changing the weight function. Equation 4.12 intro-
duces a new parameter m which provides the percentage of contribution from local and
nonlocal parts. m should be over unity for the localised zone to have a finite width. Compared
to Gaussian distribution, modified functions distribute the averaging variable over the area
adjacent to the central zone and reduce the local concentration.
κ(x) = (1−m) κ(x)+m
∫
υ
w(x,ξ )κ(ξ )dξ (4.12)
4.4 Numerical Results of Biaxial Compression Analysis with
Nonlocal Theory
This section details the results of biaxial compression tests modelled with nonlocal elasto-
plastic constitutive models. Vermeer and Marcher (2000) utilised the DP model with friction
softening to simulate dry dense sand. The total volumetric strain was taken as the nonlocal
softening parameter. The original nonlocal method was adopted with a Gaussian weight
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function. As shown in Figure 4.4 nonlocal DP model rendered mesh-independent results
compared to its local counterpart.
(a) (b)
Fig. 4.4 Force-displacement curves of (a) local and (b) nonlocal Drucker-Prager models
(Vermeer and Marcher, 2000)
Brinkgreve (1994) used the DP model with cohesion softening to simulate biaxial com-
pression tests of drained clay samples. The total volumetric strain was chosen as the softening
variable and was averaged using the over-nonlocal formulation. With an appropriate value of
over-nonlocal variable Brinkgreve (1994) obtained mesh objective force-displacement curves
and shear band thickness. Brinkgreve (1994) recommended the over-nonlocal parameter to
be 2. The use of total strain instead of plastic strain proved to be computationally efficient.
Galavi and Schweiger (2010) adopted nonlocal formulations with GandS weight function
in their multilaminate model. The nonlocal softening was applied to damage strain which
is a function of both plastic volumetric and deviatoric strains. Figure 4.5 illustrates force-
displacement curves and shear strain contours for friction softening. Although the mesh
dependence is fairly diminished, there is a slight disagreement in curves near the residual
state. Galavi and Schweiger (2010) attributed this to the reduction in dilation near the residual
state.
Summersgill et al. (2014) compared the original nonlocal method with two weight func-
tions and over-nonlocal method, for undrained biaxial compression tests with Tresca yield
criterion. When the Gauss distribution was incorporated, the full objectivity could not be
obtained. The over-nonlocal and GandS methods proved to be more efficient as displayed
in Figure 4.6. Summersgill et al. (2017a) extended the biaxial compression simulations for
drained analysis with Mohr-Coulomb yield surface. The nonlocal softening variable was
chosen as plastic deviatoric strain. It can be observed from Figure 4.7 that the nonlocal
method reduces the mesh dependence of drained analysis even though not very satisfactory
as undrained analysis. This was attributed to different patterns of slip surfaces formed. Sum-
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4.5 Results of nonlocal multilaminate model with friction softening (a) force-
displacement curves and (b) contours of shear strain (Galavi and Schweiger, 2010)
mersgill et al. (2017a) concluded that the GandS method shows the least mesh dependence
for both drained and undrained simulations.
m = 1.5
m = 2
Fig. 4.6 Local and nonlocal load-displacement curves for undrained analysis (Summersgill
et al., 2014)
4.5 Softening Scaling
Above biaxial compression results illustrate the validity of the nonlocal method as a regu-
larisation technique. It is capable of producing results objective of the spatial discretisation.
Both shear band thickness, as well as the force-displacement curves, are independent of the
mesh size. However, for geoengineering applications, the width of a shear band is minimal
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m = 2
m = 1.5
Fig. 4.7 Local and nonlocal load-displacement curves for drained analysis (Summersgill
et al., 2017a)
compared to the dimension of geometry. Practical mesh size utilised in simulations are
several orders of magnitude larger than the physical shear band thickness.
Pietruszczak and Mroz (1981) used a simple strategy to circumvent the mesh dependence
of post-bifurcation analysis without sophisticated regularisation. They embedded a scaling
factor (ratio of element size to physical shear band thickness) within the constitutive model
itself to produce reasonably objective load-displacement curves. Although this appears to
be the most versatile solution, the boundary value problem is still ill-posed, and numerical
convergence issues may arise.
Therefore, Brinkgreve (1994) proposed to employ the softening scaling along with the
nonlocal regularisation. Here, the intrinsic material length (physical shear band thickness)
is correlated to the numerical band thickness resulting from the nonlocal averaging. The
scaling factor is defined as the ratio between the numerical shear band thickness tsb,num to
physical band thickness tsb,sand . The rate of softening is dependent on the softening modulus
and shear band thickness. The physical softening stiffness h̄sand multiplied by this scaling
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The numerical shear band thickness is governed by mesh properties such as size, shape,
and number of integration points in local methods and characteristic length (and over-nonlocal
parameter) in nonlocal methods. Empirical correlations are found between numerical band
thickness and the characteristic length (Brinkgreve, 1994; Galavi and Schweiger, 2010;
Vermeer and Marcher, 2000). However, they are not universal and depend on mesh properties.
The physical shear band thickness is found to be 10−20D50 (Muhlhaus and Vardoulakis,
1987). This is ascertained by Figure 4.8 which encapsulates experimental shear band
thickness for different sand types. Brinkgreve (1994),Vermeer and Marcher (2000) and
Galavi and Schweiger (2010) combined nonlocal regularisation with softening scaling to
obtain physically realistic force-displacement curves.
Fig. 4.8 Physical shear band thickness as a function of mean grain size for different sand
types (Vermeer and Marcher, 2000)
4.6 Implementation of Nonlocal Nor-Sand model
The nonlocal theory has been so far applied to simple elasto-plastic models such as DP, MC
and Von-Mises. They adopt linear softening rules to predict the degradation of strength
(friction, cohesion) from the peak to residual assuming a constant dilation. In reality, the
softening of dilative shear bands is governed by the coupling between volumetric and shear
deformation. Only Galavi and Schweiger (2010) used a function for the decreasing dilation,
and they claimed nonlocal regularisation is not effective near the residual state when the
dilation is zero. It is noted that the nonlocal theory has not been appraised previously for
critical state models with a proper stress-dilatancy relationship.
To address this gap, the nonlocal concept is applied for the NS constitutive model. The
most crucial decision in the development of the nonlocal NS model is identifying a suitable
nonlocal parameter. Unlike the linear softening models, the parameter which drives the
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hardening function in NS model is not lucid. In Equation 2.43, the hardening or softening
in NS is driven by the plastic deviatoric strain. On the other hand, maximum dilatancy is
dictated by the state parameter which is driven by the volumetric strain. While the spatial
averaging of deviatoric plastic strain in the hardening rule did not show expected mesh
independence, the use of the average void ratio rendered satisfactory results. Hence, it is
deduced that the void ratio and thus the state parameter is the dominating hardening or
softening variable in the NS model. This choice is backed by Vermeer and Marcher (2000)’s
argument that the void ratio predominantly governs the friction softening in dense sand.
Therefore, the update of the void ratio in the NS model is modified as











where n is the number of integration points and υk , wk and dεv,k are representative volume,
weight function and volumetric strain increment of the integration point k.
The numerical implementation of nonlocal models in ABAQUS subroutine is adopted
from Chow et al. (2011). Generally, UMAT is called by the main finite element programme
at each gauss integration point (IP). It has only access to information at the current IP only.
However, to implement the nonlocal theory, it is also necessary to access information from
IPs in the neighbourhood of current IP. To overcome this hurdle, a common block which can
store information about each IPs is introduced here. It is a three-dimensional array in which
the first and second dimensions are element and integration point identifiers respectively. The
third identifier can be chosen as IP coordinates and softening parameters. Information on
the common block is updated after each time step. IP coordinates are used to calculate the
relative distance to surrounding IPs.
It should be noted that this is a computationally expensive process. To increase the
efficiency, the spatial averaging is limited to the radius of three times the characteristic
length. Summersgill et al. (2017a) pointed out that the influence of IPs beyond this length is
marginal. Going along the steps of Brinkgreve (1994), the elastic stiffness matrix is used
to ascertain the convergence of equilibrium equations. The exact formulation of a nonlocal
tangent matrix is cumbersome, and an approximation of a local tangent matrix might yield a
softer structural response (Brinkgreve, 1994). In the vicinity of the boundary the nonlocal
averaging is performed only in the domain of influence within the specimen. However, this
assumption is not theoretically supported (Bazant and Jirasek, 2002).
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4.7 Biaxial Compression Analysis of Drained (Dry) Sand
Numerical biaxial compression simulations are conducted to assess the validity of the
nonlocal theory on NS model. The biaxial specimen is 0.25 m wide and 0.50 m high. The
plane-strain condition assumed throughout. The bottom boundary conditions are such that
the leftmost node is pinned and other nodes are roller supported. The top and side boundaries
are not restrained. Some weak material points are included at the bottom right corner. It
facilitates a formation of single shear band diagonally across the specimen. The area of weak
region is maintained equal in all mesh sizes (0.025 m × 0.025 m).
During the first step, the specimen is consolidated homogeneously with a confining
pressure of 100 kPa. During the second step, 0.1m vertical displacement is applied to the
top nodes to allow an axial compression within 1s. This “time" does not relates to mass
acceleration. Inertia effects and geometric non-linearity are neglected. Static general analysis
is conducted with plane-strain quadratic isoparametric elements with reduced integrations (8
nodes and 4 integration points- CPE8R).
The analysis comprises a comparison of four meshes with different element sizes (h)
which are shown in Figure 4.9. They are named as large (0.025m), medium (0.0125m), small
(0.01m) and extra-small (0.00625m). The characteristic length for the nonlocal model is
selected equal to the largest mesh size. Dense sand with an initial void ratio of 0.55 is used
for all the analysis. Only the original NS model is utilised throughout this Chapter. Material
parameters are the same as in Table 2.1.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 4.9 Different mesh sizes used for biaxial compression tests: (a) large- 0.025m, (b)
medium- 0.0125m, (c) small- 0.01m and (d) extra-small- 0.00625m
The variation of parameters across the shear band can be studied from cross-sectional
profiles. For this purpose, two random cross-sections are chosen, starting from the coordinates
0.05,0.05 (Section 1) and 0.0,0.15 (Section 2) perpendicular to the shear band.
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4.8 Results of Drained Analysis
4.8.1 Force-displacement relationships
The force-displacement relationships predicted by local NS model for drained dense sand are
shown in Figure 4.10 (a). They are insensitive to the mesh size until the peak and become
mesh dependent afterwards. Unlike MC type models, forces at the critical state are observed
to be mesh dependent as well. The larger the mesh, the higher the critical state strength. The
softening rate is enhanced when the mesh size is refined to the extent that the extra-small





































































































Fig. 4.10 Force-displacement relationships of drained analysis (width of specimen 0.25m):
(a) local NS model and nonlocal NS models with (b) Gaussian function (c) GandS function,
(d) over-nonlocal method with m = 2
The effectiveness of three nonlocal methods to regularise the post-localisation response of
NS model is explored with the characteristic length of 0.025 m in Figures 4.10 (b),(c) and
(d). It can be observed in Figure 4.10 (b) that, for the given characteristic length, the original
nonlocal method with Gauss distribution function is not successful in fully regularising the
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mesh dependence. Contrarily, both GandS and over-nonlocal methods sufficiently provide
mesh independent force-displacement responses as shown in Figures 4.10 (c) and (d). Even
the resulted critical state strengths are almost insensitive to the mesh size. In both methods,
the softening rate is reduced, and the critical state is delayed. This facilitates the convergence
of the extra-small mesh providing a positive-definite global stiffness matrix.
4.8.2 Comparison of different nonlocal methods
The state parameter governs the softening/hardening behaviour of the NS model. In the
nonlocal implementation of NS model, the void ratio is regularised taking the weighted
average of volume change. This leads to the homogenisation of the state parameter. The
efficacy of smearing the state parameter by each method is explored in Figure 4.11 for large
and small meshes. Albeit reduced, the original nonlocal method with Gaussian distribution
still has a concentrated state parameter at the centre. So the force-displacement curves in
Figure 4.10 (b) are still mesh dependent. Comparatively, GandS weight function sufficiently
reduces the central peak. The over-nonlocal method smears the concentration over a larger
distance showing the widest band thickness. Hence both methods are capable of eradicating
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Fig. 4.11 State parameter profiles across cross-section 2 at displacement of 0.03m for (a)
large mesh and (b) small mesh
Contour plots of accumulated deviatoric strain (at the displacement of 0.03 m) in large
and small meshes obtained with different nonlocal methods are compared in Figure 4.12. It
is observed that, for the same characteristic length, the thickness of the shear band is very
close for Gauss and GandS weight functions. Contrarily, the shear band is much wider for
the over-nonlocal method with parameter 2. The orientation of the shear bands are not altered
considerably by GandS and Gauss nonlocal methods, but it is greater for the over-nonlocal
method.







Fig. 4.12 Comparison of contour plots of deviatoric strain at displacement 0.03m for large
mesh (upper row) and small mesh (lower row) from different methods: (a) local , (b) GandS
function, (c) Gaussian function (d) over-nonlocal method
The performance of different nonlocal methods varies with mesh size, characteristic length,
nonlocal parameter. These factors govern the concentration of the softening parameter, hence
the numerical shear band thickness. For an effective regularisation, the characteristic length
should be equal to or larger than the maximum mesh size such that sufficient gauss points lie
within it.
The influence of the mesh size on the characteristic length ratio is mathematically rep-
resented in Figures 4.13 and 4.14. A unit step function is assumed as the initial local
distribution of strain across the band. When the mesh size reduces, the width of the step
function decreases displaying a higher gradient. If the same characteristic length is employed,
the ratio of mesh size to characteristic length decreases in Figures 4.13 and 4.14 (a) to (d).
As observed in Figure 4.13 the regularisation by Gaussian distribution is not effective
when the mesh size to characteristic length ratio is larger. GandS weight function bestows a
wider distribution and a lower maximum. This is preferred over Gaussian weight function
particularly for large mesh size to characteristic length ratios. However, it shows two peaks
when the mesh size to characteristic length ratio is reduced than 0.5. This phenomenon can
be misleading for very fine meshes. Because, after regularisation of a single shear band, two
conjugate shear bands may result. Jostad and Grimstad (2011) discredited GandS weight
distribution due to its irregular homogenisation. To obtain a smooth homogenised solution
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with the GandS weight function, the characteristic length should not be larger than twice the
mesh size.
Similarly, for the over-nonlocal method, three or two peaks are possible after the regulari-
sation, depending on the mesh size to characteristic length ratio and over-nonlocal parameter.
Larger the over-nonlocal parameter and smaller the mesh size to characteristic length ratio,
irregularities are dominant as displayed in Figure 4.14. This is the reason behind the three
peaks observed in the state parameter profile in Figure 4.11(b). Therefore, a comprehensive
parametric study should be conducted to select the additional parameters used for the nonlo-
cal analysis. Due to the complexity involved with the over-nonlocal parameter, results from
GandS method will be used for further comparison between local and nonlocal NS models.
Further, this method is computationally faster than other two methods since the strain at


























































































(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 4.13 Influence of weight functions for varying mesh size to characteristic length ratios:











































































































(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 4.14 Influence of over-nonlocal parameter for varying mesh size to characteristic length
ratios: (a) 1 , (b) 0.5, (c) 0.25 and (d) 0.00001
4.8.3 Shear strain contours
Accumulated deviatoric strain contours at a softening stage and the critical state can be
compared in Figures 4.15 and 4.16 for the local and nonlocal analysis respectively. The
concentrated plastic deformation can distinguish the shear band from unloading areas. Figure
4.15 exhibits that shear zone width predicted by local NS model is sensitive to the mesh size
at both stages. On the contrary, contour plots of accumulated deviatoric strain from GandS
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nonlocal method in Figure 4.16 portray almost similar shear band widths irrespective of the
mesh size during both softening and in the critical state.
(b) (c)(a)
(a) (b) (c)
Vertical displacement 0.09 m
Vertical displacement 0.03 m
Fig. 4.15 Contours of accumulated deviatoric plastic strain from local NS model at two stages
of deformation: (a) large,(b) medium (c) small meshes
4.8.4 Thickness of shear band
The width of the shear band can be found based on either change in displacement gradient
or change in strain fields. Vermeer and Marcher (2000) and Galavi and Schweiger (2010)
respectively used velocity and displacement profiles to estimate the shear zone. In Figures
4.18, 4.19 and 4.20, the evolution of the shear band thickness is elaborated with cross-
sectional profiles of displacement, deviatoric strain and state parameter across the shear
zone. Profiles of both local and nonlocal methods are displayed across the cross-section 2.
Four stages of deformation are portrayed to get an insight into the growth of the band. A
clear distinction can be seen between pre-peak homogeneous deformation vs post-localised
deformation. Although continuous, both displacement gradient and strain fields show abrupt
changes within the shear zone after bifurcation. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 encapsulate average
shear band widths of two cross-sections. It is noted that the band widths calculated based
on deviatoric strain are larger than those based on displacement. Apparently, the shear zone
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(a) (b) (c)
(a) (b) (c)
Vertical displacement 0.03 m
Vertical displacement 0.09 m
(d)
(d)
Fig. 4.16 Contours of accumulated deviatoric plastic strain from nonlocal NS model with








Fig. 4.17 Contours of state parameter from local and nonlocal NS models with GandS weight
function: (a) large,(b) medium, (c) small and (d) extra-small meshes
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enlarges with the deformation until it stabilises at the residual state. This is attributed to
the expansion of dilating shear band. This observation is in line with shear band widths
calculated from gradient flow theories (Chunhua and Drescher, 1993) and micro-polar models
(Bardet and Proubet, 1992). The position and orientation of the shear band also vary slightly
with the deformation.
In the local NS model, widths of the deviatoric strain concentration and changed dis-
placement gradients are proportional to the mesh size during softening and the critical state.
Moreover, the maximum deviatoric strain inside the shear band increases when the mesh is
refined. In other words, finer discretisations inherit thinner shear bands with higher strain
jumps. After nonlocal regularisation, the widths of the displacement gradient and shear
strain concentration appear to be mesh independent. The displacement gradients in Figures
4.18 (e) to (h) are flatter than their local counterparts in Figures 4.18 (a) to (c). Even the
maximum deviatoric strains inside the shear bands in Figures 4.19 (e) to (h) are almost
similar irrespective of different mesh size. This suggests that the spatial discretisation does
not dictate the deformation inside the shear band after the nonlocal regularisation.
Errors in calculating the numerical thickness
It is noted in Table 4.2 that, even after nonlocal regularisation, the thickness of the large mesh
is slightly higher. Further, shear band thicknesses based on deviatoric strain are larger than
those based on displacement. Several limitations of continuum methods may have caused
these disagreements.
In FEM, displacement values are calculated at nodes, and deviatoric strains are calculated
at integration points. Both contour plots and cross-sectional profiles are based on interpolated
values between either nodes or integration points. This can be the reason for the difference
between widths calculated from displacement gradients and strain values.
There can be an error in estimating the border of the shear band since the changes in
displacement gradient and deviatoric strain occur gradually within the interface of the loading-
unloading region. Undulations of loading and unloading observed in shear band boundary
also may have contributed for the discrepancy.
Ortiz et al. (1987) pointed out that iso-parametric elements have inherent limitations
in presenting localised deformation. During iso-parametric interpolation, elements try to
conform to the deformation field by averaging deformation in both sides of the discontinuity
as shown in Figure 4.21. So true discontinuous interface is smeared over several elements.
Hence the minimum shear band thickness is larger than one element width. When the mesh
is finer, element boundaries can follow shear band directions whereas large iso-parametric































































































































































































































Fig. 4.18 Cross-sectional profiles of displacement of local (left) and nonlocal (right) analysis
with NS model: (a),(e) large (b),(f) medium (c),(g) small and (d),(h) extra-small meshes
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Fig. 4.19 Cross-sectional profiles of accumulated deviatoric strain of local (left) and nonlocal
(right) analysis with NS model: (a),(e) large (b),(f) medium (c),(g) small and (d),(h) extra-
small meshes
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Fig. 4.20 Cross-sectional profiles of state parameter of local (left) and nonlocal (right)
analysis with NS model: (a),(e) large (b),(f) medium (c),(g) small and (d),(h) extra-small
meshes
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elements cannot accurately resolve a shear band. In comparison, triangular elements are
proved to be much better in representing localisations. In fact, the shear band boundaries
are hard to be modelled by continuum methods, and particle methods are more suitable to
capture this transition.
Table 4.1 Measured shear band thickness (from cross-sectional profiles) and shear band







Shear band angle 45° 47.7° 48.24°
Shear band thickness based
on displacement (m)
0.09 0.06 0.03 0.025
0.03 0.05 0.025 0.02
Shear band thickness based
on deviatoric strain (m)
0.09 0.075 0.04 0.03
0.03 0.07 0.03 0.025
Width of state parameter
(m)
0.09 0.07 0.04 0.04
0.03 0.06 0.04 0.03
Table 4.2 Measured shear band thickness (from cross-sectional profiles) and shear band







Shear band angle 45° 47.7° 48.23° 50.77°
Shear band thickness based
on displacement (m)
0.09 0.055 0.05 0.05 0.045
0.03 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04
Shear band thickness based
on deviatoric strain (m)
0.09 0.065 0.06 0.06 0.06
0.03 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05
Width of state parameter
(m)
0.09 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.12
0.03 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13
4.8.5 State parameter across the shear band
The width of the concentration of state parameter is of paramount importance when locali-
sations are modelled with NS. It controls the degree of dilation hence the ability to soften
within the band. This is slightly larger than the width of the shear band itself. As shown in
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Fig. 4.21 Behaviour of iso-parametric elements in a strain discontinuity (Ortiz et al., 1987)
contour plots of Figure 4.17 (upper raw) and cross-sectional profiles in Figures 4.20 (a) to
(d), the width of the concentration of state parameter varies with the mesh size in the local
analysis. This mesh sensitivity is alleviated after nonlocal regularisation is applied for the
state parameter. It is smeared over approximately 5 times the characteristic length in Figures
4.20 (e) to (h). Hence the time to approach the critical state or zero dilation is delayed.
Regularised state parameter profiles in small and extra-small meshes in Figures 4.20
(g) and (h) display irregular and skew distribution compared to those of large and medium
meshes. Contours of state parameter in Figures 4.17 (c) and (d) also show areas of extreme
deformations. Further, oscillations are observed in force-displacement curves of finer meshes.
All these observations are due to the aforementioned drawback of GandS function when the
characteristic length is more than twice the mesh size.
4.8.6 Shear band angle
According to Table 4.1, the orientations of shear bands from local NS model are slightly mesh
dependent, displaying the largest angle for the finest mesh. Even after nonlocal regularisation,
the angles are still mesh dependent as given by Table 4.2. The shear band angle is governed
by mesh alignment, shape, type of the element and number of nodes etc. Relative locations
of nodes decide both thickness and the direction of the shear band development. The size and
type of weak elements also influence the decision. Although the same element type is used
for all meshes, finer meshes have higher flexibility during the post-bifurcation deformation
compared to larger meshes. Hence they show greater inclination angles due to mobilised
dilation. With further mesh refinement, the band angle calculated from bifurcation theory
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in Table 3.2 can be obtained. Contrary, when the mesh is coarse, the band angle is mostly
dictated by square weak element.
The nonlocal theory is unable to regularise the shear band orientation properly because the
method adopted here is partly nonlocal. Only the softening parameter (scalar) is regularised
within the constitutive level. The direction of nodal degrees of freedom is hardly affected. If
fully nonlocal method is used by averaging the strain vector, the shear band angle is likely to
be mesh insensitive.
4.8.7 Correlations for numerical shear band thickness
The numerical shear band thickness in the local analysis is a function of the mesh size. Figure
4.22(a) displays simple correlations between mesh size vs average numerical shear band
thickness for the local NS analysis. Regression lines show that the numerical band thickness
is twice the mesh size during the softening and 2.1 times at the critical state. Figure 4.22(b)
encapsulates shear band thickness of nonlocal NS analysis for three characteristic lengths.
The numerical shear band thickness during softening can be approximately correlated as
twice the characteristic length whereas it is 2.2 times at the critical state. It should be
emphasised that these correlations are only valid for the type of mesh selected for this study.
Galavi and Schweiger (2010) reported that the numerical shear band thickness is the same
as the characteristic length. They used triangular elements which have more flexibility
in deforming along localisations than rectangular elements. It can be concluded that the
correlation between the numerical shear band thickness and the characteristic length depends
on the weight function, mesh shape, size and number of nodes etc.
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Fig. 4.22 Correlations of numerical shear band thickness with (a) mesh size in local analysis
and (b) characteristic length in nonlocal analysis
4.8.8 Results from softening scaling
The nonlocal method grants the user the power of selecting the softening stiffness with an
appropriate characteristic length such that well-posedness of boundary value problem is
preserved. However, Table 4.2 suggests that the nonlocal method produces unrealistically
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large numerical shear band thickness reducing the softening rate. Therefore, the resulted
load-displacement curves do not represent realistic soil behaviour. This is because the used
characteristic length does not represent the physical length of sand. If the actual length scale
of sand is used here, the mesh size has to be lower than that for the nonlocal method to be
effective. Nonetheless, it is practically impossible to refine the mesh to comply with the real
shear band thickness. Hence, the softening scaling discussed in section 4.5 is introduced
here to scale the load-displacement response to match with the real soil. However since the
softening modulus is not constant in the NS model, the application of Equation 4.13 is not
straight forward. The softening stiffness in the NS model is governed by the state parameter
and hence the volumetric strain. Hence, it is decided to adjust the nonlocal void ratio in
Equation 4.14 to scale the softening rate. This is justifiable since the rate of volume change
controls the shear band thickness.
In this study, the physical shear band thickness of sand is assumed to be 10 D50 with
D50 = 1mm. The numerical shear band thickness is approximated as 2 lc during softening
(from Figure 4.22(b)). From Equation 4.13, the scaling factor of softening stiffness is
calculated to be 5 for the characteristic length of 0.025m. Scaling is introduced to the NS
model by modifying the nonlocal Equation 4.14 as




It is evident that the scaling has increased the peak in nonlocal NS simulations in Figure
4.23 (a). This is because the scaling is applied automatically to the hardening function of the
NS model which augments the hardening stiffness. Vermeer and Marcher (2000) reported the
same observation when scaling was introduced to their nonlocal HS model. This drawback
can be remedied by applying the scaling only after the localisation is signalled. The zero
acoustic tensor criterion calculated according to Chapter 3 can be used as an indication of the
initial bifurcation. For associative models, this coincides with the peak. Hence it is important
for hardening and softening models, that only the softening part of the function is scaled.
Even nonlocal regularisation should be applied only to the softening part of the NS model,
but as long as there is no heterogeneity in the hardening part, the results of the nonlocal
method are identical to those of the local model. Figure 4.23 (b) depicts nonlocal simulations
of NS model with only post-peak scaling. It can be witnessed that both peak and critical state
strengths are close to those of Figure 4.10 (c). Only the softening rate is increased to match
with the realistic soil behaviour.




















































Fig. 4.23 Force-displacement curves of nonlocal NS model with scaling applied (a) in general
and (b) only after bifurcation (width of specimen 0.25m)
It should be mentioned here that scaling is a mathematical artefact which is not inherent to
the nonlocal method. It can be applied with any other regularisation method or even without
a regularisation. Moreover, this method will not provide a realistic shear band thickness.
4.9 Limitations of Nonlocal Theory
Even though the nonlocal theory is proved to be a successful regularisation technique, its
practical applicability for large scale geotechnical problems relies on the scaling. Therefore,
it is worthwhile to probe in detail the error introduced by this scaling. A comprehensive
parametric study is conducted as detailed in Table 4.3. Five mesh sizes and three characteristic
length to mesh size ratios are explored.
Extra-small mesh (purple line) serves here as the benchmark case with scaling factor 1.
It has numerical shear band thickness of 12.5mm. Other simulations are scaled to match
with the band thickness of the extra-small mesh. Resulted force-displacement curves are
illustrated in Figure 4.24. Maximum deviations from the benchmark case at selected stages
of deformation are mentioned in Figure 4.24. It is observed that the influence of characteristic
length (for GandS function) is marginal if it is within the limit h ≤ lc ≤ 2h.
When the mesh is 8 times larger, the error of predicting the residual strength is 18%. The
error of peak prediction is within 2.6% and during the softening stage (at 20% strain) it is
13% . It is noticed that the error becomes larger at the residual stage. This is because the
volumetric regularisation is not much effective at the critical state. Nevertheless, compared
to the local analysis with the extra-large mesh, the mesh sensitivity is reduced 22% at the
residual stage. It is reduced 38% at 20% strain. It is also emphasised that these results are
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Table 4.3 Details of parametric study on mesh size and characteristic length





Extra-large 0.05 0.05 1 8
Extra-large 0.05 0.075 1.5 12
Large 0.025 0.025 1 4
Large 0.025 0.0375 1.5 6
Large 0.025 0.05 2 8
Medium 0.0125 0.0125 1 2
Medium 0.0125 0.01875 1.5 3
Medium 0.0125 0.025 2 4
Small 0.01 0.01 1 1.6
Small 0.01 0.015 1.5 2.4



























Extra large mesh scaling factor 8
Extra large mesh scaling factor 12
Large mesh scaling factor 4
Large mesh scaling factor 6
Large mesh scaling factor 8
Medium mesh scaling factor 2
Medium mesh scaling factor 3
Medium mesh scaling factor 4
Small mesh scaling factor 1.6
Small mesh scaling factor 2.4




Fig. 4.24 Force-displacement curves of nonlocal NS model with different mesh sizes and
characteristic lengths, scaled down for 12.5mm shear band thickness (width of specimen
0.25m)
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Fig. 4.25 Force-displacement curves scaled for shear band thickness of (a) 5mm,(b) 10mm
and (c) 20mm (width of specimen 0.25m)
subjective to the dimensions of the sample. A further increase of mesh size or characteristic
length beyond those given in Table 4.3, suppressed the localisation. Hence it is difficult to
recommend a maximum mesh size for which this method is valid.
In Figure 4.10 the smallest mesh size to provide converged results is 10mm. This means
conventional FEM can not simulate band thickness lower than 20mm. When nonlocal
regularisation is applied, the minimum element size which can be fully converged reduced
to 6.25mm. Hence the minimum shear band thickness simulated with the nonlocal method
without scaling is 12.5mm. However, in granular material with fine particles, shear band
thickness can be smaller than this. Hence, it is worthwhile to investigate the minimum shear
band thickness nonlocal regularisation can handle along with scaling.
Figure 4.25 portrays the response of three shear band thickness modelled by four element
sizes. The characteristic length is taken as equal to the mesh size. It is evident from Figure
4.25(a) that softening curves are almost vertical when the shear band thickness reduces
to 5mm, irrespective of the mesh size. Beyond this, numerical convergence issues with
spurious oscillations are witnessed even with nonlocal regularisation. It can be deduced that,
for the considered specimen size, the shear band can be modelled as a weak discontinuity
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only up to this thickness. The scaling is not accurate after that. In essence, the nonlocal
method can handle thinner shear bands than conventional FEM, but its ability is also limited.
Agreeing with Borja and Regueiro (2001), it is concluded that even shear bands in frictional
materials should be modelled as strong discontinuities or displacement jumps beyond a
certain threshold length scale.
4.10 Conclusions
The nonlocal theory is first time implemented in the critical state based NS model. Nonlocal
averaging with GandS function successfully produces mesh independent force-displacement
curves and shear band thickness. Softening scaling is utilised along with nonlocal regularisa-
tion to obtain physically realistic mechanical response without extreme mesh refinement. It
makes this method more versatile. The numerical shear band thickness is calculated as twice
the mesh size in local analysis and twice the characteristic length in the nonlocal analysis.
However, limitations inherent to conventional FEM apply to this method as well. Therefore,
results are sensitive to the type of elements, the number of nodes etc. Mesh alignment cannot
be regularised by this method. For a considered specimen dimension, there is a minimum
band thickness which can be accurately represented by nonlocal method and scaling.
4.10.1 Contributions
The main contributions of this chapter are
• Integration of nonlocal theory to critical state soil model
In previous literature, the nonlocal theory has been implemented in DP, MC type
models with cohesion and/or friction softening with constant dilation. Those models
adopt constant softening moduli. Therefore, post-peak softening is linear, and the
residual strength is independent of the mesh size. Hence, the implementation of the
nonlocal theory is straightforward. In critical state plasticity, the dilation evolves
with deformation, and the critical state strength is also mesh dependent. In this study,
the critical state NS model is enriched with nonlocal theory. Nonlocal averaging of
void ratio leads to the regularisation of the state parameter. Mesh independent load-
displacement curves of dense sand are obtained during both softening and the critical
state. Hence it is capable of adequately regularising the post-peak dilation.
For the considered characteristic length and mesh sizes, GandS weight function pro-
vides the most reliable results than Gauss and over-nonlocal methods. Nevertheless,
GandS method bestows irregular homogenisation when the characteristic length is
larger than twice the mesh size. Scaling can be used with nonlocal regularisation to
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produce a physically realistic mechanical response without extreme mesh refinement.
Unlike purely softening models, in the NS model, scaling should be applied only after
the bifurcation point. Otherwise, pre-peak hardening is affected by the scaling.
• Recognising limitations of the nonlocal NS model
The nonlocal method is capable of circumventing the sensitivity of mesh size, not
mesh alignment. After regularisation shear band angles are still mesh dependent.
Moreover, volumetric regularisation becomes less active when the critical state is
reached. Therefore, when mesh size is 8 times larger, the error of predicting the
residual strength by the nonlocal method is 18%. The regularisation is more effective
during softening. However, the greater the mesh size to physical band thickness ratio,
the error from scaling becomes larger.
The nonlocal theory is applicable only for granular material with a finite band thickness.
For a considered specimen size, there is a minimum band thickness simulated by the
nonlocal method and scaling. Below that, the shear band cannot be modelled as a weak
discontinuity.
Chapter 5
Rate Effect and Local Drainage during
Shear Localisation in Saturated Dense
Sand
5.1 Preface
The introduction of an internal length to rate-independent plasticity is sufficient to dimin-
ish the mesh dependence of single-phase material. When it comes to localisation in the
fluid-saturated soil, the transient behaviour of hydro-mechanical coupling introduces a rate
dependence although underlying effective material is rate independent (Garagash and Rud-
nicki, 2002). Hence finite element results are dependent on both space and time. The
characteristic internal length is dictated not only by material behaviour but also by solid-fluid
interaction. The degree of coupling between a solid skeleton and pore fluid is governed by
drainage length, permeability, compressibility and loading rate. Since the drainage length is
numerically affiliated with element size, the pore fluid diffusion is mesh sensitive.
There are two main objectives of this chapter. The first is to critically assess the numerical
factors which influence the internal fluid exchange between shear band and outer material in
saturated dense sand. The second is to examine whether the regularisation of rate-independent
plasticity is sufficient to circumvent its mesh sensitivity .
Section 5.2 outlines factors affecting the pore fluid movements. Experimental and nu-
merical findings on diffusion rate effect are summarised in sections 5.3 and 5.4 respectively.
Mesh sensitivity during finite element analysis of multi-phase material and regularisation
techniques are included in section 5.5. Simulations of biaxial compression tests are conducted
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to identify numerical factors which affect internal water movements between the shear band
and outer materials. The numerical programme is outlined in section 5.6. Results of the
parametric study are detailed in sections 5.7 to 5.9. The potency of nonlocal regularisation
to circumvent the mesh dependence in saturated sand is evaluated in section 5.10.
5.2 Factors Affecting the Pore Fluid Flow
The pore fluid flow can be deterred by low permeability of the soil, fast loading rate or
impervious boundaries of the domain. Low permeable soil such as of clay or silty sand can
lead to locally undrained conditions whereas impervious surfaces may result in globally
undrained conditions. These two scenarios impose kinematic constraints locally (constant
pore volume) and globally (constant volume of the domain) respectively. When the granular
skeleton is constrained to isochoric deformation either locally or globally, its tendency to
dilate or contract can induce excess pore pressure. Loose sand generates positive excess
pore pressure which results in a reduction of effective stress whereas dilative sand develops
negative excess pore pressure and increases in strength.
The rate of loading, length of drainage and consolidation properties of soil are main
factors which dictate the fluid flow within the porous media. For saturated sand, the interplay
between the rate of shearing and the rate of dissipation of excess pore pressure governs the
drainage behaviour. The magnitude of generated excess pore pressure of a material point
depends on its volume constraint, fluid compressibility, soil dilatancy and shear rate. Its
dissipation depends on soil diffusivity (permeability, compressibility), drainage length and
time. Depending on the relative magnitude of these parameters, the amount of local drainage
can vary. Finnie (1993) introduced a dimensionless velocity Vn to aggregate the influence of









where γw is the unit weight of water, k̄ is permeability and mv is one dimensional compress-
ibility of soil. Drainage length is bounded by the shear band thickness and the specimen
dimensions. A change to any parameter of this normalised velocity can result in a change
in drainage. In this chapter, the term "rate effect" implies to the change in the normalised
velocity.
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5.3 Experimental Evidence on Rate Effect and Local Drainage
in Soil
The material behaviour of sand is not inherently rate dependent as clay. However, the
interaction between the soil skeleton and pore fluid introduces a rate dependence. The
strength of saturated dense sand has been observed to increase with the loading rate. There
is a controversy interpreting the reason behind this strength enhancement. Based on the
results of triaxial compression tests, Watanabe and Kusakabe (2013) commented that, if
global boundaries are drained, the effect of loading rate is due to the combined effect of
consolidation and viscosity of the pore fluid. The rate effect is solely due to the viscous effect
if shearing is carried with undrained boundaries. This theoretical reasoning is demonstrated in
Figure 5.1. On the other hand, Palmer (1999) and Kutter (2006) attributed the rate dependent
plough resistance in the seabed to counteracting mechanisms of generation and dissipation of
excess pore pressure. This thesis hypothesises that irrespective of the drainage conditions at
remote boundaries, dilation induced pore pressure generation and its dissipation co-occur in
shear zones. This phenomenon which happens within soil microstructure governs the relative
strength of soil at different rates.
Fig. 5.1 Loading rate effects in triaxial compression tests with (a) drained and (b) undrained
boundaries (Watanabe and Kusakabe, 2013)
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There is very limited experimental data available on the local drainage during shear
localisation of soil. Most of the available literature is focused on the internal fluid flow in
localised clay (Gylland, 2012; Thakur, 2007). Atkinson and Richardson (1987) explored
the local drainage effect of over-consolidated clays and dense sand in globally undrained
triaxial tests. They claimed that in undrained tests relatively large hydraulic gradients can
occur near shear zones. This may lead to local drainage and local volume changes such that
the tests are not strictly undrained even during rapid loading conditions. They estimated the
degree of local drainage from the geometry of shear zones based on the hypothesis that only
locally undrained shear zones intersect orthogonally. Otherwise, shear bands intersect at
angles larger than 45° (to the minor principal axis) depending on the degree of local volume
changes. Viggiani et al. (1994) revealed that there is a pore pressure difference between in
and out of the shear band in an undrained biaxial compression test of stiff clay. At the onset
of localisation, the pore pressure gradient boosts suddenly due to concentrated shearing as
shown in Figure 5.2 but equalises rapidly afterwards.
“There is a significant difference between a globally drained and a locally drained response.
The same concept applies to globally undrained response, where local drainage and volume
changes can occur close to the localised zone” (Viggiani et al., 1994)
Fig. 5.2 Pore pressure difference between in and out of shear band (Viggiani et al., 1994)
Thakur (2007) and Gylland (2012) experimentally investigated the strain softening ac-
companied by shear localisation of globally undrained clay. The influence of rate effect on
the generation and dissipation of pore fluid flow was studied. They noticed a pore pressure
difference between in and out of the shear band. They claimed that faster tests are more
prone to diffuse type failure since they do not have enough time to equalise the pore pressure
gradient. Dominating single shear bands occurred in slower tests since they have enough
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time to dissipate the pore pressure gradient. These observations substantiate the concept
of the local drainage under the globally undrained conditions. However, due to the high
permeability, the internal fluid flow is rarely observed in laboratory experiments of undrained
sand.
Han and Vardoulakis (1991) provided experimental evidence on the local drainage in the
saturated dense sand during globally undrained biaxial compression. Tests were conducted
under sufficient back pressure to avoid cavitation. The failure occurred after the Coulomb
state of the background drained behaviour. X-ray radiographs showed conjugate periodic
shear band arrays corresponding to alternative dilatant and contracting behaviour. They
appear to be linked together by the internal fluid flow which accounts for the locally drained
condition. However, Han and Vardoulakis (1991) did not observe a pore pressure difference
between in and outside the shear band. They deduced this is because the internal flow occurs
in a time scale smaller than the response time of pore pressure transducers. Therefore, it
was not possible to capture the transient exchange of fluid between the shear band and
surrounding.
To the author’s knowledge, Han and Vardoulakis (1991)’s observation on locally drained
shear bands was not verified by any other experiments conducted later. Mooney et al.
(1997),Roger et al. (1997) and Desrues and Mokni (1998) reported that they could not find
any evidence of local drainage in their undrained biaxial tests of saturated sand. Instead they
observed cavitation induced localisations.They ascribed it to possible time and scale effects.
For the strain rate imposed on the specimen, the viscosity of the pore fluid can be too high to
flow into the shear band. Moreover, the size of the specimen compared to the grain size may
be too small to allow the balance between dilative and contracting zones.
5.4 Finite Element Studies on Diffusion Rate Effects and
Local Drainage in Saturated Dense Sand
Charlier et al. (1997) numerically showed the possibility of locally drained shear bands
in biaxial compression tests of saturated dense sand under globally undrained conditions.
They showed that, if the permeability is small compared to the loading velocity, there is not
enough time for water to move. The specimen is then both locally and globally undrained.
Hence no localisation appears if the back pressure is high enough. If the specimen is sheared
until the cavitation pressure is reached, a drained localisation appears releasing the isochoric
constraint both locally and globally. However, if the permeability is large enough compared
to the loading velocity, internal water movements can occur allowing strain localisation even
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when the average volumetric changes over the whole sample are null. Hence the undrained
condition is only global. This phenomenon may precede the cavitation (Charlier et al., 1997).
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5.3 Contours of (a) volumetric strain, (b) fluid pressure and (c) deviatoric strain with
relative flow vectors at 5% axial strain in a globally undrained biaxial test (Andrade and
Borja, 2007)
Desrues and Viggiani (2004) simulated biaxial compression tests of dense sand with
impermeable and permeable horizontal global boundaries. They noted loading rate effect for
the partially drained case, but similar responses were recorded for both fast and slow cases in
globally undrained tests. They only recognised fully drained and undrained conditions, not
local drainage. Liu et al. (2005) reported that low permeability delays the localisation and
widens the shear band thickness based on undrained triaxial tests of dense sand.
Andrade and Borja (2007) noticed the local drainage in the vicinity of shear bands in the
saturated dense sand with globally undrained boundary conditions. Even under quasi-static
loading rates, they observed a hydraulic gradient as shown in Figure 5.3(b). The local volume
change is depicted in Figure 5.3(a), and fluid flow is directed towards the shear band in
Figure 5.3(c). Apparently, the dilative shear band is sucking the pore fluid. They did not
explore the influence of permeability or loading rate on the degree of local drainage.
Using a mesh independent second gradient DP model, Sieffert et al. (2014) encapsulated
the influence of permeability, loading velocity and dilatancy on the formation of shear
bands under globally isochoric constraint. The initial pore pressure was equivalent to the
atmospheric pressure. For dilative sand, they defined two types of shear bands namely stable
(the band does not change orientation or location after the onset) and unstable (the band
evolves in position and thickness, and ultimately the whole specimen becomes plastically
loaded). They observed that high values of permeability and slower loading rates bestow
stable shear bands since local pore pressure gradients equalise gradually as shown in Figures
5.4 (a),(b),(c). In these, the cavitation occurred only after the localisation. Contrary, dense
sand with higher loading rates and lower permeability were prone to show unstable shear
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Fig. 5.4 Contours of pore water pressure numerically observed for undrained biaxial tests
with permeability ((a),(b),(c)) 10−7m/s and ((d),(e),(f)) 10−12m/s (Sieffert et al., 2014)
band during undrained shearing. For these cases, the continuous increase in effective stress
was terminated by the cavitation which released the globally undrained condition and induced
localisation. Pore pressure shocks with steeper pressure gradients were observed as shown
in Figure 5.4 (d),(e) and (f). This is further illustrated in the cross-sectional pore pressure
profiles in Figure 5.5.
Although Sieffert et al. (2014) did not explicitly used the word "local drainage", it is fair
to think that stable and unstable shear bands refer to locally drained and locally undrained
conditions respectively. Therefore, a clear separation between stable and unstable shear
bands is questionable as there are certain combinations of loading rates and permeabilities for
which the shear band is neither fully drained nor undrained. It depends on the time required
for the pore pressure gradient to dissipate. Further, they assumed a cavitation pressure of
−100kPa. Hence the behaviour of unstable shear bands under greater initial back pressure
was not discussed.
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Fig. 5.5 Cross-sectional profiles of pore water pressure (Sieffert et al., 2014)
5.5 Mesh Sensitivity during Shear Localisation in a Multi-
phase Porous Medium
Aforementioned numerical studies scrutinise the pore fluid diffusion rate effect associated
with localisations in saturated dense sand, but mesh sensitivity during hydro-mechanical
coupling is not probed in detail. There are contentious notions regarding the inherent
regularisation in a multi-phase medium.
Schrefler et al. (1995, 1996), Larsson and Larsson (2000a), Liu et al. (2005) mentioned
that mesh dependence of fluid-saturated solids is not dramatic as single phase materials.
This is because of the presence of the gradient term in Darcy’s equation which introduces
a natural regularisation in governing equations. It is analogous to viscous regularisation in
single phase material (Ehlers et al., 2001; Ehlers and Volk, 1998). An internal length scale is
represented by the permeability. It dominates the degree of coupling between soil skeleton
and pore fluid during the localisation.
Zhang et al. (1999), Zhang and Schrefler (2001, 2004) further elucidated the role of
inherent characteristic length in a multi-phase porous medium during dynamic localisation.
They defined a wave number domain within which an internal length scale exists. Within
this region, multi-phase porous materials encounter loss of stability (the solid skeleton is
softening) but do not loose hyperbolicity of dynamic governing equations. However, Zhang
and Schrefler (2004) claimed that the quasi-static loading condition does not inherit the
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natural internal length scale provided by the permeability and an external regularisation is
required. Andrade and Borja (2007) also reported that fluid saturated solids display “mild”
mesh dependence during quasi-static loading of globally undrained biaxial tests. Both the
width of the shear band and force-displacement curves are shown to be mesh dependent.
Vardoulakis (1996a,b) also reported that boundary value problems become ill-posed even
with two-phase formulations.
In summary, there is no consensus about the degree of regularisation provided by the
fluid component. The aforementioned observations depend on the loading rate, permeability,
dilative characteristics of the soil, sample dimensions and boundary conditions as well. Hence
it is concluded that the viscous term introduced by the permeability is not sufficient to fully
eliminate the mesh sensitivity in the fluid-saturated soil, especially for static and quasi-static
loading conditions. A regularisation of effective stress equations is necessary for true mesh
independence.
5.5.1 Regularisation methods for multi-phase materials
Similar methods used to regularise single-phase materials have been utilised with multi-
phase materials. Most techniques involve regularising the mechanical behaviour of the
underlying drained solid. In this case, the complexity lies in the interplay between the external
characteristic length introduced by regularisation techniques and the natural regularisation
bestowed by the permeability.
Visco-plastic models (Loret and Prevost, 1991; Oka et al., 1995), Cosserat continuum
models (Ehlers et al., 2001; Ehlers and Volk, 1998), higher gradient models, (Collin et al.,
2006, 2010; Sieffert et al., 2014; Zhang and Schrefler, 2004) and nonlocal models (Summers-
gill et al., 2017a) introduce explicit characteristic length to overcome the mesh dependence
of fluid-saturated medium. Further, extended finite element method (Thakur, 2007) and
embedded localisation method (Larsson and Larsson, 1999; Larsson et al., 1996) employ
strong discontinuity approach.
Nonlocal regularisation in multi-phase materials
Summersgill et al. (2017a) conducted a slope stability analysis with coupled consolidation for-
mulations with nonlocal averaging. Non-associative MC model was utilised. They reported
that the nonlocal regularisation reduced but not fully circumvented the mesh dependency.
They attributed it to different patterns of slip surfaces formed, which are sensitive to pore
pressure distribution during consolidation. However, they did not discuss the local drainage
or the viscous regularisation provided by permeability.
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Lazari et al. (2015a,b) studied the mesh dependence of globally undrained dense sand
using a visco-plastic model augmented with nonlocal regularisation. They replaced the
local viscous nucleus by its average over a representative volume. They used three phase
hydro-mechanical formulations under quasi-static conditions. The non-associative DP model
was utilised. They assumed that strain localisation coincides with cavitation. Lazari et al.
(2015a,b) claimed that both visco-plasticity and nonlocal theory introduce length scales
implicitly and explicitly to prevent the mesh dependency. For high values of viscosity,
the visco-plasticity, in conjunction with nonlocal theory, governs the regularisation. For
low viscosity values and small loading rates, the nonlocal method overrides the influence
of viscoplastic internal length. Lazari et al. (2015a) stated that, if real physical values of
viscosity and permeability are used, the regularisation provided by these might be lost for
certain material properties and loading rates. Hence, Lazari et al. (2015a) recommended the
use of nonlocal method over visco-plasticity.
In summary, the potency of nonlocal regularisation for coupled problems is not critically
evaluated, especially using rate-independent plasticity. Apparently, there is a range of loading
velocities and permeabilities, for which the regularisation of effective material behaviour is
sufficient to eradicate the mesh dependence.
5.6 Biaxial Compression Analysis of Saturated Sand
To investigate both rate and mesh effects, a series of displacement controlled biaxial com-
pression analysis of saturated dense sand is conducted. The dimensions, boundary and initial
conditions are similar to section 4.7. A transient consolidation analysis is adopted here such
that hydro-mechanical coupled formulations are solved. Plane-strain quadratic isoparametric
elements with reduced integration and additional pore pressure degrees of freedom (CPE8RP)
are selected.
In all simulations, the initial back pressure is 5 kPa, and soil is assumed to remain fully
saturated throughout the deformation. The initial confining pressure is 95 kPa. For the
calculation of normalised velocity, the compressibility is assumed to be 0.00002 m2/kN.
The initial void ratio is 0.55. The material properties of the original NS model are same as
given in Table 2.1.
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5.6.1 Numerical programme to investigate the rate effects in saturated
sand
A comprehensive numerical scheme is conducted to explore the influence of loading velocity,
permeability and specimen size on the local drainage of the shear band. Equations 5.1 and
5.2 are combined and rearranged to scrutinise the influence of different parameters.
Vn =








where ∆u and ∆t are applied displacement and its duration respectively. The drainage length
L is assumed as the height of the specimen H. The programme consists of two segments.
The simulation series 1,2 and 3 explore globally undrained remote boundaries whereas
the simulation series 4 studies the open drainage boundary conditions. In series 1,2 and 3,
four edges of the biaxial specimen are assumed impermeable whereas in series 4 top and
bottom boundaries are presumed to be permeable. Details of the four simulation series are
summarised in Table 5.1. All specimens are displaced to reach the same final strain (20 %).
Series 1 and 4 are re-analysed to reach 40 % axial strain. It should be mentioned that static
consolidation analysis is conducted here even for extreme loading rates without considering
acceleration. Accuracy of these simulations will be discussed, pointing out the minimum
loading rate to shift for a dynamic simulation.





















loading - ∆t (s)
Series 1 0.5 0.25 0.001 0.1,0.2 undrained
1000, 100, 10, 1 ,
0.1, 0.01, 0.001,
0.0001, 0.00001
Series 2 0.5 0.25 0.00001 0.1 undrained 100, 1 , 0.01
Series 3.1 0.25 0.125 0.001 0.05 undrained
1000, 100, 10, 1 ,
0.1, 0.01, 0.001,
0.0001, 0.00001
Series 3.2 1 0.5 0.001 0.2 undrained
1000, 100, 10, 1 ,
0.1, 0.01, 0.001,
0.0001, 0.00001





1000, 100, 10, 1 ,
0.1, 0.01, 0.001,
0.0001, 0.00001
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The mesh sensitivity at different rates is investigated for all series. The analysis comprises
of comparing four different element sizes (h). They are extra-large (0.05 m), large (0.025 m),
medium (0.0125 m) and extra-small (0.00625 m). An additional element size (0.005 m) is
studied for series 1. All cross-sectional profiles are taken perpendicular to the shear band
starting from the coordinates 0.0 m,0.015 m.
Series 1 and 4 are re-analysed with nonlocal regularisation and scaling. The characteristic
length is equal to the largest mesh size, unless otherwise specified. Based on the findings of
Chapter 4 only GandS weight function is used for the nonlocal analysis.
The results of the above parametric study are organised as shown in Figure 5.6 to serve
several purposes. The first is to identify factors affecting the normalised velocity under
different remote boundary conditions. The second is to characterise the localisations based
on the degree of drainage. The third is to elucidate the mesh sensitivity under different
degrees of drainage. The fourth is to distinguish the global vs local pore fluid diffusion.
Finally, the range of normalised velocity for which nonlocal regularisation can successfully
eliminate the mesh dependence is recognised.
Factors affecting pore fluid flow 






fully drained shear band
Section 5.7.6





















Series 1 Series 1, 2 Series 1, 3 Series 1 Series 4
Fig. 5.6 Overview of the results from the parametric study in Table 5.1
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5.7 Results of Globally Undrained Biaxial Compression Tests
This section explores the influence of loading rate, permeability and specimen dimension
on the behaviour inside the shear band when remote boundaries are undrained. The mesh
dependence of saturated dense sand is explored for the each case.
5.7.1 Effect of loading velocity
Figure 5.7 illustrates the influence of loading duration on the load-displacement response of
globally undrained saturated dense sand. For the sake of brevity, only results of extra-large
and extra-small mesh are shown. It is observed that globally undrained deformation of dense
sand does not show any sign of softening or a peak force for any rate or mesh size. Even
after the formation of a shear band caused by the local drainage, the reaction force continues
to progress. This is consistent with the numerical results of Sieffert et al. (2014). They
attributed this observation to elastic reloading of elements outside the band and post-peak
dilation of elements inside the band.
For both meshes, when loading velocity is increased, the ultimate load at the end of
shearing is increased. As more clearly seen for extra-small mesh in Figure 5.7(b), the onset
of inhomogeneous deformation, as marked by the change in stiffness, is delayed as the
loading rate is increased. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the continuous dilative hardening of
undrained deformation is interrupted by the formation of a shear band. Its initiation is decided
by the relative generation and dissipation of excess pore pressure. When the rate of shearing
increases the hydro-mechanical coupling enhances. A higher proportion of load increment is
taken by fluid slowing the transfer of load to the soil skeleton. Thus the migration of fluid
caused by local volume changes is delayed when the loading rate is increased.
Another distinct feature of both Figures is that the range of load-displacement curves
is bounded by two extreme cases. The lower boundary is associated with the fully locally
drained shear band. For the considered diffusive properties of the material and specimen
dimensions, this condition occurs when the time of loading exceeds 1 s for both meshes. This
means 1 s is sufficient for the pore pressure built up inside the band to dissipate across the
specimen (within the same time increment). Therefore, even when the duration exceeds 1 s,
soil-fluid interaction is the same and hence there is no difference in the mechanical response.
The upper boundary marks the fully homogeneous deformation. The material is both
locally and globally undrained. There is hardly any water movements in this case leading to a
continuous generation of negative excess pore pressure. The loading rate required to achieve
the locally undrained deformation is not the same for two mesh sizes. The force-displacement
curves in between these two extremes display an intermediate response.
































































Fig. 5.7 Load-displacement relationships of undrained analysis with different durations of
loading in (a) extra-large and (b) extra-small mesh : p′0 = 95kPa, W = 0.25m
When Figures 5.7(a) and (b) are compared, the mesh dependence for different velocities
of loading can be observed. The appearance of localisation in the extra-large mesh is much
delayed compared with the smaller mesh. Figure 5.8 further illustrates the mesh sensitivity
for individual loading rates. It is observed at first glance that Figures 5.8(f) to (h) are closely
identical. This suggests that 1 s is sufficient to equalise the pore pressure across the specimen.
As the earliest localisations are observed for these cases, the mesh dependence appears in
advance compared to higher rates. When shear band material is fully drained, the hydro-
mechanical coupling is lower. Hence the mesh sensitivity inherent to the effective material
is much pronounced here. However, it should be noted that this response is not similar to
fully drained behaviour in Chapter 4 where all material points are drained. This is because of
the isochoric constraint imposed by impermeable global boundary conditions. Due to this
kinematic constraint the unloading regions re-harden almost under a constant volume when
the shear band material is softening.
Figure 5.8(a) and (b) show a mesh independent response when the loading rate is very
large. In these two cases, a shear band does not appear for any mesh size at least until 0.1 m
of displacement. This is because there is insufficient time for local water movements. Hence
a mesh independent homogeneous response is observed.
Figures 5.8(c),(d) and (e) portray a clear mesh dependence after the localisation. The
onsets of shear bands are delayed relative to the fully drained shear band cases. This time lag
is because of the stabilising effect and dilative hardening due to hindered water movement.
When the loading rate is greater, the transfer of load from fluid to soil skeleton is slow. An
important observation in Figures 5.8(c) and (d) is that, when the element size is larger, the
onset of localisation is delayed. In Figure 5.8(c), extra-large and large meshes do not localise
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(until 0.1 m displacement) whereas medium and extra-small meshes portray the formation of
shear bands.
Table 5.2 and 5.3 summarise the onset of two bifurcation criteria for different loading
rates and mesh sizes. As discussed in Chapter 3, in associative NS model the determinant
of acoustic tensor becomes zero at the peak deviatoric stress. Undrained dilative hardening
materials do not achieve this state if the deformation is homogeneous. However, as predicted
analytically by Guo (2013) and Vardoulakis (1996b) local volume changes are likely to
happen after the maximum effective stress ratio. Hence partially drained shear bands can
occur during the softening of the mobilised effective friction angle. Therefore, the Coulomb
state marks the start of potential local volume changes whereas the singularity of the drained
acoustic tensor signals the onset of drained localisation.
As observed in Table 5.3, the Coulomb state is subjective of both mesh size and loading
duration. Therefore, the onset of the local drainage is mesh and time dependent. Table 5.2
confirms that, when the mesh size is larger, the localisation is delayed in saturated sand.
This is in contrast to fully drained (dry) sand in which different element sizes inherent the
same peak and start to localise at the same point. For fully drained sand only post-localised
deformation is mesh sensitive whereas in saturated sand both onset and propagation of shear
bands are mesh dependent. Moreover, when the loading rate is increased, the homogeneous
deformation continues further delaying the onset of locally drained shear bands.
Table 5.2 Displacements at the first occurrence of zero determinant of drained acoustic tensor
for different loading rates and mesh sizes











1000 0.0485 0.039 0.036 0.033
100 0.0485 0.039 0.036 0.034
10 0.0485 0.039 0.036 0.034
1 0.049 0.041 0.036 0.034
0.1 0.054 0.045 0.039 0.036
0.01 0.065 0.058 0.047 0.04
0.001 0.082 0.08 0.065 0.052
0.0001 0.088 0.071





















































































































































































































Fig. 5.8 The influence of element size on load-displacement relationships with different
durations of loading: (a) 0.00001 s, (b) 0.0001 s, (c) 0.001 s, (d) 0.01 s,(e) 0.1 s, (f) 1 s, (g)
10 s and (h) 100 s : p′0 = 95kPa,W = 0.25m
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Table 5.3 Displacements at the first occurrence of Coulomb state for different loading rates
and mesh sizes











1000 0.017 0.016 0.016 0.0148
100 0.017 0.016 0.016 0.015
10 0.017 0.0164 0.016 0.015
1 0.017 0.017 0.016 0.015
0.1 0.018 0.018 0.017 0.016
0.01 0.02 0.02 0.019 0.019
0.001 0.023 0.023 0.022 0.022
0.0001 0.023 0.023 0.023 0.023
5.7.2 Effect of permeability
The previous section explored the effect of loading velocity keeping the permeability constant.
Simulation series 2 investigates the role of permeability on the rate of diffusion and internal
water movements. According to Equation 5.4 permeability has the counter effect of loading
velocity. Thus decreasing permeability has similar consequences as the increasing loading
rates. This is demonstrated in Figure 5.9 in which two permeabilities create the same response
for different loading rates. In practical circumstances, the loading rate may not be large
as considered in simulation series 1, but the permeability of sand can be reduced due to
the mixing of silt and clay particles. The combined effect may lead to greater normalised
velocity.
5.7.3 Classification of shear bands based on the local degree of drainage
when remote boundaries are undrained
This section encloses the combined effect of both the loading rate and permeability. The
maximum forces of the load-displacement curves in Figures 5.8 are plotted in Figure 5.10
against the normalised velocity. Since it is not possible to define peak loads, the maximum
forces at 20 % strain are plotted for different mesh sizes. Based on Figure 5.10, the local
drainage inside the specimen (when remote boundaries are undrained) can be divided into
three regions: fully drained, partially drained and undrained homogeneous deformation.





larger than the microstructural length (shear band thickness- tsb) which is related to grain size
































































































































































Fig. 5.9 The influence of permeability on load-displacement relationships under different rates
of loading: (a),(b),(c) permeability 0.001 m/s and (d),(e),(f) permeability 0.00001 m/s:p′0 =
95kPa,W = 0.25m
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experimentally or element size numerically. If the characteristic pore fluid diffusion length
becomes larger than the specimen dimension, the shear band is fully drained. If it is smaller
than the specimen dimension, the shear band is partially drained. If the characteristic pore
fluid diffusion length is even smaller than the element size, then the instability appears in a
diffused manner. This is what happens when the loading velocity becomes larger. Hence the
perturbation wavelength is bounded by the element size and the specimen size.
The upper boundary for the fully (locally) drained shear band is at normalised velocity
0.01. Apparently, it is independent of the mesh size. On the contrary, the lower boundary
for undrained homogeneous deformation depends on the mesh size. For the smallest mesh
considered in this study, the locally undrained deformation is achieved at the normalised
velocity 100. It is observed in Figure 5.10 that larger the mesh, the undrained condition is
reached earlier. For the extra-large mesh, the undrained boundary is at a normalised velocity
around 1. This means, when the mesh size is increased 10 times, the error in detecting the
internal drainage is about normalised velocity 97. This clearly elucidates the deficiency of































Fig. 5.10 Forces at 20 % of strain for different loading velocities and mesh sizes : p′0 = 95
kPa,W = 0.25m
5.7.4 Effect of specimen size
Similar to velocity and permeability, the drainage distance also significantly influences the
migration of pore fluid in saturated soil. A pore pressure gradient is generated within the
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shear band thickness due to concentrated undrained shearing. Its drainage length depends on
the proximity of the shear band to the remote boundaries. When boundaries are impermeable,
pore water does not have the freedom to flow in or out. The drainage path can be assumed
infinite if specimen dimension is large enough compared to the thickness of the band.
Moreover, for the occurrence of a locally drained shear band, the dilative expansion inside the
band should be accommodated by the contraction of outside material. Therefore, the element
size as well as the specimen dimension, play crucial roles in the initiation of localisation.
The results of simulation series 1 and 3 are displayed in Figure 5.11. The forces at 20 %
strain for a unit width of the specimen are plotted against the normalised velocity. Figures
5.11(a),(b) and (c) display the results of specimens with heights 0.5 m, 1 m and 0.25 m
respectively. It is observed that the upper boundary of the fully drained region depends on the
specimen size, not on the mesh size. This observation complies with Vardoulakis (1996b)’s
theoretical derivation. He derived a global volume balance equation to be satisfied for the
initiation of a locally drained shear band. It is independent of shear band thickness and
depends on the specimen size, dilation and displacement rate.
Figure 5.11(d) aggregates the results of (a),(b) and (c). It illuminates that an equivalent
response is shown when the ratio of specimen height to mesh size is the same. The lower
boundary for the uniform deformation is sensitive to the ratio of specimen height to the mesh
size. When the ratio is smaller, the undrained uniform deformation is achieved quicker. This
means the instability caused by local drainage is suppressed when the specimen dimension
to element size is small. This observation is consistent with the theoretical prediction of
Vardoulakis (1996b). He predicted that zero fluid flux across specimen boundaries renders a
stabilising effect prohibiting the internal fluid flow. This effect is dominant in the sand, for
which specimen dimension to grain size ratio is small. Locally drained shear bands are more
visible in clay for which this ratio is large.
Moreover, the locally undrained homogeneous strength is the same for all specimen and
element sizes whereas the strength of fully (locally) drained shear band is sensitive to the
specimen dimension to element size ratio. In essence, Figure 5.11(d) encapsulates both
scale and time effects of locally drained shear bands when remote boundaries are undrained.
To the author’s knowledge, this is the first time this type of comprehensive numerical
analysis is conducted to probe the scale and time effects behind the internal drainage in the
saturated dilative sand. Irrespective of the numerous theoretical insights, this area has not
been thoroughly investigated. Most of the experimental and numerical investigations on the
localisation of saturated dense sand have emphasised on the phenomenon of cavitation and
overseen the possibility of locally drained shear bands.
























































































































































Fig. 5.11 Forces (at 20 % strain) per unit width of specimen for different loading velocities
































































Fig. 5.12 Load-displacement relationships with different durations of loading in (a) extra-
large and (b) extra-small mesh until 40 % strain : p′0 = 95kPa,W = 0.25m
5.7.5 Effect of maximum strain
The maximum undrained force is dependent on the strain at which it is measured. If the
undrained specimen is compressed up to the critical state maintaining the same velocity, the
maximum force will be increased. Simulation series 1 is re-analysed displacing the samples
up to 40 % strain. The results are shown in Figure 5.12. It is observed that reaction forces of
all loading rates and mesh sizes increase with strain. Tests with higher loading rates reach the
critical state uniformly and terminate further increase of load. The reaction forces of lower
loading rates keep on increasing continuously due to the progressive development of shear
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bands. Different material points reach the critical state at different stages, and the shear band
thickness keeps on increasing attaching more material points to the band. Therefore, these
reaction forces never achieve constant plateaus irrespective of the mesh size.
5.7.6 Features of fully drained shear bands when remote boundaries
are undrained
It is observed in Figure 5.8 that when the loading duration exceeds 1s, the mechanical
response of the undrained biaxial test is no longer rate dependent. The main characteristic
in this region is the non-existence of a pore pressure gradient. As shown in Figure 5.13 the










































































Fig. 5.13 Cross-sectional profiles of pore water pressure for loading duration 1s: (a) extra-
small (b) medium and (c) large meshes
Material response in and out of the fully drained shear band
First, it is noticed in Figure 5.14(a) that the deviatoric strain inside the band escalates
drastically compared to that outside, after the onset of localisation. It appears that all shear
strain is concentrated inside the band while strain outside is almost constant throughout.
Secondly, it is observed in Figure 5.14(b) that the constant volume constraint is broken
locally by shear band material after the bifurcation. Localised material points inside the shear
band expand considerably resembling almost a drained behaviour whereas those outside
contract slightly. Figure 5.14(f) reflects that the state parameter inside the band has reached
the critical state very early due to enhanced shear and volumetric strain. On the contrary, the
state parameter outside hardly changes. This is further delineated in Figure 5.14(g). The
outside material maintains almost a constant volume constraint and tries to reach the critical
state by increasing the mean pressure. Shear band material breaks the volume constraint
and reaches the critical state easily while decreasing the mean pressure. Complying with
the local boundary conditions the deviatoric stress inside the shear band displays a drained
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Fig. 5.14 Behaviour of selected material points in and out of the shear band in extra-small
mesh for loading duration 1s: (a) shear strain (b) volumetric strain (c) deviatoric stress (d)
stress ratio (e) stress path (f) state parameter (g) volumetric path and (h) excess pore water
pressure
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behaviour with softening as shown in Figure 5.14(c). Instead of elastic unloading, intact
material outside the band hardens plastically.
Figure 5.14(e) further demonstrates that the stress path inside the shear band reverses
after the peak while that of outside continues to increase although with a reduced gradient.
Moreover, Figures 5.14(d) and (e) depict that the shear band has reached the critical stress
ratio. Another important observation is that the material outside the shear band contributes
more to the global response. In Figure 5.14(h) the nodal pore pressures in and out of the
shear band are the same. This indicates a fully drained shear band without a pore pressure
jump. In other words, there is sufficient time to dissipate the shear generated excess pore
pressure across the specimen. In fact, the shear band sucks the outside fluid to prevent a
pore pressure gradient. Still, the negative pore pressure keeps on increasing globally with the
deformation.
5.7.7 Features of partially drained shear bands when remote bound-
aries are undrained
The upper boundary for fully drained bands and the lower boundary for the undrained
homogeneous deformation set the limits of partially drained shear bands. Hence the lower
boundary of partially drained shear bands is sensitive to the permeability and loading rate but
independent of element size. Its upper boundary is sensitive to both rate and mesh size. This
section investigates the characteristics of partially drained shear bands compared to fully
(locally) drained shear band in the previous section. Results of simulation series 1, in which
loading durations are smaller than 1s are probed in details here.
Local excess pore pressure gradient
Figures 5.15 displays cross-sectional pore pressure profiles across the shear bands of extra-
small and extra-large mesh for loading durations of 0.01 s, 0.001 s and 0.0001 s. It is well
observed in Figures 5.15(a) and (b) that pore pressure gradients are generated in the extra-
small mesh. Although less pronounced, extra-large mesh also displays slight pore pressure
gradients in Figures 5.15(d) and (e). This is in contrast to homogeneous pore pressure
profiles in Figure 5.13 for fully drained shear bands. When the loading time is 1 s and
permeability is 0.001 m/s, the excess pore pressure generated inside the band has sufficient
time to dissipate. Hence the shear band is fully (locally) drained. On the contrary, when
the loading duration is smaller, the pore pressure gradient can sustain longer. This is further
demonstrated by the contours of pore pressure in Figure 5.16. When loading duration is
0.01 s, Figure 5.16 (a) shows an excess pore pressure gradient over the whole length of
the shear band at displacement 0.05 m. It has sufficiently equalised by the displacement of
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Fig. 5.15 Cross-sectional profiles of excess pore pressure for loading rates (a),(d) 0.01 s,
(b),(e) 0.001 s and (c),(f) 0.0001 s : (a),(b),(c) extra-small mesh and (d),(e),(f) extra-large
mesh
0.09 m. However, when the loading duration is 0.001 s, a pressure gradient persists at the
displacement of 0.09 m.
Counter mechanisms of generation and dissipation of excess pore pressure in the vicinity
of a saturated shear band can be explained assuming a constant shear rate, permeability and
compressibility. When a shear band initiates, the difference between excess pore pressure
inside and outside the band is relatively small. Hence the rate of dissipation is slower. On top
of that, the rate of generation is greater as the dilation is larger during the initiation of a shear
band. As a joint effect, the accumulated excess pore pressure gradient increases. However,
with continuous shearing, the increased pressure difference causes the rate of dissipation
to accelerate. Further, when the shear band reaches near the critical state, the dilation is
diminished which in turn reduces the generation rate. As a consequence, the accumulated
excess pore pressure gradient starts to reduce until it is fully equalised.
Comparing Figure 5.15 (a) and (b) it can be observed that, when the loading duration is
shorter, the pressure gradient is sustained longer. However, under a sufficient deformation,
the pore pressure gradient should subside and reach a steady state. In this state, the pore water
volume flowing into the dilative shear band should be accommodated by the contraction




Loading time 0.01 s
Loading time 0.001 s
Fig. 5.16 Contours of excess pore pressure at displacements (a),(d) 0.05 m, (b),(e) 0.07 m
and (c),(f) 0.09 m in extra-small mesh : for loading durations (a),(b),(c) 0.01s and (d),(e),(f)
0.001s
outside. It can be assumed that when the loading duration is larger than 1s, the pore pressure
gradient have developed and dissipated during a single time step.
Local volume changes
The dissipation of excess pore water pressure mentioned above is associated with the flowing
of fluid into the shear band. For this, the void space between particles inside the shear band
should be increased. Hence the aforementioned local drainage is associated with a local
volume change. This is shown in Figure 5.17 for different loading rates. It is first observed
that the ability to capture the internal volume change is dependent on the mesh size. Smaller
meshes are more competent in capturing local volume and shear deformations than larger
meshes. This is a common observation even for localisation in dry sand, but the impotence
of the large mesh is pronounced here due to the global isochoric constraint.
Moreover, Figures 5.17 (b),(c) and (f) show that, when the loading rate is increased, the
local volume changes are inhibited and the locally isochoric constraint is achieved. This is
further illustrated in cross-sectional profiles of the state parameter in Figure 5.18. When
the loading rate is lower, the material inside the shear band in extra-small mesh reaches the





Fig. 5.17 Contours of volumetric strain for loading durations: (a),(d) 0.01 s, (b),(e) 0.001 s
and (c),(f) 0.0001 s : (a),(b),(c) extra-large mesh and (d),(e),(f) extra-small mesh
critical state (due to local volume and mean pressure changes) whereas those outside stays at
a constant volume and mean pressure. For higher loading rates, the state parameter increases
homogeneously due to the increase of effective mean pressure albeit the local volume is
constant. In the extra-large mesh, an almost homogeneous increase of state parameter is
always observed due to mean pressure increase.
Material response in and out of the partially drained shear band
In this section, the shear band response for the loading duration 0.001 s is investigated.
Compared to Figure 5.14, delayed onset of bifurcation is observed in Figure 5.19. Also, shear
and volumetric deformations inside the band are much lower than Figure 5.14. Contraction of
outside material cannot be seen in Figure 5.19(b) as in Figure 5.14(b). Since the bifurcation
is delayed the deviatoric stress is much higher here compared to the fully drained case. The
deviatoric stress inside the band in Figure 5.19(c) shows a softening. However, the material
outside the band continues to harden plastically at a reduced rate even after the bifurcation.
Only the stress path inside the shear band reaches the critical state. Also, the effective mean
stress inside the band decreases along the critical state line as shown in Figures 5.19(e) and
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Fig. 5.18 Cross-sectional profiles of state parameter for loading durations: (a),(d) 0.01 s,
(b),(e) 0.001 s and (c),(f) 0.0001 s : (a),(b),(c) extra-small mesh and (d),(e),(f) extra-large
mesh
(g). The negative excess pore pressure inside the band is greater than outside as displayed
in Figure 5.19(h). This demonstrates the partially drained behaviour in contrast to the fully
drained behaviour in Figure 5.14(h).
5.7.8 Influence of normalised velocity on angle and thickness of shear
bands
Table 5.4 displays shear band angles for different loading rates and mesh sizes from the
results of simulation series 1. Angles are measured at 20 % strain. It is observed that in
large elements shear bands are inclined at 45° representing a locally undrained behaviour
irrespective of the duration of loading. Smaller meshes show larger inclinations close to the
Coulomb angle. At the deformation of 20 % strain, shear band angles seem to be independent
of loading rates and dependent only on the mesh size.
The evolution of shear band thickness in the extra-small mesh is given in Table 5.5 and
Figure 5.20. Due to the inaccuracy in detecting the shear band thickness for larger meshes
only results of the extra-small mesh is shown here. Saturated shear band thickness also
increases with deformation due to accumulated dilation. It is observed that shear band
thickness is hardly affected by the loading rate. In Figure 5.20, only the position of the band
seems to be changed as the loading rate is increased.
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Fig. 5.19 Behaviour of selected material points in and out of the shear band in extra-fine
mesh with loading duration 0.001 s: (a) shear strain (b) volumetric strain (c) deviatoric stress
(d) stress ratio (e) stress path (f) state parameter (g) volumetric path and (h) excess pore water
pressure
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Extra-large Large Medium Extra-small
1000 45° 45° 49° 52.43°
1 45° 45° 49° 52.43°
0.1 45° 45° 49° 52.9°
0.01 45° 49° 52.9°
0.001 50.2° 52.3°























Both Thakur (2007) and Gylland (2012) reported from experimental observations that
both shear band thickness and angle decrease with the loading rate in saturated soft clay.
For contractive material, localisation is caused by the positive pore pressure gradient. It is
dissipated when the shearing is slow enough, and as a result, the shear band is expanded. For
faster rates, shear bands become thinner and inclined at 45°. For dilative shear bands both
dilation and pore pressure dissipation cause the expansion of band. Hence it is difficult to
identify the individual role played by the pore pressure gradient during formation of a shear
band. Besides, the generation and dissipation of pore pressure is a simultaneous process.
Therefore, the widths of excess pore pressure gradient in Figure 5.15 are much larger than
the shear band widths in Figure 5.20.
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This investigation is not comprehensive enough to draw a solid conclusion since it consid-
ers only a single cross-section. However, based on the presented results it can be concluded
that the influence of permeability and loading rate dominates the onset of localisation in
the saturated dilative sand. The post-bifurcation properties such as shear band thickness
and angle are not much affected by the diffusion rate. According to Liu et al. (2005), if the
permeability is greater, the shear bands are thinner in dense sand. It should be mentioned that
it is not fair to compare shear band thickness at the same vertical displacement if permeability
or loading rates are different; because shear bands are at various stages of their development





































































Distance across shear band (m)
t=1000 t=0.01 t=0.001
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5.20 Cross-sectional profiles of accumulated deviatoric strain at displacements: (a)
0.05 m, (b) 0.07 m and (c) 0.09 m in extra-small mesh with different loading rates
5.8 Results of Biaxial Compression Tests with Open Drainage
Boundaries
In all the above analysis, global boundaries were considered as impermeable. This section
investigates biaxial compression analysis with open drainage at top and bottom surfaces.
Hence, water is allowed to flow in and out during shearing of dilative dense sand.
5.8.1 Effect of loading velocity
The results of the simulation series 4 are displayed in Figure 5.21. It illustrates the mesh
sensitivity of biaxial compression tests with open drainage. It can be observed in Figure
5.21(a) and (b) that, when the loading durations are 0.00001 s and 0.0001 s, reaction forces
are objective of the mesh size. At least up to 20 % strain, the biaxial specimens of all mesh
sizes deform almost uniformly without any sign of shear bands. This is similar to Figures
5.8(a) and (b), but undrained reaction forces in Figures 5.21(a) and (b) are comparatively
lower.
Similar load-displacement curves are observed when loading durations are 10 s and 100 s.
Their peaks are mesh independent, but post-peak deformations are mesh sensitive. These
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results are analogous with reaction forces of dry sand in Figure 4.10(a). It indicates the fully
drained behaviour of all material points. They are different from Figures 5.8(g) and (h) where
only shear band material points are fully drained.
When loading durations are in between 0.0001 s and 10 s, both peak and post-peak
behaviours are mesh dependent as shown in Figures 5.21(c) to (f). Solid-fluid coupling is
more active in these cases, and hence the onsets of localisations are mesh sensitive as well.
A clear difference between Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.21 is the post-peak softening observed
in these cases. In the former case, the internal drainage and volume changes occurred only
inside the shear band. The global isochoric constraint dominated outside material points. On
the contrary, when the top and bottom boundaries are permeable, external water is free to
flow in. Hence outside material points can be partially drained as well.
5.8.2 Effect of maximum strain
Figure 5.22 displays the force-displacement curves of extra-large and extra-small meshes up
to 40 % strain. In most cases, the post-peak deformations are reluctant to converge. When
the loading duration is large enough to fully drain all the material points, further deformation
does not change the residual strength. On the other extreme, when the loading duration is too
fast, further deformation increases the strength. This is because all material points dilatively
harden until the critical state is reached. Therefore, when the loading velocity is high, there
is hardly any influence from the drainage conditions at remote boundaries.
5.8.3 Classification of shear bands based on the degree of drainage
when horizontal boundaries are permeable
Figure 5.23 shows the maximum forces within 20 % strain. These are equivalent to peak
forces if the peak is achieved within 20 % strain. Otherwise, they are reaction forces at 20 %
strain. Figure 5.23 also displays three regions: fully drained, partially drained and undrained
uniform deformation. It should be emphasised that in this case, the degree of drainage is
applicable for all material points whereas in section 5.7.3 it is valid only for shear band
points. The normalised velocity at the upper boundary of the fully drained region is almost
the same as Figure 5.10. The lower boundary of uniform undrained deformation is achieved
at a greater velocity than in Figure 5.10. The other difference is the mesh independent peak
loads in the drained region.
When the water is allowed to flow in through the top and bottom boundaries, shear band
patterns are different between drained and partially drained regions. Figure 5.24 illustrates
contours of shear strain and excess pore water pressure for loading durations of 0.001 s and
10 s at displacement 0.07 m. Cross-shaped shear bands appear when the material points are














































































































































































































Fig. 5.21 The influence of element size on load-displacement relationships under open
drainage boundaries with different durations of loading: (a) 0.00001 s, (b) 0.0001 s, (c)
0.001 s, (d) 0.01 s,(e) 0.1 s, (f) 1 s, (g) 10 s and (h) 100 s : p′0 = 95kPa,W = 0.25m
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Fig. 5.22 Force-displacement relationships under open drainage boundaries with different





































Fig. 5.23 Maximum forces within 20 % strain for different velocities and mesh sizes under
open drainage boundaries : p′0 = 95 kPa, W = 0.25m
partially drained whereas single diagonal shear bands emerge when they are fully drained.
As seen in Figure 5.24(b), a pore pressure sink is created in the middle when there is not
enough time to fully drain the specimen.
In conclusion, the ability of fluid movement at remote boundaries has a considerable
impact on the overall behaviour of biaxial tests of saturated dense sand. However, its influence
diminishes when the velocity is very fast or the permeability is low.
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(a) (b) (c)
t = 0.001 s t = 10 s
(d)
Fig. 5.24 (a),(c) Shear strain contours and (b),(d) pore pressure contours for loading durations:
(a),(b) 0.001 s and (c),(d) 10 s at displacement 0.07m
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Displacement 0.09 m
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.25 Cross-sectional profiles of void ratio across the shear band when horizontal bound-
aries are (a) impermeable and (b) permeable: loading duration 10 s
The mechanism of pore fluid movement during localisation is sensitive to drainage
condition at the top and bottom surfaces of the biaxial specimen. Figures 5.25 and 5.26
respectively demonstrate profiles of void ratio and excess pore pressure when drainage
boundaries are closed vs open. Only the loading duration of 10 s is shown in Figures.
Under open drainage boundaries, volume changes can occur in all material points of the
specimen. As shown in Figure 5.25 (b), until onset of the shear band, the whole specimen
contracts initially followed by dilation. Pore fluid can move out of the specimen during
contraction, and external fluid can flow into the specimen during dilation. After localisation,
plastic volume changes are concentrated inside the shear band. Volume changes due to elastic
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5.26 Cross-sectional profiles of pore pressure across the shear band when horizontal
boundaries are (a) impermeable and (b) permeable: loading duration 10 s
unloading of intact material are comparatively small. Figure 5.26 (b) displays that excess
pore pressure is not generated throughout the deformation. This infers that when the loading
duration is 10 s, the specimen is fully drained. The volume expansion inside the shear band
is filled by water flowing in through top and bottom boundaries.
When drainage boundaries are closed, the local volume is constant until localisation.
The tendency of dense sand to contract (initially) and then dilate produces positive and
negative excess pore pressures successively, as shown in Figure 5.26 (a). After localisation,
a considerable dilation takes place inside the shear band, creating a negative hydraulic
gradient. As the fluid is not allowed to flow through the boundaries, the intact material
contract, as shown by Figure 5.25 (a). Pore fluid inside the intact material flows into the
shear band, satisfying the pressure gradient. The expansion of the shear band is equal to the
contraction outside. Hence the global volume is constant in an average sense. According
to Vardoulakis (1996b) this global volume conservation is dependent on dilatation of soil,
specimen dimension, rate of loading and bulk modulus of water.
As previously explained by Figure 5.13, an accumulated hydraulic gradient can not be
observed for loading duration of 10 s. Because a single time step of this duration is enough
to dissipate the pore pressure gradient fully. If the loading duration is smaller the generation
and dissipation of pore pressure gradient can be witnessed as in Figure 5.15.
5.9 Locally Undrained Deformation
For the sake of completeness, the observations made on fully undrained deformation are
mentioned here. According to Figure 5.17(c), when the loading duration is 0.0001, the
deformation appears to be homogeneous for the extra-large mesh. Each material point
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behaves uniformly undrained. However, arrays of dilative and contractive bands are observed
in the extra-small mesh in Figure 5.17(f). These are pore pressure shocks inclined at
45°. Vardoulakis (1996a) dismissed the possibility of locally undrained shear bands in
experimental situations.
When the adopted time step for the consolidation analysis is below the minimum unstable
time step provided by Vermeer and Verruijt (1981) spurious non-physical oscillations appear
in pressure-sensitive plasticity. This critical time step depends on mesh size (Equation 5.4).
Therefore, the results of FE simulations within this region is doubtful.




Theoretically, locally undrained behaviour is unique irrespective of the drainage conditions
of remote boundaries if the loading rate is fast enough. In these cases, the maximum reaction
force is reached when all material points have uniformly approached the critical state.
However, the normalised velocity required to achieve this condition is smaller if global
boundaries are impermeable.
Further investigation on the locally undrained shear bands is beyond the scope of this
thesis. Instead of transient consolidation simulation, a dynamic stability analysis considering
the inertia terms similar to Vardoulakis (1986) is more accurate to study these kind of
problems.
5.10 Application of Nonlocal Regularisation for Different
Loading Rates
In Chapter 4 the nonlocal method was proved to be a successful localisation limiter for
dry sand. When it comes to saturated sand, it is doubtful whether the regularisation of
effective stress equations is sufficient to prevent mesh sensitivity. Because the generation and
dissipation of excess pore pressure also contribute. The viscous effect of pore fluid governed
by permeability and loading rates also play a role.
To evaluate the applicability of nonlocal theory on coupled problems, the extra-large mesh
of numerical series 1 and 4 are re-analysed with regularisation. The method is the same as
Chapter 4. The characteristic length is taken to be equivalent to the mesh size. The local
analysis of extra-small mesh is considered as the benchmark case. Hence the scaling factor is
8. The regularised and scaled load-displacement curves of the extra-large mesh are compared
with local analysis of extra-small mesh for different rates of loading. Figure 5.27 shows the
globally undrained case whereas Figure 5.28 indicates results with permeable horizontal




































































































































































Fig. 5.27 Nonlocal regularisation and scaling applied to extra-large mesh with closed drainage
boundaries under different durations of loading: (a) 100 s, (b) 10 s, (c) 1 s, (d) 0.1 s,(e) 0.01 s,
(f) 0.001 s : p′0 = 95kPa, W = 0.25m

























































































































































Fig. 5.28 Nonlocal regularisation and scaling applied to extra-large mesh with open drainage
boundaries under different durations of loading: (a) 100 s, (b) 10 s, (c) 1 s, (d) 0.1 s,(e) 0.01 s,
(f) 0.001 s : p′0 = 95kPa, W = 0.25m

















































































Fig. 5.29 Maximum forces plotted against normalised velocity for 0.5 m × 0.25 m biax-
ial compression tests with (a) permeable horizontal boundaries and (b) all impermeable
boundaries
boundaries. It is noted when the hydro-mechanical coupling is involved, the minimum mesh
size to produce converged results by conventional FEM decreased to 0.00625m while it was
0.01m for the dry analysis in Chapter 4. It must be due to the stabilisation provided by the
viscous effect.
The extra-large mesh with regularisation and scaling produces closely matching responses
to extra-small mesh only in Figures 5.27 and 5.28(a),(b) and (c). This means the nonlocal
theory and scaling is effective only when there is sufficient time for the pore pressure to
dissipate across the specimen. In Figures 5.28(a),(b) and (c) all material points are fully
drained whereas in Figures 5.27(a),(b) and (c) the shear band is fully drained.
Table 5.6 Error of peak prediction using extra-large elements
open drainage boundaries closed drainage boundaries
Normalised
velocity
local NS nonlocal NS local NS nonlocal NS
0.0001 1% 1% 130% 4%
0.001 3% 3% 130% 4%
0.01 6% 3% 132% 0%
0.1 31% 1% 130% 20%
1 46% 10% 107% 60%
10 23% 20% 40% 40%
Figure 5.29 encapsulates the maximum forces within 20 % strain for both mesh sizes
against normalised velocity. Table 5.6 presents the mesh sensitivity error of extra-large mesh
with local and nonlocal analysis. In the open drainage case, error on the peak prediction by
the nonlocal method is within 10% when the normalised velocity is lower than 1. In fully
undrained or closed drainage case, the local analysis with extra-large mesh shows 130% error
when the normalised velocity is lower than 0.1. This can be reduced 4% to 20% with the
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nonlocal averaging technique. Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 5.29 the error from nonlocal
method gets higher when the normalised velocity is greater than 0.1.
The nonlocal NS model used here is based on nonlocal averaging of volumetric strain.
Hence it works only when there are sufficient volume changes either locally or globally.
When the loading rate increases, the pore pressure gradient is sustained longer diminishing
the local volume changes inside the shear band. Hence the nonlocal NS model is hardly
useful for the regularisation of the partially drained cases. For example, in Figure 5.27(f) the
extra-large mesh does not bifurcate at all when the extra-small mesh shows a localisation.
Moreover, scaling is applicable only for post-bifurcation deformation when shear band
material points are softening. The nonlocal method cannot detect the onset of localisation



















































Fig. 5.30 Force-displacement relationships of undrained analysis: (a) local NS model and (b)
nonlocal NS model with GandS weight function : p′0 = 95kPa, W = 0.25m
5.10.1 Nonlocal regularisation of locally drained shear band
This section details the mechanism of nonlocal regularisation of fully drained (locally) shear
band when global boundaries are impermeable. A mesh sensitivity analysis similar to Chapter
4 is conducted with large, medium, small and extra-small meshes under globally undrained
condition. The loading duration is maintained as 1s such that the band is fully drained
and pore pressure is uniform across the specimens. Hence, the time lag of the onsets of
localisations between largest and smallest meshes is minimum. Both local and nonlocal
force-displacement relationships are depicted in Figure 5.30. It is observed that the inclusion
of an external characteristic length delays the onset of localisation and results are mesh
independent after the bifurcation.







Fig. 5.31 Contours of accumulated plastic deviatoric strain from local NS model (upper row)
and nonlocal NS model (lower row) at displacement 0.08m: (a) large,(b) medium, (c) small







Fig. 5.32 Contours of pore pressure from local NS model (upper row) and nonlocal NS model
(lower row) at displacement 0.08m: (a) large,(b) medium, (c) small and (d) extra-small
meshes
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Fig. 5.33 Cross-sectional profiles of state parameter from local (left) and nonlocal (right)
analysis of (a),(e) large (b),(f) medium (c),(g) small and (d),(h) extra-small meshes
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Shear strain contours of local and nonlocal NS simulations at the vertical displacement
of 0.08m are illustrated in Figure 5.31 upper and lower rows respectively. The nonlocal
regularisation with GandS weight function alleviates the mesh sensitivity resulting in a
similar shear band thickness.
The cross-sectional profiles of the state parameter at various states of deformations are
shown in Figure 5.33. Before the localisation, the whole specimen tries to dilate homo-
geneously under a constant volume, which results in an increased mean pressure, hence a
reduction of the critical void ratio. As a result, the state parameter can rise even without
a volume change. Compared to the drained case in Figure 4.20 where the state parameter
outside the shear band remains in its initial value, in the undrained case the state parameter
increases outside as well. This is more obvious for the large mesh sizes. This is because, in
the drained case, most material points outside elastically unload whereas in this case, the
unloading is followed by the re-hardening. The effective mean pressure outside increases re-
ceiving the negative pore water pressure dissipated from the band, which causes re-hardening.
Nonlocal regularisation has smeared the state parameter as shown in Figure 5.31 (right).
Hence the dilation is spread over a larger area, albeit reduced. This results in more negative
pore pressure outside the band leading to enhanced overall reaction forces. Figure 5.32
depicts that after regularisation the magnitude of pore pressure is mesh independent.
5.11 Conclusions
This chapter explores the time and space parameters which influence the pore fluid diffusion
in saturated dense sand. Both permeable and impermeable remote boundaries are scrutinised.
A rate-independent critical state elasto-plastic model is utilised for the numerical parametric
study. The generation and dissipation of excess pore pressure gradients across localised bands
are governed by the permeability, compressibility, loading velocity, mesh and specimen size
as well as the remote boundary conditions. These factors decide whether localised zones are
fully or partially drained. On the other extreme, the deformation can be uniformly undrained.
Both the onset of the shear band and the post-bifurcation strength are sensitive to the above
parameters. Internal water movements are always associated with local volume changes.
Hence local boundary conditions are different from global ones. The onset of this local
drainage is mesh sensitive.
The nonlocal regularisation with scaling is not effective when the hydro-mechanical
coupling is more active. It can be applied for saturated sand only when there is no pore
pressure difference between the shear band and outside.
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5.11.1 Contributions
The main contributions of this chapter are
• A parametric study on the local drainage in saturated dense sand with undrained remote
boundaries
Additional to the loading velocity and permeability, the internal drainage (and volume
changes) in globally undrained dense sand are sensitive to the mesh size and specimen
dimensions. Both onset and propagation of localised deformation triggered by local
drainage are governed jointly by both time and space parameters. Depending on the
degree of local drainage, the globally undrained deformation can be characterised into
three regimes: full or partial drainage inside the shear band and undrained homoge-
neous deformation. A localisation appears only when the characteristic pore fluid
diffusion length is larger than the element size. If it is larger than the specimen dimen-
sion, the shear band is fully drained and partially drained otherwise. The normalised
velocity at the upper boundary of (locally) fully drained shear bands is independent
of the mesh size. On the contrary, the normalised velocity at the lower boundary of
the locally undrained homogeneous deformation is governed by the mesh size. Hence,
larger meshes overlook the pore fluid diffusion which occurs at a smaller scale.
• Investigation of characteristics of fully drained shear bands in saturated dense sand
when remote boundaries are undrained.
When the normalised velocity is lower than a certain limiting value, the amount of
generated excess pore pressure dissipates within the same time step. Hence, there is
no pressure difference between the shear band and outside. Within this region, the
behaviour is rate independent but mesh dependent. The material points inside the band
show fully drained behaviour with local volume changes whereas those outside display
slight contractions. A global balance condition is achieved such that expansion inside
the band is accommodated by contraction outside. The pore fluid is sucked into the
band preserving the global isochoric constraint.
• Examining the characteristics of partially drained shear bands during globally undrained
deformation of dense sand.
There exists a range of normalised velocities within which localised bands are not fully
drained. A pore pressure gradient can be sustained across these bands when there is no
sufficient time to fully equalise the pore pressure across the specimen. The interplay
between the rate of generation and dissipation of excess pore pressure inside the band
decides the degree of local drainage. The local volume changes are affiliated with
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local fluid movements irrespective of remote boundary conditions. This phenomenon
which is hard to observe experimentally plays an important role in the development of
strength. The generation and diffusion of the pore pressure gradient are mesh and rate
sensitive. Except the onset of localisation, the inclination and thickness of partially
drained bands are not sensitive to the normalised velocity. They are only dependent on
the mesh size.
• Exploring the influence of global boundary conditions on the local drainage
When global boundaries are impermeable, fluid is not allowed to flow in or out of
the specimen. Hence the drainage is allowed only inside the specimen, irrespective
of the normalised velocity. However, full drainage and volume changes are only
permitted inside the shear band, because global volume should be constant in an
average sense. The expansion inside the band should be compensated by contraction
outside. Therefore, the strength of deformation with locally drained (fully or partially)
shear bands is mesh sensitive. This strength increases even after the localisation, due
to progressive dilation and reloading outside.
On the contrary, when the water is allowed to flow across the remote boundaries, all
material points can be fully or partially drained depending on the normalised velocity.
Still, the drainage and volume changes inside the band are greater than the outside. If
all material points are fully drained the peak strengths are not mesh-dependent; but if
they are partially drained peak strengths are mesh-dependent.
The locally undrained strength is independent of boundary conditions. However, the
normalised velocity required to reach the locally undrained uniform deformation is
sensitive to drainage condition at remote boundaries.
• Investigating the effectiveness of nonlocal averaging on circumventing the mesh
sensitivity of saturated dense sand under different loading rates
Nonlocal regularisation with scaling is effective only when either all material points
or shear band material points are fully drained. Since the nonlocal NS model is built
upon the volume averaging, it functions only when there are sufficient volume changes.
This method is, in fact, suitable for the regularisation during the softening of the soil
skeleton. Hence its accuracy is not good enough when the hydro-mechanical coupling
is active. The mesh sensitivity error of 8 times larger mesh with nonlocal averaging is
less than 20% when the normalised velocity is smaller than 0.1 and 1 for impermeable
and permeable horizontal boundaries respectively. However, these remarks are only
valid for the considered specimen size.
Chapter 6
A Constitutive Model for Undrained
Dense Sand with Internal Drainage
6.1 Preface
Chapter 4 and 5 revealed that nonlocal averaging of the volumetric strain of the soil skeleton
successfully alleviates the mesh sensitivity of fully drained (dry) sand and undrained sand
with fully drained shear bands. Irrespective of global boundary conditions both cases are
time independent. The duration of external loading is sufficient to fully drain the material
points inside the shear band. Hence there is no pore pressure gradient across the shear band
in both cases. The only discontinuity arises from the displacement gradient in effective stress
equations. Thus, regularisation of underlying drained soil skeleton is proved to be successful.
Chapter 5 pointed out that there is a pore pressure discontinuity across partially drained
shear bands. In these cases, the hydro-mechanical coupling is more active, and the problem
is both time and space dependent. Therefore, explicit regularisation provided by the nonlocal
method is not sufficient as there are two discontinuity fields. Notably, the accuracy of scaling
during solid-fluid interaction is also doubtful. However, this may not be the case if a rate
dependent constitutive model is used. According to Lazari et al. (2015a), the explicit internal
length provided by nonlocal approach overrides the implicit length of visco-plasticity for
slower loading rates. For high values of viscosity or greater loading rates, the visco-plasticity
dominates the regularisation. In this case, the internal length provided by the viscous term is
greater.
A similar argument can be applied here considering the rate effect of pore fluid flow. When
the loading rate is high, or permeability is low, the effectiveness of nonlocal regularisation
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diminishes. Nevertheless, the viscous regularisation bestowed by the hydro-mechanical
coupling cannot be relied upon as the sole regularisation mechanism in these cases. Instead
of including an artificial viscous term in the material behaviour to include rate effects, the
focus here is to simulate the internal drainage at the material point level. The generation and
dissipation of pore pressure for an assumed shear band thickness can be calculated at each
gauss point which in turn adjusts the effective material behaviour.
This chapter introduces a novel phenomenological material model to apprehend internal
water movements at the shear band scale, independent of the element size. Both time
and space dependence of pore fluid diffusion in saturated dense sand is captured. Section
6.2 summarises several constitutive models which have the same school of thought and
previous theoretical studies on pore fluid diffusion. Section 6.3 outlines the hypothesis of
the proposed approach. The numerical formulations are given in section 6.4. The proposed
model is calibrated with undrained extra-small mesh in section 6.5. Then its validity for large
scale boundary problems is assessed in section 6.6. Chapter 6 concludes by discussing the
limitations of the method in section 6.7.
6.2 Previous Studies on Modelling Internal Drainage
Fluid migration happens within pore volume which has a much smaller scale than the element
size. To allow internal drainage within the elements Larsson et al. (1996), Larsson and Lars-
son (1999, 2000a,b) developed an embedded shear band approach. The regularised strong
discontinuities of pore pressure and displacement are implemented in mixed variational
formulations from "enhanced strain" method. Two additional degrees of freedom: enhanced
strain and enhanced pore pressure are included to regularise discontinuities. The embed-
ded shear band is activated in elements which satisfy the lowest of drained or undrained
localisation criteria. Equilibrium equations are solved both at the element and global lev-
els. Numerical results indicated that embedded localisation captured both the onset and
post-localised regime minimising the mesh sensitivity.
The aforementioned approach needs tedious changes of equilibrium equations and in-
volves extra degrees of freedom. Instead, Pietruszczak (1995, 1999) opted to augment the
constitutive relations governing the macroscopic undrained response in the presence of a
fully drained or undrained shear band. This method captured the exchange of fluid inside the
element (between the shear band and intact material) under globally undrained constraint.
The macroscopic response is formulated by homogenisation based on volume averaging of
both constituents. As the thickness of the shear band is included in constitutive relations,
this method is inherently mesh independent. First, he explored the behaviour when both
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Fig. 6.1 Undrained response of dense sand: (a) effective stress path, (b) deviatoric stress-strain
relationship and (c) excess pore pressure (Pietruszczak, 1995)
constituents are undrained, and there is no transient flow of water either externally or inter-
nally. This phenomenon occurs during raid loading when there is insufficient time for the
excess pore pressure to dissipate. Then, he studied the internal drainage at a steady state
under globally undrained deformation.
To determine the point of transition from homogenised to localised deformation under
undrained constraint, Pietruszczak (1995) decided to use a physically based criterion rather
than the conventional bifurcation analysis. So he selected the onset of the shear band based
on experimental data. As illustrated in Figure 6.1(a) and (b) the force of the homogeneous
deformation mode continuously advances while the inhomogeneous mode shows a decrease
of stiffness after the incept of localisation. However, the deviatoric stress-strain curve is still
stable irrespective of strain softening inside the shear band material. Hence the impact of
localisation caused by internal drainage is less severe than the full drained case.
When both constituents are undrained, they undergo plastic loading whereas in coupled
formulations the intact material is unloading. Hence the rate of pore pressure generation
decreases abruptly at localisation as depicted in Figure 6.1(c). Fully undrained formula-
tions predict different pore pressures in and out of the shear band. In the coupled drained
formulations, both shear band and outer material share the same pore pressure, and it is
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lower than the undrained pore pressure. These numerical predictions qualitatively agree with
experimental observations even though there is no solid data to validate.
In the author’s point of view, this method is quite simple and promising. The drawback
of this approach is that it cannot take account of the rate effect involved with pore pressure
diffusion. Hence it can only model fully drained or undrained shear bands. It is interesting to
see the behaviour of a partially drained shear band in this context.
6.2.1 Analytical Solutions for Fluid Diffusion
Rate effects of pore pressure diffusion during localised deformations were theoretically
investigated by Rudnicki (1983),Palmer (1999) and Vardoulakis (1996b). These studies
lay the foundation of the intended constitutive model. Based on the simple consolidation
theory, Thakur (2007), Puzrin and Randolph (2015) derived analytical expressions for the
variation of pore pressure inside a shear band during undrained shearing. In Equation 6.1,










where γ̇ is the shear strain rate and ψ is the dilation angle. Outside the shear band experiences
elastic unloading with minimum volumetric changes. Hence the simple diffusion equation
without the last term represents outside.
6.3 Motivation and Objective
In the conventional multi-phase finite element method, pore pressure values are calculated
at nodes similar to displacement. Hence the generation of pore pressure gradient and its
dissipation depend on the relative positions of nodes. The diffusion cannot occur in a
length scale smaller than the element size. This makes internal water movements in and
out of the shear band mesh dependent. The implication of pore fluid interaction with soil
affects the onset, inclination and thickness of the shear band. The development of localised
zones dramatically increases the internal drainage which ultimately decides the mechanical
response of soil. Since the mesh refinement is extremely expensive for large scale problems
bridging the micro and macro response is necessary.
The objective of this study is to develop a phenomenological constitutive relationship
for the undrained dense sand, which is embedded with a fully or partially drained shear
band. It should be able to capture the internal fluid movements and volume changes between
the shear band and intact material taking both the rates of loading and the size of the band
into consideration. Therefore, both time and space effect can be captured in the constitutive
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level. The macroscopic strength is decided by the excess pore pressure generation and
diffusion within the shear band. Thus, the influence of underlying micro-kinematics can be
apprehended with sufficient accuracy without changing equilibrium equations.
The proposed concept captures the inhomogeneous deformation of a fine mesh by a single
material point. The school of thought is similar to Pietruszczak (1995), but different in
implementation. The hypothesis of this development is illustrated in Figure 6.2. Figure
6.2(a) shows a globally undrained biaxial compression specimen with an extra-small mesh.
A locally drained shear band is propagated in it due to the weak material points. Figure
6.2(b) shows a single element (or material point) with the same dimensions and boundary
conditions. Impermeable boundaries are presumed in both tests to maintain the globally
undrained and constant volume condition. The aim is to replicate the mechanical response of
the extra-small mesh by a phenomenological constitutive relationship of a single point.
The hypothesis here is that the finite element analysis with an extra-fine mesh can repro-
duce the actual local drainage in dense sand. This is the most plausible alternative due to the
lack of experimental evidence. Another important assumption here is that global isochoric
constraint is not broken at the localisation. This means desaturation or phase change does
not occur. This assumption is valid for deep sea condition where the hydrostatic pressure is
large enough to delay the cavitation.
Fig. 6.2 Globally undrained biaxial compression of (a) an extra-small mesh represented by
(b) a single material point
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6.4 Numerical Procedure for the Embedded Shear Band
The details of mathematical formulations derived for the embedded shear band approach is
described in this section. The hierarchical formulations of the overall process are encapsulated
in the flow diagram in Figure 6.3. Ordinary constitutive formulations are carried out until
the bifurcation criterion is met. A single shear band with a finite thickness tsb is assumed to
occur in material points which have reached the bifurcation deviatoric strain ε sbq . A detailed
discussion about the onset of localisation and its inclination angle in the saturated sand was
given in Chapter 3. It was emphasised that the onset of local drainage cannot be captured
from the uniformly undrained constitutive behaviour of dense sand. Hence the bifurcation is
decided upon the first time the determinant of drained acoustic tensor becomes zero in any
material point in the extra-small mesh. Therefore, ε sbq , θ
sb and tsb are input parameters which
should be calibrated for the selected extra-fine mesh.
After the bifurcation point, the material response cannot be accurately described by a
continuum constitutive model. The homogeneity might be valid separately in each region
(inside and outside the band) but not as a whole. The modes of deformation inside and
outside the shear band take different forms regardless of the boundary conditions of the
overall element. Therefore, to accurately capture the post-bifurcation response, two separate
stress-strain relationships are required to describe the behaviour inside and outside the
localised zone (Nguyen et al., 2016, 2012). The average macroscopic response is calculated
based on volume averaging procedure following works of Pietruszczak and Niu (1993),
Pietruszczak (1999), Nguyen et al. (2016, 2012). Finally, the averaged macroscopic stress
is utilised to solve the equilibrium equations according to global boundary conditions. The
evolution of underlying micro-deformation dictates the macro response. Main formulations
of this approach are summarised below.
6.4.1 Transformation of stress and strain to the local coordinate system
Similar to works of Pietruszczak and Mroz (1981) and Nguyen et al. (2012), a gauss point is
assumed to be intercepted by a distinct shear band with inclination angle θ sb to the horizontal
as displayed in Figure 6.2(b). Hence a single material point is assumed to consist of two
sub-elements made out of the shear band and intact materials. Both share the same material
properties but different modes of deformation. This approach integrates both the size and
orientation of the shear band into constitutive relationships beyond the localisation. However,
thickness and orientation of the shear band are assumed to be constant regardless of ample
experimental and numerical evidence on the evolution of both throughout the deformation.
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Fig. 6.3 Numerical flow chart for the diffusion SB method
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All constitutive relations are developed assuming a plane-strain condition. The homoge-
neous deformation before bifurcation is described with reference to the global coordinate
system (x− y) according to equations in Chapter 2. For clarity, the post-bifurcation analysis
is attached to a local coordinates system (n− t) which is aligned with the shear band. The
directions parallel and perpendicular to the shear band are denoted as t and n respectively.
When the criterion for the bifurcation is met, homogeneous effective stress vector- σ ′i j
and strain increment vector- dεi j are transformed from global coordinates (x− y) to local






























cos2 θ sb sin2 θ sb 0 2sinθ sb cosθ sb
sin2 θ sb cos2 θ sb 0 −2sinθ sb cosθ sb
0 0 1 0
−sinθ sb cosθ sb sinθ sb cosθ sb 0 cos2 θ sb − sin2 θ sb
 (6.3)
Hereafter all calculations are conducted in local coordinates until they are transformed
back to global coordinates. Two constitutes involved: shear band and intact material are
denoted by superscripts sb and out respectively.
6.4.2 Averaging of strains according to area ratio
Area factor- µ is defined as the ratio of shear band area- Asb to the total area of the element
or material point- Aelement . For reduced integration elements (4 gauss points), the length of a
material point is half the element size. If the element has a single gauss point, the length of








where a is the element or material point length and tsb is the shear band thickness. As shown
in Figure 6.4, the weak discontinuity approach or Hill-Mandel condition assumes a velocity
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jump or a change in the gradients of displacement across the boundaries of the shear band.
Hence a linear scaling of the strain rate is valid according to Equation 6.5.
dεi j = µ dε sbi j +(1−µ) dεouti j (6.5)
This can be rearranged with last term denoting the jump in strain rate.
dε sbi j = dε
out
i j +
dεi j −dεouti j
µ
(6.6)
Fig. 6.4 Strain and displacement increment profiles across a shear band, reproduced from
Nguyen et al. (2016)
According to the principle of virtual work equation, the work produced by macroscopic
stress and strain rate should equilibrate the volume average of work due to stress and strain
rates inside and outside the shear band (Nguyen et al., 2016).
σ
′




i j +(1−µ) σ ′outi j dεouti j (6.7)
Nguyen et al. (2016) derived that the average virtual work Equation 6.7 can be satisfied if
the volume averaging of stress (Equation 6.8) is assumed along with the traction continuity
in Equation 3.5. Hence the composite behaviour can be described by the volume averaging
of both stress and strain (Nguyen et al., 2016). This approach which is commonly used in




i j = µ σ
′sb
i j +(1−µ) σ ′outi j (6.8)
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It is evident from the above equations that, if strain rates of each sub-element are known,
their stresses can be updated, and average stress can be calculated.
Decomposition of strain rates
Previous researchers used the smeared shear band approach to predict the post-localisation
response of drained geo-materials. At a very early stage, Pietruszczak and Mroz (1981)
assumed purely elastic strain outside and plastic strain inside the band. Later on Pietruszczak
and Stolle (1985, 1987),Nguyen (2014) conducted more accurate and rigorous calculations
on the strain rate inside the shear band using the traction continuity. Thus the internal
equilibrium at shear band boundary is maintained.
In this study, the smeared shear band method is used to explore post-localisation of
undrained geo-materials. Without comprehensive calculations using traction continuity,
simple assumptions are made on strain rates inside and outside the shear band considering
two scenarios. They are derived from the undrained simple shear deformation shown in
Figure 6.5.
• Case 1
A unique feature of undrained deformation is negligible volumetric strains. Therefore,
without comprehensive calculations, it is hypothesised that the shear strain is concen-
trated inside the shear band while volumetric strain is shared by both shear band and
















Similar to the Case 1, the volumetric strain is assumed to be shared by both shear
band and intact material equally. However, in this case, a small shear strain is allowed
outside the shear band. Satisfying the virtual work equation (Equation 6.7) and linear
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(6.10a)







where a shear factor k is introduced additionally.
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Fig. 6.6 Divergence from homogeneous response at the bifurcation point
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6.4.3 Divergence from the bifurcation point
At the onset of bifurcation, the material responses inside and outside the shear band diverge
from the same point in the stress and void ratio curves as shown in Figure 6.6. Therefore,
effective stresses, void ratios and excess pore pressures inside and outside the shear band are
equalised to homogeneous effective stress- σ ′i j, void ratio- e and negative pore pressure- U at
the onset of bifurcation.
σ
′sb
i j = σ
′out
i j = σ
′
i j (6.11)
esb = eout = e (6.12)
U sb =Uout =U (6.13)
To simplify the calculation the generation and dissipation of excess pore pressure are
decoupled as shown in Figure 6.7(a) and (b) though both occur simultaneously. Stress and
pore pressure values after generation but before the dissipation of excess pore pressure are
denoted by a superscript star.
6.4.4 Calculation of stresses and pore pressures before dissipation
During the post-bifurcation analysis, effective stresses and void ratios inside and outside the
shear band are updated from time step n to n+1. This is done in two steps. The update of


























+dσ ′outi j (6.15)
Since the material behaviours inside and outside are locally homogeneous, their stress-
strain relationships take the form:










The stiffness matrices are calculated from stress values remembered from the end of










n whereas the stiffness matrix of intact material-





and void ratio- [eout ]n.
During post-localisation analysis, excess pore pressures become non-homogeneous as
shown in Figure 6.7(a). In shear band material, the pore pressure change is caused by both
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Fig. 6.7 Non-homogeneous negative excess pore pressure (a) before and (b) after dissipation
volumetric change and the shear-induced dilation. It exceeds the homogeneous pressure
calculated at nodes from global equilibrium equations (shown in black dash line). Outside
the shear band, the only reason for the pore pressure generation is the volumetric change for
the Case 1. However, for the Case 2, a small amount of dilation induced pore pressure occurs
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6.4.5 Calculation of dissipated pore pressure
Due to the difference in dilation induced pore pressures inside and outside the shear band, an
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Depending on the duration of loading and diffusive properties of the material, the pore
pressure gradient can be accumulated from previous steps. The main hypothesis of this
analysis is that a certain percentage of this gradient should be dissipated within the same
time step (tn+1 − tn = dt). The dissipated amount- dU sbdissipation is governed by the pressure
gradient- ∆U , diffusivity coefficient- cv and the time step- dt of the analysis.
The magnitude of pore pressure remaining after dissipation can be calculated simply from
the 1D diffusion from Equation 6.23. For 2D applications, this is an approximation assuming
that diffusion mainly occurs perpendicular to the band. dU(z,dt) is the pore pressure profile
at the end of the time step. The initial pore pressure profile dU(z,0) is assumed to be a
step function with a magnitude of ∆U inside the band and zero outside. Figure 6.8 displays
dU(z,dt)
∆U
for different loading durations. The initial profile is shown in red.


















4c2v dt dx (6.23)
The dissipated amount of pore pressure in the middle of shear band (z = 0) is calculated as
dU sbdissipation = ∆U −dU(0,dt) (6.24)
dU(z,dt) depends on the duration of external loading. Hence this includes the time
dependent behaviour in the context of time independent plasticity. Generally, it is assumed
that the fully undrained response of saturated soil is time independent. The hypothesis here
is that although the global behaviour is independent of time, the local drainage depends on
the time, hence should be taken into account.
6.4.6 Correction of stresses and pore pressures after dissipation
The enhanced shear strain inside the shear band produces dilation induced pore pressure
inside. However, during the loading of saturated soil, dissipation of excess pore pressure also
occurs simultaneously with generation. If the loading is slow enough, excess pore pressure
inside can be dissipated making the shear band fully or partially drained. After dissipation,
the excess pore pressure inside the band reduces, and the pressure outside the band increases










dilation −dU sbdissipation (6.25a)
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Fig. 6.8 Diagram of excess pore pressure distribution across a shear band for different loading
durations
[Uout ]n+1 = [U





The remaining excess pore pressure after dissipation contributes to the final effective















−dU sbdissipation when i = j (6.26)
dUoutrecived depends on drainage distance as shown in Figure 6.8. If the shear band thickness
is at least 8 times smaller compared to the length of material point, dUoutrecived is negligible.















It should be mentioned that, although effective stress states are different, total stress
inside and outside the shear band should be essentially similar to homogeneous total stress to
maintain equilibrium. Therefore at any time step:
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σi j = σ
′i j+U homogenous stress
= σ ′out∗i j +U
out∗ stress outside shear band before dissipation
= σ ′sb∗i j +U
sb∗ stress inside shear band before dissipation
= σ ′outi j +U
out stress outside shear band after dissipation
= σ ′sbi j +U
sb stress inside shear band after dissipation
Figure 6.9 illustrates stress increments between two consecutive time steps. Red vertical
lines denote the total stress whereas yellow lines indicate effective stresses.
Fig. 6.9 Total and effective stress states between time steps tn and tn+1
6.4.7 Calculation of local volume changes inside the shear band
Due to undrained global boundary conditions, the volumetric strain at a material point is
negligible. However, the above section delineates that a portion of excess pore pressure
generated due to undrained mean pressure increase inside the band is reduced due to the
dissipation. This changes the boundary conditions of shear band material from undrained to
partially drained. In other words, there is a net volumetric strain increment inside the shear
band due to the dissipated pore pressure. The corrected strain increments inside the shear
band dε sb−locali j can be recalculated from the corrected stress increments. Since intact material
acts as almost undrained, dεoutv is negligible.
dσ ′sbi j −dU sbdissipation = Dsbi jkl dε sb−localkl when i = j (6.28)
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dε sb−localv = dε
sb−local
ii (6.29)





















6.4.8 Calculation of macroscopic stress
The macroscopic stress of the material point is established by averaging corrected shear band






















Finally, the homogenised effective stress at the end of the time step is transformed back
to global coordinates. It is utilised by ABAQUS to solve equilibrium equations at nodes.
Corrected stresses, void ratios and excess pore pressures of respective material are carried
forward for the next time step. The aforementioned method is termed as diffusion SB model
hereafter.
6.5 Results of Diffusion Shear Band Model
The objective of the new diffusion SB model is to macroscopically capture undrained
deformation appreciating underlying internal fluid movements in shear zones. First, the
diffusion SB model is calibrated to recreate the undrained macroscopic response bestowed
by the extra-small mesh. Secondly, the microscopic behaviours inside and outside shear band
predicted by the diffusion SB model are compared with individual material point behaviours
inside and outside the shear band in the extra-small mesh. Then, the calibrated diffusion
SB model is exploited to simulate up-scaled versions of the biaxial compression tests with
general boundary conditions.
6.5.1 Calibration of diffusion SB model with undrained extra-small
mesh
In the lack of experimental evidence on the post-localised behaviour of globally undrained
deformation (without cavitation), numerical simulations of undrained biaxial tests with an
extra-small mesh are utilised for the calibration. A single element biaxial compression test
with undrained boundaries is simulated with the diffusion SB model for various loading
durations. The dimensions of the single element are 0.25 m × 0.5 m. The diagram in Figure
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6.10 illustrates the two models in comparison. The validity of both assumptions mentioned
in section 6.4.2 is examined.
Fig. 6.10 Biaxial compression tests with (a) extra-small mesh simulated with original NS
model and (b) single element simulated with diffusion SB model
Material properties of the NS model are the same as specified in Table 2.1. The thickness
of the shear band is evaluated from the extra-small mesh. The area factor is calculated as the
ratio of this shear band thickness to the average length of a gauss point in the single element.
The inclination of the band is assumed to be 53° similar to the extra-small mesh. The onset
of localisation in the single element occurs when the acoustic tensor at any material point of
extra-small mesh first becomes zero. The shear factor is calibrated to match with the global
response of the extra-small mesh. The calibrated input parameters of the diffusion SB model
are given in Table 6.1. Information from Tables 5.2, 5.4 and 5.5 are incorporated for the
calibration. Figure 6.11 displays the total reaction forces of extra-small mesh along with
single element simulations of the diffusion SB model for both Cases 1 and 2.
It is observed that the reaction forces of the diffusion SB model (Case 1) reach constant
plateaus after shear bands are formed for the loading durations 1 s, 0.1 s and 0.01 s. In Case
1, the outside shear strain is zero; thus the mean pressure increases only inside the shear
band. When the loading time step is large enough to fully dissipate the dilation induced
pore pressure inside the band effective mean pressure becomes a constant. Hence there is no
longer an increase in shear strength. However, when the loading duration is 0.001 s, initially
a pore pressure gradient accumulates inside the shear band which leads to a slight increase of
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1 0.084 0.93 5 0.08
0.1 0.1 0.92 5 0.085
0.05 0.11 0.91 5 0.09
0.01 0.11 0.91 5 0.115
0.005 0.11 0.91 5 0.14































extra-fine mesh original NS model, t-0.001
extra-fine mesh original NS model,t-0.01
extra-fine mesh original NS model,t-0.1
extra-fine mesh original NS model, t-1
single element original NS model t-1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001
single element diffusion SB model, Case 2, t-0.001
single element diffusion SB model, Case 2,t-0.01
single element diffusion SB model, Case 2, t-0.1
single element diffusion SB model, Case 2, t1
single element diffusion SB model, Case 1, t-0.001
single element diffusion SB model, Case 1, t-0.01
single element diffusion SB model, Case 1, t-0.1
single element diffusion SB model, Case 1, t1
Fig. 6.11 Comparison of the global reaction forces of extra-small mesh by original NS model
with single element forces of diffusion SB model : p′0 = 95kPa, W = 0.25m
stiffness as shown in Figure 6.11 (orange dotted line). Nevertheless, a large pressure gradient,
in turn, accelerates the dissipation and reduces the shear strength soon.
In Case 2 material outside the shear band is allowed to shear a little. Hence a certain
amount of dilation induced negative pore pressure occurs outside the band as well. Therefore,
a close resemblance to extra-small mesh can be witnessed. In reality, strength in material
outside the shear band also increases due to two reasons. First, it also undergoes a slight
dilation and produces negative pore pressure. Second, it receives dissipated negative pore
pressure from the shear band. The diffusion SB model does not consider this since the
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amount of received pressure subsides if the band thickness is minimal compared to material
point size.
The red line in Figure 6.11 displays the single element undrained response of the original
NS model, and it is independent of loading durations. It is observed that results of the
diffusion SB model are closer to those of extra-small mesh than the uniform undrained
deformation predicted by the original NS model.
Several factors should be taken into the account when the global reaction forces of the
extra-small mesh are compared with constitutive response of the diffusion SB model. The
localisation in a continuum mesh is progressive in nature. Different material points reach
bifurcation criteria at various stages of deformation. Generally, weak material points initiate
the shear band. Therefore, the change of stiffness in the global response of extra-small
mesh appears when acoustic tensors of weak points start to become null. Thus the drained
localisation of the extra-small mesh is used as an input value for the diffusion SB model. It
happens after the Coulomb state of the homogeneous deformation. This is experimentally
justifiable since Vardoulakis (1996b) mentioned that the onset of shear band occurred after the
Coulomb state. Guo (2013) also theoretically proved that local volume change in undrained
deformation is most likely after the maximum stress ratio.
Moreover, when the shear band is fully drained (when the loading duration is greater), the
reaction forces in extra-small mesh continue to increase. This observation is not dramatic
for the partially drained cases. This is because material points reach the critical state at
different stages. The shear band develops progressively widening its thickness. Further,
outside elements unload at the start of localisation and reload again. These features cannot
be apprehended by constitutive relations in the diffusion SB model. Hence a small amount of
shear should be included in outside material to match with the results of extra-small mesh.
6.5.2 Material response inside and outside the shear band
As the global response is close enough, it is worthwhile to investigate the constitutive
behaviour inside and outside the shear band predicted by the diffusion SB model. Figures
6.12 to 6.14 illustrate the stress, strain as well as volumetric relationships inside and outside
the shear band for different loading durations.
Results of the diffusion SB model- Case 1, when the loading duration is 1 s are depicted
in Figure 6.12. These can be qualitatively compared with Figure 5.14 which shows the
behaviour of selected material points in and out of the shear band in the extra-small mesh.
It is observed in Figures 6.12(a), that after bifurcation, the deviatoric strain is concentrated
inside the band similar to Figure 5.14(a). Figure 6.12(b) shows a local volume change
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only inside the band in line with Figure 5.14(b). Nevertheless, in the diffusion SB model,
the volume outside the band is almost constant whereas in the extra-small mesh (in Figure
5.14(b)) there is a little compaction outside.
Figure 6.12(c) shows that the deviatoric stress inside the band reaches a peak after
bifurcation and softens until the critical state. This is in agreement with Figure 5.14(c),
although the residual stress is much higher in the diffusion SB model. The deviatoric stress
outside the band becomes a constant in Figure 6.12(c) in contrast to increasing stress in
Figure 5.14(c). This due to the assumption of Case 1 which dictates a zero shear strain
outside the shear band. Due to the same reason, the stress ratio outside the band in Figure
6.12(d) remains constant after bifurcation. The stress ratio inside the band slightly increases
at the bifurcation point and then reaches the critical stress ratio similar to Figure 5.14(d).
According to Figure 6.12(e), the diffusion SB model predicts that the stress path outside
the band terminates without reaching the critical state line whereas the path inside approaches
the critical state line maintaining a constant effective mean stress. This is mainly because
the duration of loading is large enough to dissipate the whole amount of dilation induced
excess pore pressure generated inside the band within each time step. As there is no dilation
induced pore pressure outside the band, the excess pore pressure also becomes a constant
as shown in Figure 6.12(h). Both effective mean pressures and excess pore pressures are
similar both inside and outside the band indicating full local drainage. This is because the
diffusion SB model assumes that the dilation induced pore pressure is equal to the effective
mean pressure increase. When it is fully dissipated, the effective mean pressure becomes
constant. This is a contrast to extra-small mesh results in Figure 5.14(e) and (h). Although
there is no difference in pore pressures in and outside the band, Figure 5.14(h) shows that
the negative excess pore pressure keeps on increasing.
Further, Figures 5.14(e) and (g) show that the effective mean pressure inside the band is
decreasing along the critical state line after the peak. Although this appears as a contradicting
observation, the increase of suction is a result of global strength enhancement. In the extra-
small mesh, the mean pressure is calculated at gauss points whereas the pore pressure is
calculated at nodes based on the global equilibrium. The macroscopic response is closer to
the outside behaviour. Figures 6.12(f) and (g) display that state parameter and void ratio
inside the shear band have reached the critical state whereas those parameters do not change
outside. This observation closely resembles the results of extra-small mesh in Figures 5.14(f)
and (g).
In the extra-small mesh, the expansion inside the band is compensated by the contraction
outside, when the band is fully drained. The simplified SB model does not consider this
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global volume conservation. Moreover, in extra-small mesh, there is a slight drop in the
global response at the onset of bifurcation due to material softening and elastic unloading
outside. The diffusion SB model cannot replicate this.
Figure 6.13 illustrates results of the diffusion SB model- Case 2 when the loading duration
is 1 s. Deviatoric, volumetric strains as well as state parameter inside and outside the band
are similar to Figure 6.12. However, both deviatoric stress and effective mean pressure inside
and outside the band are increasing in this case. This is because dilation is allowed outside
material as well. Due to the same reason, both negative excess pore pressures in and out of
the band accumulate, albeit without a pressure gradient in between. This is similar to Figure
5.14(h); thus the assumption Case 2 closely matches the global response of the extra-fine
mesh. Compared to Figure 6.12(e), stress paths in and out of shear band keep on rising
in Figure 6.13(e). This is because dilative hardening takes place in both components even
though material inside the shear band has reached the critical state. Unlike in Case 1, now
only a portion of pore pressure inside the band dissipates.
The results of diffusion SB model- Case 2 when the loading duration is 0.001 s are shown
in Figure 6.14. Much difference is not observed between Cases 1 and 2. This Figure can
be compared with the material behaviour inside and outside the shear band of extra-small
mesh for a similar loading duration (Figure 5.19). The first observation is the delayed onset
of bifurcation compared to Figure 6.12. Therefore, the shear band is not progressed much.
Concentrated shear strain in Figure 6.14(a) and local volume change in Figure 6.14(b) are
similar to those in Figure 5.19. Significant compaction outside the band is not observed in
this case, because the global volume stability which happens in fully drained shear bands
is not reached yet. Figure 6.14(c) shows that the deviatoric stress inside the band reaches a
peak and softens afterwards, but the deviatoric stress outside is continuously increasing. This
observation agrees with Figure 5.19(c). Both Figures 5.19(d) and 6.14(d) display that the
stress ratio inside the band is decreasing up to the critical stress ratio while the ratio outside
the band remains constant. The state parameter in Figure 6.14(f) has not reached the critical
state yet.
In Figures 6.14(e) and (g), the stress paths reverse and approach the critical state line
similar to Figures 5.19(e) and (g). This is the main difference compared to fully drained
shear bands in Figures 6.12 and 6.13. The accumulated pore pressures in and out of the
shear band show qualitatively similar behaviours in Figures 6.14(h) and 5.19(h). Since the
loading duration is too fast to dissipate the dilation induced excess pore pressure inside the
band, it accumulates initially. This is because the rate of generation is greater than the rate
of dissipation. However, enhanced pore pressure gradient, in turn, accelerates the excess
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Fig. 6.12 Material response in and out of the shear band for loading duration 1 s predicted
by diffusion SB model- Case 1 (a) shear strain (b) volumetric strain (c) deviatoric stress (d)
stress ratio (e) stress path (f) state parameter (g) volumetric path and (h) excess pore water
pressure
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Fig. 6.13 Material response in and out of the shear band for loading duration 1 s predicted
by diffusion SB model- Case 2 (a) shear strain (b) volumetric strain (c) deviatoric stress (d)
stress ratio (e) stress path (f) state parameter (g) volumetric path and (h) excess pore water
pressure
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Fig. 6.14 Material response in and out of the shear band for loading duration 0.001s predicted
by diffusion SB model- Case 2 (a) shear strain (b) volumetric strain (c) deviatoric stress (d)
stress ratio (e) stress path (f) state parameter (g) volumetric path and (h) excess pore water
pressure
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pore pressure dissipation. Therefore, both accumulated pore pressure and mean effective
pressure start to decrease. This is illustrated by Figures 6.14(e),(g) and (h). Until the 20 %
strain, there is a net pore pressure gradient which clearly demonstrates the partially drained
behaviour of the shear band. All in all, Figure 6.14 is qualitatively in good agreement with
Figure 5.19. It confirms that the diffusion SB model sufficiently captures the response of
partially drained shear band.
The main achievement of this diffusion SB approach is that constitutive relations alone
capture both macroscopic and microscopic (inside and outside the shear band) behaviour of
the extra-small mesh. Furthermore, this constitutive response is sensitive to both time and
scale effects observed in the extra-small mesh.
Validity of the assumption of homogeneous material behaviour inside and outside the
shear band
Figure 6.2(b) displays the conceptual single element diffusion SB model which replicates
the behaviour of undrained biaxial compression of extra-small mesh in Figure 6.2(a). Here it
is assumed that the material behaviours inside and outside the shear band are homogeneous.
However, neither in real soil nor in numerically modelled biaxial tests, the material behaviour
inside the shear band is uniform throughout. The stress state outside the band is fairly
uniform, but the stress states inside the shear band differ in longitudinal and transverse
directions.
The shear band behaviour near boundaries and corners are significantly different from the
interior shear band. FE simulations of plane-strain compression tests exhibit kinks where
the shear band connects boundaries as shown in Figure 6.2(a). In these regions, the material
behaviour continuously oscillates from loading to unloading. Therefore, only a material
sample inside the biaxial compression test should be considered as a representative of the
diffusion SB model. The idealised body should be unbounded and traversed by a shear band
with a constant thickness and a constant angle.
In the transverse direction, the behaviours of middle and boundary shear band elements
are different. It is mainly due to the pathological drawback of iso-parametric quadrilateral
elements. These elements cause the shear band to extend over more than a single element. It is
clearly observed in Figure 6.15 that apart from the distinct response of shear band and outside
elements, boundary elements (780,783) show an intermediate response. This is because
the discontinuity is smeared over boundary elements rather than a sharp transition from the
localisation zone to the surrounding area. It is observed that the state parameter has reached
the critical state only in the middle shear band elements ( 781,782). This observation is valid
for both dry and saturated simulations. However, it is more complex in the saturated case
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since it contains two discontinuous fields. The response of boundary elements is disregarded
in the diffusion SB model.
On top of that, the mechanism of failure during plane-strain compression is a complex
phenomenon. The apparent softening in sand observed in experiments or numerical models is
a joint result of many factors. There are structural and geometrical instabilities in plane-strain
tests which cannot be explained by the constitutive behaviour itself. Especially, kinks at the
boundaries significantly contribute to the load drop followed by the localisation (Needleman


































Fig. 6.15 (a) An enlarged view of localised elements and (b) state parameters at the centre of
each element
6.6 Application of Diffusion Shear Band Model
The ability of the diffusion shear band model to replicate both macroscopic and microscopic
response of undrained extra-small mesh was elucidated before. The ultimate goal is to use
this model for large-scale field problems where the element size is several orders larger than
the actual shear band thickness. As an initial step to demonstrate the applicability of diffusion
SB model for macro-scale problems, an up-scaled biaxial compression test is conducted.
The specimen dimensions are 1 m × 2 m. Quadratic elements with reduced integration are
utilised throughout. Element dimensions are 0.5 m × 0.25 m similar to the calibrated element
in section 6.5.1. This model is referred hereafter as the extra-large mesh which is different
from the extra-large mesh in previous chapters. For comparison, the up-scaled biaxial test is
also simulated with an extra-small mesh (0.00625m) which will be used as the benchmark
case. Hence compared mesh size ratio is around 56.
Displacement of 0.4 m is applied at the top nodes to maintain the same strain rate as
section 6.5.1. Different loading durations are considered. A permeable top boundary is
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assumed in section 6.6.1, and fully impermeable boundaries are considered in section 6.6.2.
No weak element is included in the top drained case. The element 16 is prescribed with
weak material parameters in the fully undrained case. The diffusion SB model (Case 2),
calibrated in section 6.5.1, is utilised for the up-scaled analysis. The mechanical responses of
extra-large mesh with both the original NS model and the diffusion SB model are compared
with those of extra-small mesh with the original NS model.
As graphically illustrated in Figure 6.16 a single bifurcated material point in Figure
6.16(a) can be represented by an undrained extra-small mesh with a shear band (Figure
6.16(b)). Non-bifurcated gauss points should follow the original NS model. The validity of
this assumption will be discussed in section 6.7. Figure 6.16 elucidates three scales: the shear
band is in micro scale, the element size is in meso scale and dimensions of the up-scaled
biaxial test are in macro scale. Although this up-scaled biaxial test does not represent the
actual field conditions, it can simply demonstrate the validity of the proposed approach for
different remote boundary conditions.
6.6.1 Results of up-scaled biaxial compression test with open drainage
at the top boundary
Global response
Figure 6.17 illustrates the global reaction forces of 1 m × 2 m biaxial compression tests with
permeable top boundary. The disparity between the extra-small (yellow) and extra-large
(green) meshes simulated with the original NS model is well evident. Predictions of diffusion
SB model using the extra-large mesh are plotted in red dash line. The deviatoric strain
contours of selected loading rates are displayed in Figure 6.18. A coloured cross indicates
the number of bifurcated material points in each element.
Due to numerical singularities, simulations of the extra-small mesh are terminated pre-
maturely. The termination occurred when two shear bands intersect leading to extreme
mesh distortions at the intersection as displayed in Figures 6.18(a),(d) and (i). Shear strain
contours in Figure 6.18 show localisations only in the extra-small mesh. Deformations in
the extra-large mesh are more or less homogeneous except for elements near the top surface.
The diffusion SB model is activated only for gauss points which have reached the bifurcation
strains mentioned in Table 6.1. It is observed that the concentrated deformation is encouraged
by the diffusion SB model although it does not fully capture the localised shear strains similar
to the extra-small mesh.
In Figure 6.17, the mechanical responses of the extra-large mesh modelled with the
diffusion SB model closely replicate the behaviours of the extra-small mesh when the loading






Fig. 6.16 (a) Up-scaled biaxial compression specimen with diffusion SB elements and (b)
undrained material point discretised with 0.00625 m mesh
durations are 0.005 s and 0.01 s. The deviatoric strain contours of the extra-small mesh
corresponding to those loading rates show a single set of cross-shaped shear bands (Figure
6.18(d)).
When the loading durations are smaller (or faster loading rates), results of these static
simulations are doubtful. The deviatoric strain contours of extra-small mesh in Figure 6.18(a)
display pore pressure shocks (alternative dilative and contractive shear bands). Therefore, a
dynamic simulation with inertia terms will be more appropriate for these rates. According
to Abaqus 6.11 (2011), Darcy’s law is only accurate for smaller flow velocities. High flow
velocities have the effect of reducing the effective permeability and “choking” of pore fluid
flow. In this region the minimum time step is smaller than the critical time step in Equation
5.4.
On the other hand, when the loading duration becomes slower, there is enough time for
the fluid movement at internal nodes. In these cases, local volume changes may occur at



















































































































































Fig. 6.17 Global reaction forces of top drained 1 m × 2 m biaxial compression tests for
loading durations: (a) 0.001 s, (b) 0.005 s, (c) 0.01 s, (d) 0.05 s,(e) 0.1 s, (f) 1 s
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one bifurcated gauss points
Fig. 6.18 Shear strain contours of top drained 1 m × 2 m biaxial compression tests for loading
durations: (a)(b)(c) 0.001 s, (d)(e)(f) 0.01 s, (i)(j)(k) 1 s (left: extra-small mesh with original
NS, middle: extra-large mesh with original NS, right: extra-large mesh with diffusion SB
model)
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interior nodes of the extra-large mesh contradicting the hypothesis of the undrained diffusion
SB model. The global force-displacement relationships of loading durations 0.05 s, 0.1 s
and 1 s ascertain that local drainage takes place internally. The green lines in Figure 6.17(d)
to (f) tend to show peaks which signals the singularity of the drained acoustic tensor. It
means internal drainage have started before that. Moreover, when the loading duration is 1s,
deviatoric strain contour of extra-small mesh shows arrays of tributary localised bands as
displayed in Figure 6.18(i). These tributary shear bands facilitate more drainage at the top
boundary. Therefore, for these loading rates, the onset of bifurcation predicted by the SB
model (which is calibrated for an undrained element) is much delayed than predictions of the
extra-small mesh. In other words, as shown in Figure 6.17(d),(e),(f), the diffusion SB model
overestimates the peaks of extra-small mesh for slower loading rates.
It is evident that the applicability of the diffusion SB model depends on the loading rate,
permeability, drainage length as well as the remote boundary conditions. Nevertheless, as
compared to simulations of extra-large mesh with the original NS model, the error from the
proposed method is marginal.
Average elemental response
Apart from the material behaviour, the global response of the biaxial compression test is also
dominated by remote boundary constraints. Hence global behaviour itself is not adequate to
conclude about the validity of the proposed method. Therefore, it is worthwhile to compare
the average constitutive behaviour of each element (four gauss points) in extra-large mesh
with the average response of a respective subset of elements in the extra-small mesh. The
purpose is to check whether the proposed constitutive model captures the average mechanical
response of the extra-small mesh locally.
Only results of loading duration 0.01 s are considered for the discussion below. The extra-
small mesh is partitioned such that each partition is equivalent to a respective element in the
extra-large mesh as shown in Figure 6.19. The average mechanical responses of partitions
in the extra-small mesh are compared with those of equivalent elements in the extra-large
mesh. Because of the symmetrical loading, only average stress-strain relationships of element
number 9 to 16 are compared in Figure 6.20.
The progressive development of two crossed shear bands in the extra-small mesh (Figure
6.18(d)) can be described using Figure 6.21(a) which encloses the stress-strain responses
of each partition. In the extra-small mesh, there are only eight partitions which contain
shear bands (1, 4, 6, 7, 13, 10, 11 and 16). Out of them, partitions 1 and 13 have drained
top boundaries, and hence localisation initiates in them. Therefore, these two partitions
inherit the highest deformation as shown in Figure 6.21(a). Also, their ultimate strengths are
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Element/ Partition 10
Fig. 6.19 Partition 10 in extra-small mesh corresponding to element 10 in extra-large mesh
smaller since there is no volume constraint. These shear bands then progress to partitions
6 and 10, thus they have second highest deformation. With further axial displacement on
the top, these shear bands approach to partitions 7 / 11 and then 4/16 successively. The
partitions without shear bands (9, 5, 3, 15, 12, 8, 14 and 2) display slight unloading after the
bifurcation. Nevertheless, a continued post-localised deformation could not be observed for
the extra-small mesh. Extreme mesh distortions at the intersection of two shear bands cause
convergence difficulties resulting in termination around 65 % of applied displacement. From
the overview of the average behaviour of partitions in the extra-small mesh, it is observed
that partitions with shear bands show enhanced deformation compared to others.
On the contrary, the extra-large mesh can hardly capture this progressive failure. No
visible shear band is seen in Figure 6.18(e), and all elements except those in the first two
rows show a continuous dilative hardening. Also, as the distance between two nodes is
comparatively high in the extra-large mesh, the boundary movement has more influence
on other elements. Therefore, they tend to show larger deformation than their respective
extra-small partitions.
When the diffusion SB model is applied to the extra-large mesh, a considerable improve-
ment in capturing the post-localised deformation can be seen. Figures 6.20(b),(c),(e) and (h)
illustrate the average stress-strain relationships of partitions with shear bands (10, 11, 13 and





























































































































































































































Fig. 6.20 Average stress-strain relationships of partitions in extra-small mesh compared
with respective elements in extra-large mesh for loading duration 0.01 s: Element/partition
number (a) 9, (b) 10,(c) 11, (d) 12, (e) 13, (f) 14,(g) 15, (h) 16













































































Fig. 6.21 Average stress-strain relationships of (a) partitions in extra-small mesh predicted
by original NS model and (b) elements in extra-large mesh predicted by diffusion SB model
for loading duration 0.01 s
16) in the extra-small mesh. They are closely replicated by the diffusion SB model except
for the partition 13. This is because the SB model is intended only for undrained elements
and element 13 has a permeable surface.
In Figures 6.20(a),(d),(f) and (g), the deformations of partitions 9, 12, 14 and 15 in
extra-small mesh, abruptly terminate after the bifurcation. It is because all elements in
those partitions are unloading and their average response shows a slight snap-back. If the
extra-small mesh had converged fully, further reloading and unloading could be expected
depending on the development of secondary shear bands. Although the diffusion SB model
captures this diminished deformation for elements 12 and 15, it inaccurately predicts a
continuous shear deformation for elements 9 and 14. In fact, the element 14 in the extra-large
mesh is subjected to greater deformation than the partition 14 in the extra-small mesh. This
is because the impact of moving boundaries are more critical when the distance between
two nodes is greater. As the onset of the shear band is detected based on deviatoric strain,
the diffusion SB model cannot distinguish the difference between concentrated and uniform
deformation. Hence the SB model wrongly assumes that an internal shear band has occurred
in the element 14. The same observation applies for the element 9 as well. Due to the
permeable surface, it deforms considerably even without a shear band. As the proposed
method is intended for elements with zero volumetric strain, it can not be recommended for
elements close to moving or permeable boundaries.
In conclusion, the diffusion SB model is competent in reducing the stiffness caused by
local drainage and correcting the stress increment when the strain increment is given, for
bifurcated elements. However, the method used to detect the onset of the shear band is
ambiguous for arbitrary loading conditions.
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Apart from element size, the dimension of the specimen, number of nodes, integration
points and boundary conditions influence the deformation. Probably the up-scaled model with
16 elements is not appropriate to assess the validity of the proposed approach. One reason
is that there is a considerable impact from moving boundaries. Also due to incompressible
material behaviour at higher loading rates, larger elements do not perform very well.
6.6.2 Results of up-scaled biaxial compression test with fully imperme-
able boundaries
To alleviate the influence of drained top boundary, an up-scaled biaxial compression test
with fully impermeable boundaries is conducted. The global force-displacement curves for
different loading rates are displayed in Figure 6.22. The deviatoric strain contours of selected
loading rates are also illustrated in Figure 6.23.
Global response
Due to the weak element included at the lower right corner, a single shear band is triggered
as illustrated in Figure 6.23. When loading durations are smaller than 1 s, extra-large mesh
displays identical load-displacement curves in Figures 6.22(a) to (e). They indicate almost
uniform dilative hardening throughout the specimen. In contrast, the load-displacement
responses of extra-small mesh show distinct peaks followed by softening except Figure
6.22(a). It should be mentioned here that post-bifurcation softening was not observed for
undrained global boundaries when the specimen size was smaller. When the ratio of sample
height to the element size is greater, more material points outside the band are unloading.
This causes the post-peak softening. Another observation is that the onset of the peak is
delayed for greater loading rates.
Except for loading duration 0.001 s, the diffusion SB model closely captures the onset
of bifurcation and post-localised deformation globally. However, it cannot apprehend the
post-peak softening caused by elastic unloading. The force keeps on increasing after the
localisation albeit with reduced stiffness. This is because a small portion of shear-induced
dilation is prescribed to the outside material as well (Case 2). Shear strain contours of
diffusion SB model in Figures 6.23(c),(f),(k) tend to display more localised patterns compared
to contours of the original NS model in Figures 6.23(b),(e),(j).
Average elemental response
The average mechanical responses of partitions in the extra-small mesh are compared with
those of equivalent elements in the extra-large mesh for loading duration 0.01 s. Only
partition/element numbers 9 to 16 are shown in Figure 6.24. The extra-small mesh terminates
the analysis around 85 % of applied displacement.



















































































































































Fig. 6.22 Global reaction forces of fully impermeable 1 m × 2 m biaxial compression tests
for loading durations: (a) 0.001 s, (b) 0.005 s, (c) 0.01 s, (d) 0.05 s,(e) 0.1 s, (f) 1 s
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Fig. 6.23 Shear strain contours of fully impermeable 1 m × 2 m biaxial compression tests
for loading durations: (a),(b),(c) 0.001 s, (d)(e)(f) 0.01 s, (i)(j)(k) 1 s (left: extra-small mesh
with original NS, middle: extra-large mesh with original NS, right: extra-large mesh with
diffusion SB model)






















































































































































































































Fig. 6.24 Average stress-strain relationships of partitions in extra-small mesh compared with
respective elements in extra-large mesh for the loading duration 0.01 s: Element/partition
number (a) 9, (b) 10,(c) 11, (d) 12, (e) 13, (f) 14,(g) 15, (h) 16
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It is evident from the deviatoric strain contours in Figure 6.23(d), that only partitions 1, 6,
11 and 16 include shear bands. The original NS model predicts greater average strain for
those partitions, whereas deformation of other partitions terminates soon after the localisation
is triggered. On the contrary, all elements in extra-large mesh indicate almost uniform
deformation. This is because, for the considered specimen dimensions, the element size is
too large to capture the strain concentration. As previously discussed, larger iso-parametric
elements smear the discontinuous deformation over several elements. When the diffusion
SB model is applied to the extra-large mesh, a comparatively better match with the extra-
small mesh can be seen for partitions with shear bands as shown in Figures 6.24(c) and (h).
However, for those without bands, the extra-large elements with the diffusion SB model
overestimate the shear deformation.
When the numerical shear band is very thin (for extra-small mesh), the strain discontinuity
is greater. Thus, shear strain inside the band is much higher than outside. For a larger mesh,
the discontinuity is smeared over neighbour elements. Hence it shows an almost homoge-
neous deformation. The diffusion SB model slightly overcomes this issue by redistributing
more strain in elements 11 and 16 and less in others, such that the global response matches.
Nevertheless, it still inaccurately predicts prolonged post-localised deformations for elements
9, 10, 12, 13, 14 and 15. Furthermore, 16 element model is not capable of replicating the
elastic unloading which happens in the extra-small mesh.
6.6.3 Range of applicability
It is evident that the applicability of diffusion SB model is governed by the degree of
internal drainage which depends on boundary constraints, drainage length, loading rate and
permeability. Figure 6.25 plots the maximum reaction forces achieved within 20 % strain by
extra-large and extra-small meshes. The normalised velocity is calculated based on diffusive
properties stated in Chapter 5. The drainage length is assumed as the height of the specimen.
Hypothesising that the extra-small mesh predicts the ground truth, Table 6.2 presents the
error of predicting maximum forces by the extra-large mesh with and without diffusion SB
model. The loading duration 0.001 s is ignored here since it closely represents the locally
undrained case. It is observed that when mesh size is increased nearly 56 times, the error
of predicting peak by the original NS model is between 61% to 195% for the top drained
case and between 89% to 389% for the fully undrained case. When the diffusion SB model
is used with extra-large mesh, this error is between 8% to 52% for the top drained case and
0.6% to 36% for the fully undrained case.
The accuracy of the diffusion SB model is within 20% when the normalised velocity is
between 10 to 40 for the top drained case. For the globally undrained case, 20% accuracy is
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achieved when the normalised velocity is between 1 to 40. In these regions, mesh sensitivity
of conventional FEM is reduced more than 50%. However, it should be mentioned that these












































































Fig. 6.25 Maximum reaction forces plotted against normalised velocity for 1 m × 2 m biaxial
compression tests with (a) permeable top boundary and (b) all impermeable boundaries
Table 6.2 Error of using extra-large elements
top drained fully undrained
Loading
duration (s)
original NS diffusion SB original NS diffusion SB
1 106% 52% 389% 36%
0.1 195% 33% 204% 9%
0.05 176% 24% 273% 15%
0.01 102% 8% 89% 0.6%
0.005 61% 9% 160% 4%
6.7 Limitations of the Diffusion SB Model
The proposed approach is a heavily simplified mathematical model which takes account of
internal fluid movements within the constitutive level without changing equilibrium equations.
It has several restrictions which are discussed below.
Validity of the ground truth
The proposed model is calibrated with respect to another FE model with an extra-small
mesh. Hence the validity of the ground truth itself is questionable. By default, it has all the
drawbacks of FEM. Moreover, due to numerical singularities, there is a minimum shear band
thickness (smallest mesh size) this model can be calibrated with. So it is not appropriate for
soil with very fine particles.
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Scale effects
There are scale effects which influence the range of normalised velocity within which this
model is applicable. It is shown that the diffusion SB model is mostly valid in the partially
drained region. The boundaries of this region depend on the element size, specimen size,
loading rate and permeability. Therefore, disparities can occur when the diffusion SB model
is calibrated in meso scale and applied in macro scale. In Figure 6.16, the up-scaling ratio is
4. If this ratio is high, there can be a disparity between the calibrated onset of localisation
and the actual one. As shown in Figure 6.26, the calibration of the model is done for a
single element with certain boundary conditions and a deformation mode (isochoric biaxial
compression). In this case, the deviatoric strain is a function of axial deformation. On the
contrary, in the macro scale model, the elements can be subjected to complex combinations
of deformations. Apart from arbitrary translations at four nodes as displayed in Figure
6.26, shear deformation can cause principal axis rotations as well. Therefore, the calibrated
deviatoric strain at the onset of localisation based on biaxial compression may not fit for an
arbitrary deformation. For example, the model is not suitable for elements near permeable
boundaries.
Fig. 6.26 Concept of up-scaling
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Minimum element size
The 1D diffusion equation is based on the assumption that water can dissipate an infinite
distance. Also, it is assumed that the pore pressure outside the shear band is not decreased
due to this dissipation. These assumptions are valid only when the thickness of the shear
band is very small compared to element dimensions. According to Figure 6.8, the length of
integration point should be at least 8 times the shear band thickness to assume that material
outside does not receive pore pressure (for the considered range of time increments).
Allowance for local volume changes
It is observed in Figure 6.25 that this model is not accurate for any arbitrary loading rate. It
is only valid in a region of normalised velocity within which large elements display almost
undrained behaviour, but a fine mesh can capture the local drainage. When the loading
duration is high, pore fluid starts to flow at nodes of large elements. This is accompanied by
local volume changes. In this region, the applicability of the diffusion SB model is doubtful.
Figure 6.25 shows that model predictions drift from reality when the loading time is greater.
Accuracy of predicting the onset of shear band
The diffusion SB model is activated in material points which have reached the calibrated
deviatoric strain at bifurcation. However, in the up-scaled model, the larger mesh smears the
deviatoric strain over several elements. Therefore, the diffusion SB model is activated in the
surrounding elements as well. This is also the case for elements near the moving boundaries.
Inability to reproduce complex shear band patterns
The diffusion SB model is calibrated for a simple diagonal shear band only. The extra-small
mesh is capable of producing very complex shear band patterns which cannot be replicated
by the diffusion SB model.
6.8 Conclusions
Chapter 6 presents a phenomenological constitutive model for the undrained deformation of
saturated dilative sand in the presence of a locally drained shear band. Rate and space depen-
dence of hydro-mechanical coupling is captured through the diffusion equation. Separate
constitutive relationships are generated for the band and intact material which are averaged
to calculate the macroscopic response. Single element results are first calibrated with the
global response of the extra-small mesh with impermeable boundaries. Then it is applied
for up-scaled boundary value problems. Although the proposed method is successful in
reproducing both global and local behaviours of extra-small mesh, it has certain limitations
when applied to large-scale problems.
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6.8.1 Contributions
The main contributions of this chapter are
• Development of a novel conceptual constitutive model to describe the deformation of
undrained dilative hardening materials
A theoretical model is presented to apprehend local pore fluid movements at the
shear band scale. The model can be used at the constitutive level without changing
equilibrium equations. The proposed method can predict the macroscopic mechanical
response of saturated dense sand appreciating the underlying micro-kinematics. It
integrates the material behaviour at two scales: the thickness of the shear band and the
size of the material point. Hence it is inherently independent of the spatial discretisation.
The influence of time and space parameters on the competing mechanisms of pore
pressure generation and dissipation is taken into account. Therefore the model can be
used for large-scale boundary value problems without extreme mesh refinement.
The diffusion SB model can replicate the macroscopic reaction during the globally
undrained deformation of a biaxial compression test with extremely fine mesh. It is
pointed out that undrained dilative hardening predicted by a homogeneous material
model is perceptibly reduced due to the local drainage associated with shear localisation.
The model is validated for different loading rates. Two hypotheses are made during the
formulation: total shear strain is concentrated inside the band, or the outside material
shares a portion of shear strain. It is shown that the global strength based on the latter
can more accurately represent the progressive development of a locally drained shear
band.
The distinct material behaviours inside and outside the band predicted by the diffusion
SB model are qualitatively in good agreement with those of extra-small mesh. It is
illustrated that depending on the loading rate and the shear band thickness adopted, the
behaviour inside the band can be fully or partially drained. This degree of drainage,
in fact, governs the strength. The pore fluid diffusion is associated with local volume
changes irrespective of boundary conditions of the material point.
After Pietruszczak (1995), this is the first time a constitutive model is developed specif-
ically for undrained dilative material. Compared to his implementation, this model
is more advanced in capturing the rate-dependence of pore fluid diffusion. A further
step forward, the partial or full drained response inside the shear band is qualitatively
validated here with a fine mesh. In contrast to the strong discontinuity approach by
Larsson and Larsson (2000a,b), this simplified method is easy to implement. Moreover,
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compared to all previous attempts, this model takes advantage of critical state concepts
for the simulation of partial volume change and its relation to strength development.
• Application of the developed model to large-scale boundary value problems
Based on up-scaled biaxial compression results, it is observed that applicability of
the diffusion SB model depends on the loading rate, permeability, drainage length
as well as the remote boundary conditions. With the original NS model, the error of
predicting the maximum force by 56 times larger mesh is between 61% to 195% for
the top drained case and between 89% to 389% for the fully undrained case. When
the diffusion SB model is used, this error is between 8% to 52% for the top drained
case and 0.6% to 36% for the fully undrained case. For both boundary conditions, the
diffusion SB model reduces the mesh sensitivity more than 50% when the normalised
velocity is between 1 and 40. These values are however dependent on tested mesh and
specimen sizes.
In essence, the model is designed for locally undrained (isochoric) material points.
Hence it is not valid for gauss points near permeable boundaries or when the loading
rate is slow enough to induce local volume changes. It also cannot replicate complex
localisation patterns. However, even with these limitations, the prediction error of the




7.1 Summary and Conclusions
This thesis numerically investigates the behaviour of dilative granular material. The purpose
is to improve the accuracy of modelling saturated dense sand under varying degrees of
drainage conditions. The difference between global and local fluid movements and its
association with localisation are identified. The rate and mesh dependence on the initiation
of the shear band and post-localised deformation is investigated. This study upgrades the
constitutive modelling of saturated dense sand mimicking the underlying micro-kinematics
within the limitations of the continuum based finite element method.
Associative NS model can successfully capture the soil in the dry side of the critical
state, due to its state parameter and limiting hardness concepts. It is capable of modelling
undrained dilative hardening and cease of dilation at the critical state. The non-coaxial rule
is active only during principal axis rotations, and its effect subsides near the critical state.
The impact of the non-associative rule is noticeable after the peak. Both flow rules reduce
the model’s tendency to dilate. However, the original NS model with associative and coaxial
flow rule is sufficient to apprehend the basic characteristics of dense granular material under
both drained and undrained conditions.
The onset of localisation depends on the adopted flow rule in the constitutive model. For
drained tests, the associative NS model predicts instability at the peak, whereas modified
rules detect localisation in the hardening regime. For undrained tests, bifurcation criterion is
not satisfied by original or modified NS models. The local drainage caused by a heterogeneity
is the triggering mechanism for localisation in globally undrained dense sand. This can not
be captured by the constitutive behaviour.
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The nonlocal regularisation introduces a characteristic length into constitutive equations.
For dry sand, it produces mesh objective mechanical responses and a unique shear band
thickness after the peak. Along with scaling the nonlocal theory can be used to obtain
physically realistic load-displacement curves without extreme mesh refinement. For 8 times
larger elements, mesh objectivity is achieved by the nonlocal method and scaling within
20% accuracy limit. The volumetric regularisation is more effective during softening than
at the critical state. The nonlocal method and scaling decrease the smallest band thickness
simulated by FEM (without losing ellipticity of governing equations) from 0.02m to 0.005m.
The hydro-mechanical coupling governs the onset of localisation in saturated granular
material. Depending on the degree of local drainage, shear zones can be fully or partially
drained, or locally undrained. It is numerically decided by the permeability, compressibility,
loading rate, mesh and specimen size. The drainage condition at remote boundaries also
influences the initiation of shear bands. The maximum loading rate that can be simulated
by static consolidation analysis without losing accuracy is sensitive to the element size.
In reality, heterogeneities caused by non-uniform particle size and distribution also act as
triggering factors of shear bands.
The nonlocal regularisation of soil skeleton is effective in saturated sand only when
either shear band or all material points are fully drained. It is not successful in partially
drained regions. Hence a mesh independent constitutive relationship is developed with an
embedded localisation for partially drained region. It bridges the micro and macro response
by capturing pore fluid diffusion at the grain scale. It is validated with globally undrained
extremely fine mesh and applied for up-scaled boundary value problems. It is observed that
dilative hardening during undrained deformation is diminished due to fluid movements which
occur at a smaller scale than element size.
Table 7.1 and Figure 7.1 summarise the range of normalised velocities during which the
mesh objectivity is achieved within 20% accuracy limit from both nonlocal NS and diffusion
SB methods. The comparison is done with 0.00625m benchmark meshes (shown right in
Figure 7.1). Table 7.1 provides recommendations on normalised velocities and element to
grain size ratios, for which these two methods are applicable. These values are subjective of
tested specimen size and boundary conditions.
The nonlocal method is applicable for the softening of soil skeleton. Hence it is recom-
mended when the normalised velocity is in the fully drained region. Since scaling always
introduces an error, there is a maximum element size for which this method can be used. The
diffusion SB model is intended for hydro-mechanical coupled problems, and it is suitable
when the normalised velocity is in the partially drained region. Only a minimum element
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size can be recommended for this, and the maximum size depends on the dimension of the
problem.

























0.05m 8 Vn ≤ 1 Vn ≤ 0.1 ≤ 10 tsb
diffusion
SB
2m×1m 0.35m 56 10 ≤Vn ≤ 40 1 ≤Vn ≤ 40 ≥ 16 tsb
Fig. 7.1 Applicability of two methods: top- nonlocal analysis, bottom- diffusion SB model
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7.2 Recommended Future Works
Possible extensions of this research can be proposed in three directions: laboratory testing,
constitutive modelling and numerical simulations of field problems.
• Laboratory testing
One of the limitations of the method proposed in Chapter 6 is that it is calibrated
with another finite element model. Hence it inherits all the drawbacks of continuum-
based methods. The best option is to calibrate the model with experimental data of
undrained biaxial compression tests (with sufficient back pressure to avoid cavitation).
Laboratory testing under different loading rates could be conducted for low permeable
silty sand. Stress, void ratio and pore pressure could be measured inside and outside
the shear band during post-localised deformation. It would provide insight into the
rate effect on the initiation and propagation of the shear band. Expectations are in
the developing research areas of x-ray tomography in which micro CT scanning may
provide insights into local volume changes and pore fluid diffusion (Andò et al., 2013;
Manahiloh and Meehan, 2017; Périard et al., 2016; Taylor, 2016). Possible size and
time effects responsible for the suppression of locally drained shear bands (ratio of
specimen size to grain size, permeability, viscosity and loading velocity) could be
probed in detail. The impact of a small imperfection for the initiation of local drainage
and localisation could be examined. However, X-ray computed micro-tomography
(X-ray µCT) imaging of fluid saturated medium is still an emerging field. According
to personal communications with Andò (2019), there are practical challenges to be
conquered when imaging techniques are used to probe micro-mechanics of globally
undrained sand.
• Improvements on constitutive modelling
Several enhancements can be suggested to improve the constitutive description of
the diffusion SB model. The non-coaxial NS model can be used to describe the
constitutive behaviour inside the shear band while the original NS model is used for the
outside. Since the deviatoric strain cannot detect whether the deformation is uniform
or localised, a different parameter should be explored to check the onset of localisation.
Representative biaxial strain can be calculated from the arbitrary strain field at any
material point. It can be used to detect the onset of localisation in material points of the
up-scaled model. The viable alternative to lack of experimental evidence is to calibrate
the SB model with a discontinuum method such as a discrete element method. It can
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simulate micro-kinematics at the grain scale comparatively with more accuracy level
than FEM.
• Numerical simulations of field problems
Both nonlocal regularisation and diffusion SB method can be utilised for large-scale 2D
field problems under saturated condition. Possible applications are buckling of buried
pipelines, dragging of anchors, ploughs, pull-out of suction caissons and other offshore
foundations etc. These applications involve large deformations with shear localisations.
Hence, conventional FE simulations are pathologically mesh dependent. The influence
of different loading rates and permeabilities create various drainage conditions. The
current practice is to conduct mesh refinement analysis until a convergent solution
is reached. Nevertheless, it is computationally expensive for field problems with
dimensions in the range of meters to kilometers. Furthermore, with continuous mesh
refinement, the shear band thickness can be infinitely small, losing the ellipticity of
governing equilibrium equations. Therefore, a regularisation tool is desirable such
that an affordable mesh size can be used without loss of accuracy. The nonlocal
regularisation with scaling can be utilised when localisations take place under fully
drained conditions. The diffusion SB model can be used for partially drained conditions
in deep-sea problems (when cavitation is delayed due to hydrostatic pressure).
However, several improvements are necessary to when the diffusion SB model is
applied for field problems. First, some scale effect on calibrated parameters of the
model is foreseeable when it will be used in up-scaled applications. The influence of
three scales: grain size (or real shear band thickness), element size and the dimension of
the boundary value problem should be scrutinised to evaluate the range of applicability
of the proposed method. Second, the model should be enhanced to take account of
intricate localised patterns such as curved and tributary shear bands. Also, the evolution
of shear band thickness and inclination should be considered. Third, fluid movements
at soil-structure interface should be further studied. Finally, the diffusion SB model is
currently only valid for 2D applications.
Similar complications can arise when nonlocal regularisation and scaling is used for
field problems. The applicability of this method near boundaries and soil-structure
interface is questionable. Values for suitable characteristic length and scaling factor are
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